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Abstract
The interrelationship between modernism and postmodernism has always been a moot point,
hence evasive. Many postmodern thinkers and theorists have viewed this issue from a wide
variety of angles. While, for Jean-Françoise Lyotard, “postmodernism is modernism at its
nascent”, Linda Hutcheon and Ihab Hassan vote for an ironic and ambivalent relationship
between these two. Some theorists dispense with the contextual aspects and accentuate solely the
aesthetic traits; whereas some poststructuralists like Michel Foucault historicize and thereby
politicize this controversial interrelationship at the cost of marginalizing the stylistic dimension.
The present paper compares T. S. Eliot’s modernist colonial wasteland and J. S. Anand’s
postcolonial postmodernist wretched land portrait. This comparison aims at showing how the
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spatiotemporal travelling of the wasteland vision backgrounds the inflicted plight of the wretched
land.
The present study adopts a Lyotard-Hutcheonian methodology and detects a dialogic relationship
between the two poets. It is argued that in “writing back to the empire”, Anand portrays and
laments the rise of the wretched land. The postmodern state of disbelief is the stretch of
modernist doubt. This paper tracks a line of continuity in this comparative study. This paper
takes Eliot’s Wasteland as the colonial heritage bequeathed under the rubric of civilization to the
postcolonial generation, depriving it of its spiritual being. Anand’s poetry is the voice which
laments this loss. The paper also pinpoints an ambivalent relationship between Anand and Eliot
and thereby votes for the forked ironic tone which runs through the postcolonial portrait of the
wretched land.
Key words: postcolonial, postmodernism, modernism, postmodernism
Interrelationship between Modernism and Postmodernism
The interrelationship of modernism and postmodernism has always been a controversial
issue. The very roots of modernism could be traced back to the Renaissance and the prophetic
hail of Francis Bacon to science and the experimental approach. But modernism as a purely
cultural movement emerged gradually after the Industrial Revolution at the turn of the eighteenth
century and flourished in the second half of the nineteenth century in the form of civilization and
urbanization, hence modernity.
Modernism
Modernism as a nausea of the traditional and historical beliefs and notions was highly
backed up by an intellectual background starred by thinkers as diverse as Sigmund Freud in
psychology, Charles Darwin in biology, Carl Marx in economics, Ferdinand de Saussure in
linguistics, Albert Einstein in physics, and Friedrich Nietzsche in philosophy.
The resultant interpretation of the age from the theories of these thinkers led to a strong
sense of fragmentation, disintegration, doubt, crisis of identity, helplessness and rootlessness.
Thus the artistic and cultural landscape of the time became a canvass of different movements
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such as Aestheticism, Dadaism, Futurism, Expressionism, Impressionism, and Surrealism. Social
and political events during the forties, fifties and sixties gradually make the ahistorical and
apolitical modernism irrelevant. It finds itself increasingly confronted by the new generation’s
cultural outlooks that are, unlike modernism, directly related to larger political and economic
upheavals.
Modernism remains quite well calculatedly unrelated to social transition, political praxis
and economic alternation, because the artist’s rebelliousness is one of the mere formalities with
no ideological or political overtones. Subsequently, modernism cannot be viewed as anything
more than a mere cultural phenomenon that cannot run parallel to the political, economic and
historical sea changes especially after the Second World War (1939-1945).
Postmodernism
The resultant change in the Western epistemology of the second half of the century is
called “postmodernism”, which has brought about drastic changes to the definition of being,
identity and language. The dominant attitude in postmodernism is disbelief, which shares the
same roots with the cultural catastrophe that has given rise to modernism. Besides, the mood of
disbelief is the continuation of the prevalent uncertainty during the first half of the century, just
as the accelerating growth of light technology is the effect of the heavy industry of the previous
age. Hence, the relationship between these two isms is a paradoxical one.
Postmodernism involves both a continuation of the counter-traditional experiments of
modernism, and simultaneously, it involves diverse attempts to break away from modernist
forms which had inevitably become, in their turn, conventional. In Matei Calinescu’s view, the
notion of postmodernism suggests “the obsolescence or even the demise of modernism”, and
concurrently, “it is to a large extent dependent on both the time-consciousness . . . and the deep
sense of crisis that brought modernism into being” (Garvin 168). Therefore, as Linda Hutcheon
has pointed out, postmodernism’s relation to modernism is typically contradictory: “It marks
neither a simple and radical break from it nor a straightforward continuity with it: it is both and
neither . . . [it is] a re-evaluation of and a dialogue with the past in the light of the present” (1819).
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When Jean-Francoise Lyotard defines postmodernism as “incredulity towards
metanarratives”, he decentres like Derrida the bases of all human knowledge. Based on the
Lyotardian definition of postmodernism, Diane Elam observes that postmodernism does not
simply happen after modernism; rather it is “a series of problems present to modernism in its
continuing infancy [. . .] postmodernity is a rewriting of modernity, which has already been
active within modernity for a long time” (Malpas 9). Postmodernism is already part of that to
which it is “post”. This means that postmodernism need not necessarily come after modernism;
in Lyotard’s words, “Postmodernism thus understood is not modernism at its end but in the
nascent state, and this state is constant” (44). Accordingly, Lyotard views postmodernism not as
a historical period but rather as an aesthetic practice. In this sense, modernism and
postmodernism become difficult to separate along straightforward historical lines. It can also be
claimed that the many different modernist movements are artistic micronarratives which emerge
out of the artists’ incredulity towards the artistic metanarratives of the nineteenth century.
The Focus of This Paper – Theories of Ihab Hassan
Drawing on Hutcheon’s and Lyotard’s definitions of postmodernism, this paper vouches
for a dialogic relationship between modernism and postmodernism. This dialogism brings to the
fore the theories of Ihab Hassan who places postmodernism on the literary-critical agenda during
the sixties and seventies. Like Lyotard and Hutcheon, he regards postmodernism as a significant
revision of modernism. Hence, modernism does not cease suddenly so that postmodernism may
begin; they instead coexist (Chabot 2). In their coexistence, modernism and postmodernism both
provide competing visions of the contemporary predicament; thus the link between them is
ambivalent. It is both “continuity and discontinuity”; it manifests “sameness and difference,
unity and rupture, foliation and revolt” (qtd. in Maurya 17). In Hassan’s view, it is likely that a
particular work be informed by the one as by the other. Therefore, like the previous thinkers, he
assigns the same paradoxical logic of both/neither to his ambivalent definition of
postmodernism.
The Dialogical Relationship
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The dialogical relationship between modernism and postmodernism further backs up their
co-existence. Detected through a comparative study of T. S. Eliot’s Euro-American context and
J. S. Anand’s Indian setting, this dialogism is given a postcolonial basis. Here, it is argued that
Anand’s poetry holds a re-evaluation of and a dialogue with Eliot’s modernism. In this sense,
Anand’s poetry in a “writing-back-to-the-empire” strategy sets up a dialogue with T. S. Eliot.
This dialogism aims at showing the colonial wasteland has degenerated into what Anand,
in an email, has called “the wretched land”. T. S. Eliot’s views in “Tradition and the Individual
Talent” further confirm the dialogical lens adopted in this comparative study.
Eliot’s View on the Reliance of the Artist
In his essay, Eliot refers to the historical sense and contends:
It [Tradition] involves, in the first place, the historical sense . . . and the historical
sense involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the past but of its
presence; the historical sense compels a man to write not merely with his own
generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of
Europe from Homer and within it the whole of the literature of his own country
has a simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order. . . .
No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance,
his appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists.
You cannot value him alone; you must set him, for contrast and comparison
among the dead (114-15).
It could be argued that Eliot’s notion of the reliance of the artist on the previous ones
implicitly anticipates intertextuality and the Derridean view that each text is woven out of the
contemporary and preceding texts. Intertextuality, an eminent feature of postmodern literature, is
the conviction that “a text is a tissue of all other texts . . . every text, consciously or not, is
penetrated with and composed of traces of other texts” (Thiher 90). This hypothesis implies that
texts have no textual level, because they have neither beginning nor ending. Arguing that all
literature becomes intertextual, that is, “[a]ll literary texts are rewoven from other texts which
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precede or surround them”, Vibha Maurya quotes Eagleton: “There is no such thing as literary
‘originality,’ no such thing as the ‘first’ literary work: all literature is intercontextual” (16).
Thematic Co-existence
Besides, the issue of simultaneity, accentuated by Eliot as the basis of tradition, implies
the thematic co-existence which founds the dialogical relationship in this comparative study.
However, it should be noted that Eliot’s historical sense and the involved perception, when taken
into the Indian context, cognates with itself a tradition marked by colonial encounter and the
subsequent implications. Hence, the dialogical relationship between Eliot and Anand is a
historicized and politicized one.
Crisis of Identity
Living and writing in the kaleidoscopic context of modernism, T. S. Eliot best portrays
the crisis of identity that modern man has been exposed to. “The publication of The Waste Land
in late 1922,” in Lawrence Rainey’s words, “announced modernism’s unprecedented triumph”
(91). Keeping an eye on the traditional and classical figures, Eliot’s portrait laments man’s
suspicion to himself, his identity and the sufferings he has been through. Eliot himself states, “I
had expressed the ‘disillusionment of a generation’” (112); whereas Gilbert Seldes argues,
the theme is not a distaste for life, nor is it a disillusion, a romantic pessimism of
any kind. It is specifically concerned with the idea of the Waste Land – that land
was beautiful and now is not, that life had been rich, beautiful, assured, organized,
lofty, and now is dragging itself out into a poverty-stricken, and disrupted and
ugly tedium, without health, and with no consolation in morality (138-9).
Implicity
Although Seldes goes on to contend that Eliot’s poem gives not a “romantic idealization
of the past,” he admits “there was an intensity of life, a germination and fruitfulness, which are
now gone, and that even the creative imagination, even hallucination and vision have atrophied,
so that water shall never again be struck from a rock in the desert” (139). The X-ray self-scrutiny
that Eliot’s poetry provides implicitly, especially through its heavy laden allusions, contrasts the
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traditional man with the modernist one, commending the former and belittling the latter, hence a
colonial wasteland.
A contemporary of Eliot, Herman Hesse writes on “The Waste Land”, “It is possible the
whole ‘Downfall of Europe’ will play itself out ‘only’ inwardly, ‘only’ in the souls of a
generation, ‘only’ in changing the meaning of worn-out symbols, in the dis-valuation of spiritual
values” (61). This comparative study extends the downfall of the colonial to the downfall of the
colonized, having inherited “the dis-valuation of spiritual values” from the colonial.
Writing back to the Empire – Anand’s Vision
Travelling cross-continentally, Eliot’s wasteland vision has widely influenced many
contemporary and succeeding poets from other lands who have chosen to write in English. India
with a long history of colonialism has proved highly productive in writing back to the empire.
Among them, one can refer to J. S. Anand whose poetry, in P. S. Ramana’s view, is a mixture of
his oriental vision carried through English imagery (11). While other poets concern themselves
with other aspects of modernism, Anand lays his hands on the legacy of colonial modernism, the
wasteland. Ramana argues, “the dominant concern of the poet is the spiritual barrenness of his
worldly fellow beings” (12). Anand’s poetic contribution to the tumults of the postmodern age
consists of five books of poetry: Spare me, O Lucifer! (2000), Beyond Life! Beyond Death!!
(2001), The Other Passion (2002), The Split Vision (2004), and Beyond Words (2013). Here
there is an attempt to compare Eliot’s “The Waste Land” (1922), “The Hollow Men” (1925), and
“The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” (1915) with select poems from Beyond Life! Beyond
Death!!.
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Man’s Identity in Time and Space
Problematized by the modern means of communication and transportation, man’s
identity, defined in terms of time and space, has been the core of many modernist literary figures.
Eliot has not remained immune to such changes. David Trotter most aptly quotes Hugh Kenner:
“If Eliot is much else, he is undeniably his time’s chief poet of the alarm clock, the furnished
flat, the ubiquitous telephone, commuting crowds, the electric underground railway” (239).
Trotter further observes, “Eliot chose . . . the ‘disembodiment of perception by technique’. He
did so, I shall argue, because he intended his poems to reveal what it felt like to (want to) behave
automatically” (241). In the same light, Edmund Wilson refers to the speaker’s spiritual
fragmentation in “The Waste Land” and states,
sometimes we feel that he is speaking not only for a personal distress, but for the
starvation of a whole civilization–for people grinding at barren office-routine in
the cells of gigantic cities, drying up their souls in eternal toil whose products
never bring them profit, where their pleasures are so vulgar and so feeble that they
are almost sadder than their pains (144-45).
Modernized Man – The Hollow Men
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Eliot provides a precise portrait of modernized man in his other poem, “The Hollow
Men”. In this poem, modernity-stricken men are spiritless beings who suffer a life of absurdity:
“We are the hollow men / We are the stuffed men / Leaning together / Headpiece filled with
straw.” While for Eliot, modern man is nothing other than stuffed man, with not even lost souls,
Anand views man only as a shadow which “sees, hears, feels nothing” (p. 15). For Eliot, modern
man can still be referred to in the subject pronoun of “We”, still in possession of voices, albeit
“dried”.
In Anand’s vision, man is no longer a “he”, but an “It” which “Moves as if in a dream,
listens not what winds whisper” (p. 15). For Anand, man is an “it” with “fake souls” (p. 15). This
view of man with a fake soul “sold” to him by a salesperson singles out Anand’s portrait as a
postmodern one since it is the postmodern perspective which deprives man of his claims over his
being, his soul. The idea of “selling soul” implies the fracture of identity, the interpellation of
subjectivity by different discourses of society, and the constructedness of identity, hence fake.
Foucault’s View – Multiplicity of Channels
In this regard, one can refer to Michel Foucault and his theory of discourse. Decentring
the monolithic structure of power, Foucault argues that power works through a multiplicity of
sites and channels; thus micropolitics takes the place of macropolitics. The key instrument of
power is knowledge which seeks to reform the individuals by defining and categorizing them as
social subjects, hence surveillance and discipline. Knowledge itself is formulated by a certain
discourse, a means through which power works by creating specific version(s) of meaning.
Weedon clarifies that in Foucault’s work, discourse is a linguistic way of “constituting
knowledge, together with the social practices, forms of subjectivity and power relations which
inhere in such knowledges and the relations between them” (108). A discourse is a particular use
of language within a whole field that has roots in human practices, institutions and actions.
Therefore, for Foucault such institutions as the family, the school, the church, law courts, etc., far
from being innocent and neutral, function as sites of power. These centres, through the practices
their discourses offer, interpellate (address) individuals and proffer them specific attitudes
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towards “the physical body, psychic energy, the emotions and desires, as well as conscious
subjectivity”. In this way, power works through “consensual regulation of individuals” (112).
Foucault argues that discourses are not fixed and static; rather they are dynamic and in
constant competition with one another for gaining the allegiance of individual agents. Weedon
explains that the competing discourses create “a discursive field” in which various and
contradictory definitions and social practices and institutions are at work (35). This discursive
dynamism decentres the Cartesian liberal humanist view of the self as autonomous, stable and
unified entity; instead, it regards identity as a constant process of becoming, for it is constructed
by multiple and contradictory discourses in the society. This notion implies that not only the
institutional centres are sites of constant discursive contests, but also the individuals whom they
interpolate become both the sites and subjects of discursive struggle for constructing their
identities (109).
Becoming and Unbecoming – Anand’s Vision
Viewed in the light of Foucault’s definition of discourse, Anand’s notion of postmodern
man in possession of “fake soul” is politicized. Anand implicitly puts under question the many
subject positions and identities inflicted on the postmodern man. Accordingly, even when the
Indian poet picks up the pronoun “we”, unlike Eliot, he is well aware of the multiplied and
imposed identities that this pronoun yokes into the text: “Once made, things set off / on the
deadly course / of UNBECOMING” (p. 27). The incessant process of “unbecoming” , which
most deftly gives the Foucaultian process of “becoming” a negative basis, is well dramatized in
“The Unfocused” which applies most aptly to the postmodern notion of fractured body and mind:
“The focus in gone. / The features’ve lost curves. / Eyes mingle with the nose / which tells not /
where the mouth begins /. . . / Mind is a running despair. / Body, a lost channel. . .” (p. 31).
Anand is so much perturbed by the colonizing hold of religio-social discourses that in “Mistaken
Identities” he does away with all social institutions: “Does Death know you by your face? / Is
there no measure for thee / except thy religion? / Does name matter in the final reckoning? /. .
./The face is meant to hide / Ideas as cloth does our body / So does religion our primitivity / and
name, our reality” (pp. 39-40).
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Owners of Debauched Earth
“Questionings” is Anand’s other poem in which the poet confesses: “We ARE the
DEVASTATED LOT. / We OWN this DEBAUCHED EARTH! / We have inherited / the
DESTINY of a RESTLESS RACE. / Racing from nowhere / perhaps to nowhere” (p. 17). Unlike
Eliot, to whom destiny is linked with the three mythical spinster sisters, Fates, Anand views it as
the undesired but inevitable legacy of “unbecoming” bequeathed, in the colonial encounter, to
the postmodern postcolonial man throughout ages of inequality, violence, wrath, and doubt:
“They come to me with strange questionings / Sad, despaired, undone / Why sits thou with a face
so UNYOURS?” (p. 63). Here, Anand’s play on the word “yours” and turning it into “unyours”
can be regarded as a postcolonial strategy of destabilizing the colonial claim to power in
language.
Revealing Resentment against Colonial Linguistic Legacy
Defamiliarizing the English language and capitalization of specific words within his
poetry shows the postcolonial poet’s resentments against the colonial linguistic legacy. The
implications of “unyours” reiterate Anand’s awareness of the fake identities inflicted on the
postmodern man by his society. In this poem, Anand’s earth is “debauched” and his race is “a
restless” one wandering in the nowhere land. Similarly, Eliot cries out in “The Hollow Men”:
“This is the dead land / This is cactus land /. . ./ In this hollow valley”. While Eliot generalizes,
and thereby takes up a colonial gesture, his wasteland vision to all men, Anand’s awareness of
his “race” brings into the text a long history of colonization. In “Mistaken Identities” the speaker
asks: “What makes you different? / Thy face? / Thy clothes? / Thy religion? / Thy name? / No.
mistaken thou are / after mistaken identity” (p. 40).
Buddha’s Good Luck – Historicization and Politicization
Anand’s another poem, “Buddha’s Good Luck”, contrasts traditional wife with the
postmodern ones: “Thank God! She didn’t work in any office / whose cares clash’d with those of
Rahul’s, / and of Buddha’s too. / Thank God! She was sleeping. / Really SLEEPING. / Not
sleep-waking, like modern wives, / to catch husbands / red-handed in their thoughts / . . ./ Hadn’t
YASHODHARA BEEN sleeping / in perfect OBLIVION?” (pp. 55-6). The coveted state of
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oblivion which is the context of the perfect spirit, Siddharatha, is assaulted and ruptured by the
many discourses and interpellations of the modern–postmodern era.
Therefore, while for Eliot modern man breathes and suffers in apolitical context, Anand
both historicizes and politicizes his race’s plight. A postcolonial voice, Anand dialogizes with
Eliot, through his simple images, about the morbid symptoms of civilization and urbanization
and the subsequent loss of blissful oblivion. In “Monsters and the Mummy”, Anand compares
physical to spiritual monsters and laments his becoming a mummy. When he writes, “They kill
others / not in body / but in spirit; / EVIL internalised; / fangs invisible / blood unseen / causing
deaths / psychological / emotional and spiritual” (p. 41), he refers to the devastating and ravaging
effects of the discourses to which man is exposed in his urbanized life. Thus the poet laments
how modernity has penetrated man’s life having deprived him of his spiritual life and
mummified him:
People who move / well in body / stout in build / from home in the morn / to
home at night / SMILE not!/ LAUGH not! / PLAY not! / ENJOY not! / Switch on
the TV / And RUSH to sleep /. . ./ See, See- / Poisoned dreams / lacerated hopes /
bruised desires / all buried in this BODY; / this moving grave; / Come Egypt,
Come Grecia, / Where stand thy mummies / in comparison to ME? (p. 42).
The Theme of Paralysis
Common to both poets is the theme of paralysis. Eliot views man as “Shape without
form, shade / without colour, / Paralysed force, gesture / without motion” (“The Hollow Men”).
The same notion of paralysis runs through Anand’s poetry where man is described as a shadow
which “Sleeps while driving. / Drugged to the bone” (p. 15). Eliot views modernist man as
“empty men” whose head is filled with straw; whereas for Anand, men are “an entire race / of
perfectly polluted, rotten / and poison’d SUB-BEINGS!” (p. 17). Anand’s description shows
how man is degraded throughout the course of history; men are no longer human beings, but subbeings. While for Eliot, man is no longer in possession of his soul, his beliefs, his identity,
Anand’s description deprives man of his very being, degraded to a sub-being. Eliot suffers from
the conditions that have turned man into a hollow man; by contrast, Anand complains of the
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heritage of modernity which has so profoundly inflicted man that, for him, it seems to have roots
in history, hence the myth of Adam and Eve, and the Biblical story of the Fall:
I’m not ADAM / YOU are not EVE/ This earth too is not EDEN/ Yes, I’m less
than Adam / You’re less than Eve / and this earth, less than EDEN./ The
forbidden juice is on the rampage / to satanize us / and our sweet EARTH (p. 17).
The paralyzed speaker in “The Waste Land” cries out: “. . . I could not / Speak, and my
eyes failed, I was neither / Living nor dead, and I knew nothing, / Looking into the heart of light,
the silence. / Oed und leer das Meer” (p. 923). Similarly, Anand’s “The Eternal Fashion Show”
portrays men as “The figures on move around, / look, see, whisper / talk, gesture and gyrate / like
models on the ramp / as if in a trance / propelled by some invisible hand / impelled by some
unknown wish, / A PROCESSION of bodies embodying souls / is on the move /. . ./ Bodies
move, Men move, / Coverings glow; / Souls languish deep below” (pp. 18-19).
Portraits of Men – Metaphorizing the Paralysis
The theme of paralysis is best metaphorized in stone imagery that Eliot and Anand both
ascribe to their portraits of man. Where “The Hollow Men” speaks of the dead land, it reads
“This is the cactus land / Here the stone images / Are raised, here they receive / The supplication
of a dead man’s / hand . . ./ Trembling with tenderness / Lips that would kiss / Form prayers to
broke stone”. Likewise, in “The Wasteland”, the speaker complains: “What are the roots that
clutch, what branches grow / Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man, / You cannot say, or guess,
for you know only / A heap of broken images . . . / . . ./ There is shadow under this red rock” (p.
923). The stone image also runs through Anand’s description of postmodern man “From this
legged statue / who has stolen footful paths? / Is this body / reduced to a lie? / . . ./ Headless, it
works / Footless, it moves. / To where? Who knows? And Why?/. . ./ Can this head / stop this
wiry structure / from moving?” (p. 24). Speaking of man as a “moving grave” is Anand’s way of
referring to the paralytic condition of his era. In “The Titanic” the speaker desperately laments:
“Bury this heart / and all its desires / in the stony silence of the body. / Carry this moving grave
away” (p. 48). Elsewhere, he addresses love: “LOVE, you’ve turned this body / into a graveyard
of / unrequited desires” (p. 50). This complaint implies the ineffectiveness of love on the
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postmodern man, hence his spiritual paralysis. Most often, Anand’s speaker refers to himself as a
corpse, which is another stone vision of the postmodern man: “With bleeding sores I am living, /
with a bleeding heart I’ll die, / Dead for me, dead for them, / a corpse alive, amove, asigh” (p.
52). The same imagery is furthered when the speaker, seeing himself a “moving grave”, comes to
the conclusion that he is more dead than ancient mummies (p. 42).
Sense of Hesitation, Confusion and Timidity
The other manifestations of paralysis in Eliot’s poetry are the strong sense of hesitation,
confusion, and timidity that have stricken modernist man. The sense of hesitation, doubt and
uncertainty is best concretized in the repetition of phrases and sentences which run through the
body of his poetry. Such questions as “So how should I presume?” or “Do I dare?” which recur
in “Prufrock” show the speaker’s mental and spiritual paralysis as well. The same sense of
indecision runs through “The Wasteland”, where the speaker repetitively asks: “What shall we
do tomorrow? / What shall we ever do?’” (p. 927). In “The Monsters and the Mummy” Anand
cries out: “You call me a COWARD. / I HAD a mind / And the mind HAD ideas / IDEAS of
romance, / ideality / unreality / The fountain-head of these VISIONS was trapped; / EVIL
poisoned the sources of romance” (p. 42).
Evil
By “EVIL” Anand means the psychological, mental and spiritual monsters which abound
in the modernity-ridden society, hence a gesture towards the modernist Eliot. A strong sense of
cowardliness runs through Eliot’s poetry where the speaker’s timidity is well expressed in such
lines as: “There will be time, there will be time / To prepare a face to meet the faces that you
meet /. . ./ And time yet for a hundred indecisions /. . ./ To wonder, ‘Do I dare?’ and ‘Do I dare?’
/. . ./Do I dare / Disturb the universe? / In a minute there is time / For decisions and revisions
which a minute will reverse” (p. 915). This sense of uncertainty and timidity reach the point that
the speaker does not know what to do with himself, his body, hence the question: “Shall I part
my hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peach? ” (p. 917). This question backgrounded by the
comparison that the speaker draws between himself and Hamlet pinpoints the inferiority of
modern man: “No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be; / Am an attendant lord . . ./. .
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./At times, indeed, almost ridiculous-- / Almost, at times, the Fool” (p. 917). Similarly,
comparing himself to Buddha, Anand’s speaker confesses his inferiority to Buddha or even his
follower: “But I am not Buddha / nor am I a man, his follower” (p. 69). This reminds one of the
lover in Eliot’s “Prufrock”. Yielding to a governing sense of absurdity and helplessness, he
confesses: “I am no prophet – and here’s no great matter” (p. 916). Finding himself unable to be
away from his beloved, the lover in Anand’s poem says: “The middle path is not for me / The
wisdom of Buddha / is not for me / It is for those who decide / to stand apart and love” (p. 70).
Anand’s “The Dead and the Undone” closes by such lines: “Dear, I came here not to live
a life / I was only a guest at sorrow’s hermitage / Served with desserts sweet / I dared not resent.
/ SORROW was inscribed on the gate / Yet I chose to enter this hut / And here I AM/ pining,
pining, pining with despair. / A wreck beyond repair” (p. 64). The same sense of timidity rules
over the lover in “Craving for Death” where he, quite aware and cautious of the binding norms of
the society, desires his death as the only way to reconcile with his beloved. The lover thus says:
“But when I close my shutters, / no bricks build any walls, / no floors remain to be crossed / no
people around to be avoided / no taboos to be respected. / Yes, when I shut my eyes / all around I
see / You You and Nothing but YOU./ That is what makes me think of DEATH / Which alone
could ensure / thy company eternal” (p. 67).
Sense of Inferiority
The lover in “Prufrock” is stricken by a strong sense of inferiority. Walking on the beach
and well aware of his aging, he admits: “I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. / I do
not think that they will sing to me” (p. 917). This portrait of modern man is fear-ridden: “I have
seen the moment of my greatness flicker, / And I have seen the eternal Footman hold my coat,
and snicker, / And in short, I was afraid” (p. 916). Overwhelmed by absurdity, he reflects:
“Would it have been worth while / To have bitten off the matter with a smile, / To have squeezed
the universe into a ball / To roll it toward some overwhelming question, / To say: ‘I am Lazarus;
come from the dead, / Come back to tell you all, I shall tell you all’” (p. 916). Reiterating the
vision of modern man as hollow, the speaker in “The Wasteland” asks: “I think we are in the
rats’ alley/ where the dead men lost their bones /. . ./ ‘Do / You know nothing? Do you see
nothing? Do you remember / Nothing?’ /. . ./ ‘Are you alive, or not? Is there nothing in your
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head?’” (p. 927). The same point is raised in Anand’s “The Eternal Fashion Show”: “‘Where’s
thy SOUL?’ I enquire. / ‘SLEEPING’ / Who shall it wake?’ / ‘DEATH’” (p. 19). Elsewhere,
Anand reflects: “Confusions above / plough / nothing but confusions below. / A shady head / has
written / with shady feet / a shady story / of a body / in confusions cast / in delusions lost /
moving away away away / from itself” (p. 24).
Eliot’s Empty Men in Anand’s Land
In Anand’s land, Eliot’s empty men, with headpiece filled with straw, and dried voices
change to sub-beings who, in Ramana’s words, “have nothing valuable to sell, not even their
souls, unlike Faustus, because even their souls are fake” (2002: 12). Eliot’s impotent, timid, and
sterile lovers turn into those wretched lovers who desperately turn down the destructive love. In
“The Cuckoo’s Complaint” the lover laments his destruction by the power of a love which feeds
on his body and soul instead of nourishing him:
Is it how people who’re loved are? / Swollen eyes / Aching limbs / Languishing
soul / Starved lips / A CARAVAN OF CARES / on a rocky terrain! /. . ./ LOVE!
Are you married to despair? /. . ./ LOVE, you’ve turned this body / into a
graveyard of / unrequited desires / TANTALIZE me not. / Let ZERO to ZERO
return. / BALLOONS of Dreams! Burst! BURN! (pp. 49-50).
The zero point which the lover prefers is actually the sheer absurdity into which the
inhabitants of the wretched land sink. In a Lyotard-Hutcheonian terminology, Anand’s imagery,
symbols, mythical and literary allusions re-evaluate and rewrite the history of modernism and
show how his wretched land arises out of the ashes of the European wasteland.
Incapability to Receive Message of Salvation
In the absurdity-ridden society, Eliot in the final part of “The Wasteland” portrays the
modern man’s incapability to take the message of salvation in terms of oriental wisdom when the
thunder peals and delivers the message; thus salvation remains problematical: “Then spoke the
thunder: Da / Datta: What have we given?” (p. 936). Eliot’s allusions to Buddha’s sermons of
fire and his reliance on Hindu metaphysics at the end of his long poem show his attempt to
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revive the modern man’s lost soul. This could be interpreted as the poet’s note of subdued hope
or at least determination to end up the chaotic order in the final lines of the poem.
Almost a century later, Anand, himself arising out of a Buddhist context, responds back
to Eliot and in his poetic dialogue shows the failure of the modernist colonial endeavor, hence
the postmodern man cries: “I disown Buddha / I disown wisdom” (p. 70). In the last poem of
Beyond Life! Beyond Death!! Anand hits the final deathblow to spirituality, announcing: “No
Christ can rescue Adam’s army / besieged by knowledge, pride and lust / Prophets come,
prophets go / Leaving the darkness denser below” (p. 72). Therefore, for this spiritual seeker of
the postcolonial context, the essential questions remain unanswered: “What wants the Creator?
We know not. / What plans has He? We know not. / Who comes? Who goes? We know not. /
Why this rot? We know not” (p. 70). Thus the frustrated postcolonial poet leaves the scene
himself bewildered by such issues.
No Hope in Man’s Salvation
Unlike Eliot, Anand sees no hope in man’s salvation; this desperation has been the legacy
of modernism to his postmodern generation. Envisaged postcolonially, Anand blames the system
of thought and civilization for depriving man of his spiritual being. In “The Marathon of
Eternity”, the speaker both historicizes and eternalizes the spiritual loss: “Ways behind, ways
ahead / are littered with / hopeful bones of the dead. / lust carries lust / from dust to dust. /
Ghosts of the dead / follow hosts of the living / who turn into ghosts / for the hosts forthcoming.
/. . ./ Pain follows pain / Beyond Life! Beyond Death!!” (p. 27). In these lines, only the bones of
the dead are hopeful; and what is of significance is that these bones litter both man’s past, “ways
behind”, and man’s future, “ways ahead”. Here, the desperate man is portrayed as being less than
the dead, their bones, and the ghosts; this view of man’s history turns it into a nightmare from
which mankind is yet to awake.
To Conclude
This detailed thematic comparison between Eliot and Anand traces the postmodern plight
back to the colonial modern predicament. Anand holds a dialogue with the modern poet and in
this dialogism he laments the colonial legacy to his generation. This comparative study shows
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how modernist wasteland vision is further stretched into the postmodern era in the form of a
wretched land. Anand, a disciple of Buddha, finds himself and Buddha’s teachings ineffective in
detotalizing the octopus-like hold of (post)modernity on man’s spirituality. This dialogic
relationship between Anand and Eliot and Anand’s gesture towards the wasteland vision gives
the Indian poet a global context. For P. S. Ramana, many of Anand’s poems “bear a closer
stylistic and formal relationship to these [canonized English] privileged works than to any of the
ancient or contemporary native Indian poetic traditions” (11). Contra responsive to this reading,
the present comparative study foregrounds Anand’s awareness of the colonial “tradition”, in
Eliot’s definition of the term. The politico-historical sense and the resultant perception in his
poetic dialogue with such a colonial canonical figure as Eliot takes the Indian poet beyond his
provincial borders and accords him a global dimension. The wretched land, which Anand
portrays and of which he complains, is shown to be an inevitable extension of the colonial
wasteland. Anand’s land is quite properly called by himself the “wretched land” bearing with
itself into the text Franz Fanon’s postcolonial masterpiece, The Wretched of the Earth (1961).
In Anand’s dialogue with Eliot, there lies an ambivalent relationship between his
wretched land and Eliot’s wasteland. Anand’s wretched land challenges the wasteland and at the
same time, being the heir, depends upon the European vision which it interrogates; hence
ambivalence runs over the relation between the two. This ambivalence accords Anand’s
perspective a forked ironic tone which puts under question both the colonial wasteland and the
postcolonial wretched land.
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Abstract
Twentieth century witnessed writers challenging certain canonical English texts. The slow
yet steady collapse of the imperial powers’ direct control over their colonies, during the century,
and at the same time, the desire on the part of the earlier colonized people to ascertain their
cultural recognition, in a way other than the one established by the colonizers, have caused a
great as well as new representative literature. Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea, being emblematic
of this literature, portrays the voice of the formerly oppressed Other and thus sets up an assertion
to the cultural distinctiveness of the earlier colonized Creole people. In this manner, this novel
questions the elitism and exclusiveness of the say of the literature produced by writers from the
powerful imperial nations, scrutinizing their well-established and fully though out perceptions
about the weaker and, at the same time, colonized nations. While using the critical tool of
Postcolonial Criticism as a basis for the analytical endeavour, the paper analyzes Jean Rhys’s
Wide Sargasso Sea as a part of this mammoth postcolonial literature, which, according to
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Ashcroft et al (2002), ‘corresponds to stages both of national and regional consciousness of the
project of asserting differences from the imperial center’ (p. 4).
Keywords: Twentieth century, canonical English texts, imperial, other, Wide Sargasso Sea,
Postcolonial literature, imperial center
Introduction
The twentieth century literature questions the imperial hegemony of the colonizers in a bid
to give voice to the earlier colonized folks, who have either been silenced or misrepresented in
literature for such a long time. This literature shows that the time is ripe for the world to hear, as
Rhys (1966) terms it, ‘the other side’ (p. 2) of the account, which in fact, is the voice of
disparaged and subdued colonized cultures, the ones considered by the colonizers as inferior and
simply incapable to represent themselves. The propensity, on part of writers from among these
earlier colonized nations, to underscore and disallow the specific traits of the literature of the
empire as well as its principles is the hallmark of postcolonial literature that ‘wants to disrupt,
disassemble or deconstruct the kind of logic, ideologies of the West’ (Ashcroft et al, 2002, p. 2).
Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea is the product of this revisionist approach. Her use of the
language shows her unusual power to challenge the colonial canonical text, Charlotte Bronte’s
Jane Eyre (1847), thus challenging the hegemonic tendency of the imperial powers. The overall
Postcolonial project of rewriting provides a sort of communication, an interaction between texts,
writers, discourses, cultures, and ideologies. This is exactly what Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea
(1966) does to Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre (1847), Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart (1958)
to Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1902), Peter Carey’s Jack Maggs (1997) to Charles
Dicken’s Great Expectations (1860), and J. M. Coetzee’s Foe (1986) to Daniel Defoe’s
Robinson Crusoe (1719).
Righting Creole Identity: Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea
Jean Rhys, in Wide Sargasso Sea, uses Standard British English because she wants to
give due coverage to the typical discourse of the powerful Europe through the character of
Rochester, and, at the same time, she also gives due space to the Jamaican English in order to
give the colonized people a say in this whole interaction. This importance to language on the part
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of the novelist is symbolic of the oppressed people, in this case the Creole and the black
community in the Caribbean, to have an opportunity to maintain their language against all odds,
because, as Fanon (1967) suggests, ‘A man, who has a language, consequently possesses the
world expressed and implied by that language.’ (p. 18). Thus Jean Rhys, through the use of
language in Wide Sargasso Sea, highlights the individual identity of the Creole, the Black, and
the European. Rochester, being the representative of the European colonial power, discards the
Creole-cum-black varieties of English, saying: ‘Her coffee is delicious but her language is
horrible.’ (p. 52). He further says at another occasion: ‘I can't say I like her language.’ (p.53).
Rhys, maintaining the right of the Caribbean people, to maintain their identity by keeping hold of
their own form of English language, deliberately includes Creole expressions, thus challenging
the so-called mainstream or Standard English. Here expressions like ‘I too old now,’ (p. 6), ‘She
pretty like pretty self,’ (p. 5), and ‘Read and write I don’t know’ (p. 104), quite evidently show
Rhys’s struggle to write back to the empire and maintain the Creole identity against all odds.

Jean Rhys
Courtesy: www.amazon.co.uk
Writing Back to the Powerful Empire
Jean Rhys, through writing Wide Sargasso Sea, follows the postcolonial trend of writing
back to the powerful empire. This option of rewriting the well-known novels, which emanated
from the hegemonic mindset of the West, is an effective way of putting things in order. In
postcolonial discourse, this is the deconstructive approach to retell a narrative from a different
perspective and thus look for the earlier erasure and deliberate gaps in the original narrative.
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Here, in Wide Sargasso Sea, Jean Rhys deals with Jane Eyre in a bid to give voice to the Other
side that was muted by Charlotte Bronte. Rhys, feeling this injustice meted out to the Creole girl,
sets out to bring forth the real story, that also a full-fledged one, of the girl in the attic. The
novelist’s re-reading of Jane Eyre unveils the text as ‘marred by stereotyping and crude
imaginings’ (Thorpe, 1990, p. 179).
Setting of the Novel
Jamaica is the setting of Rhys’s novel, which portrays the period right after the
Emancipation Act of 1833 when racial ties happened to be stressed. So, the difference of time
period is quite evident regarding both novels as Bertha, the Creole girl in Bronte’s Jane Eyre,
happens to be portrayed as a mad girl in the early years of the 19th century; however, Antoinette,
the Creole girl as portrayed by Jean Rhys, is depicted in her childhood in the 1840s. The novel
Jane Eyre illustrates ‘imperialism understood as England’s social mission, a crucial part of the
cultural representation of England to the English’ (Spivak, 2005, p. 362). Now, Jean Rhys,
moved by the silent and voiceless character of Bertha, lets her relate the incidents of her life on
her own, thus making her abandon her marginalized role as an unimportant character as
presented in Bronte’s novel. Antoinette is not depicted exclusively by Rochester, her husband,
who at the same time is English and white, as was case in Bronte’s Jane Eyre; rather, here, she is
the central character. Here, she is as important individual as anybody else can be in a narrative,
making it loud and clear that: ‘there is always the other side’ (p. 82), affirming that every
individual, no matter black or white, and rich or poor, has the right to have a standpoint, of his or
her own, regarding every matter, and that this is through the acknowledgment and appreciation
of these varying perspectives that individuals and societies can have a peaceful coexistence.
The Issue of Hybridity
Jean Rhys, depicting the issue of hybridity in her novel, was in fact deeply influenced by
her Creole legacy. As a Creole herself, she portrays the typical condition of a hybrid individual,
in this case Antoinette, who, despite being born and brought up in the Caribbean is not accepted
by the majority of the people, living around here, only because her skin color does not match
theirs. Ironically, she, at the same time is not owned by the powerful whites, with whom her skin
color resembles but, because she was born and brought up among the colonized blacks of the
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Caribbean. Thus she describes her condition as: ‘Our garden was large and beautiful as that
garden in the bible – the tree of life grew there. But it had gone wild. The paths were overgrown
and a smell of dead flowers mixed with the fresh living smell.’ (p. 19). This corrosion shows the
monetary as well as societal decomposition, ensuing at the outset of the abolition of slavery.
Antoinette hails from the community of the white Creoles who live in minority and are not
owned either by the British whites or the local blacks. Antoinette, in a sense, partly belongs to
the black society because the experiences of her life, her beliefs, superstitions and experiences
are just like those of Tia, her black friend. Though she, to some length belongs to the black
society, but at the same time, she as well as the blacks living around her know the huge gulf and
the mutual differences which halted their unity. This is quite evident at a time, during an
argument, when Antoinette addresses Tia, her mate from the black community, as a ‘cheating
nigger’ (p. 10), and Tia also once describes her as a ‘white cockroach’ (p. 9). One more incident
that shows the tension between these two representatives of the same community takes place
when Antoinette leaves Coulibri. While departing, Antoinette suddenly sees Tia, and thus runs
towards her, describing: ‘when I was close I saw the jagged stone in her hand but I did not see
her throw it. I looked at her and I saw her face crumple up as she began to cry. We stared at each
other, blood on my face, tears on hers. It was as if I saw myself. Like in a looking- glass’ (p. 24).
Their act of looking at each other shows as if they were the mirror images of each other. The
sameness of the two selves is symbolized by the mirror image here. Just like a mirror gives an
image true to the actual being but different in parts, in the same manner, Antoinette and Tia are
disengaged from each through ‘the ideological barriers embedded in the colonialist discourses of
white supremacy’ (Diedrick, 2005).
Identity Crisis and Bhabha’s Mimicry
Antoinette’s dilemma regarding her uncertainty of affiliations necessitates the need that she
should be integrated in the community of her own at least, as she asserts ‘the Lord makes no
distinction between black and white, black and white the same for Him’ (p. 6). In this manner,
the novel is an account of the identities of the previously marginalized communities, Creole
individuality, race relations, displacement, and the group’s different relationships with home.
The novelist highlights the fact that the individual identity of the people is constructed by the
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society itself. She criticizes the ‘divisions inherent in European social structures’ (Gregg, 1990,
p. 6) and addresses this issue by means of depicting all those typical characters and stereotypes
which, even after the end of slavery and colonialism, decide people’s identities and values on the
basis of their skin color. Antoinette, as non-English Creole, would definitely let everyone,
including her step father, Mr. Mason, know that the ways of the English people are not the only
ones required to have a peaceful life. She would love to let everyone know that her family
refused and replaced all Creole tendencies, aspects, inclinations, and habits and replaced them
with English as soon as Antoinette's mother married Mr. Mason: ‘We ate English food now, beef
and mutton, pies and pudding’ (p. 17). ‘The special postcolonial crisis of identity’ as mentioned
by Ashcroft et al (2002, p. 21), in this case with Antoinette, is the first step in displacement. In
fact, Antoinette, after the second marriage of her mother is pleased ‘to be like an English girl,’
(Rhys, 1993, p. 17), but later on it is mainly due to the treatment she receives from both the
Blacks and the British that she speculates and worries about her real identity, as she asks: ‘So
between you I often wonder who I am and where is my country and where do I belong and why
was I ever born at all’ (p. 64). Like every individual living in this world, Antoinette wants to
know and determine her identity. She wants to know about her origin, and especially the people
with whom she can relate and compare herself. What the novelist wants to convey is that it is
simply destructive for an individual or even a community to be forced to completely disregard
their identity in order to accept a new identity which is created for them by someone else and
which has never been their own.
On the surface, Antoinette is portrayed as indulging in the mimicry of other people’s acts
and habits; however, this is a typical endeavor on part of the oppressed beings to strive for their
specific distinctiveness. Homi K. Bhabha’s (1984) usage of the term ‘mimicry’ to portray such
sort of imitation connotes the oppressed and colonized people’s approach to wait for the right
moment and bring forth their identity. Lacan (1977) says that mimicry reveals something in so
far as it is distinct from what might be called in itself that is behind. Since the effect of mimicry
is to camouflage, it is not a question of harmonizing with the background, but against a mottled
background of becoming mottled- exactly like the technique of camouflage practiced in human
warfare (Lacan, 1977). According to Bhabha (1984), mimicry is a multifaceted tactic to rebel
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against the colonizers’ habits, language and religion, causing apprehension, anxiety as well as a
sort of inferiority complex. Here, Antoinette’s behavior quite evidently shows such anxiety.
This anxiety is visible when she, before marrying Rochester, she asks: ‘I am afraid of what
may happen’ (Rhys, 1993, p. 48). Even during their honeymoon, she tells Rochester about
certain things which happened to her and affected her life to a great extent. She, after being
asked by her husband not to repeat the past sad incidents, replies: ‘Only some things happen and
are there for always even though you forget why and when’ (p. 51). So, she, even after marrying
Rochester, cannot get out of that anxiety which is related to her past experiences and which is
completely different from the life she is presently living. It is mainly due to her troubled
childhood, the unpleasant as well as unfriendly surroundings that she is still worried thinking that
her present happiness might also elude her, saying: ‘if I could die, now when I am happy’ (p. 57).
Antoinette is worried and anxious about her identity or even the absence of identity, thus
badly affecting her mental and spiritual health. Her husband, at the same time, is also worried,
but ironically, his worry is not related to his wife; rather his concerns are, regretfully, hovering
around the ramifications of entering Bertha into his life as a wife. His typical European bigotry,
culture and beliefs about Creoles come to the forefront and make him think again about his
marriage right after he is married to the Creole girl. Rochester starts looking for flaws in
Antoinette’s appearance even after he accepts her as a wife. During their honeymoon trip, he
feels the typical Creole features in her being as he says that her eyes are: ‘too large and can be
disturbing – her long, sad, dark, alien eyes’ (p. 40). Antoinette’s eyes, all of a sudden make him
anxious and he thinks whether he ‘did notice it before and refuse to admit what he saw’ (p. 40).
This is the time when he, instead of considering Antoinette as a human being who is full of life
and just like the girls in his own homeland, classifies her in terms of categories like powerful and
powerless, the colonized and the colonizer etc. He says that Antoinette belongs to a Creole
family of ‘pure English descent she may be, but they are not English or European either’ (p. 40).
Cultural Polyvalency versus European-cum-Colonial Dominance
Rochester is now engulfed by the typical English and colonial concern that Antoinette,
despite being a beautiful as well as sensible girl, does not qualify to be the wife of an
Englishman only because she does not belong to or hail from a purely English family. Rochester,
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instead of rethinking and convincing himself to think beyond the man-made classifications of
race and power domains, gives himself excuses for making this so-called wrong choice as he
says: ‘I hadn't much time to notice anything. I was married a month after I arrived in Jamaica and
for nearly three weeks of that time I was in bed with fever’ (p. 40). His only appreciation is for
Antoinette’s physical beauty: ‘I wonder why I never realized how beautiful she was’ (p. 49). His
lust and desire of possession for Antoinette is in no way symbolic of his true love for the Creole
girl. The poor Creole soul, feeling safety of some kind with Rochester, after her house is burnt by
the Blacks of her own community, does not know that her husband, intoxicated with the thoughts
of belonging to a powerful and colonizer country, deems it simply unbecoming to love a girl
hailing from a colonized part of the world. Without caring for the already battered Creole girl,
Rochester announces that he is not in love with her Creole wife: ‘I did not love her. I was thirsty
for her, but that is not love. She was a stranger to me, a stranger who did not think or feel as I
did’ (p. 58).
Jean Rhys, in this manner, brings forth Rochester's typically European as well as colonial
perspective about the colonized people. This is the viewpoint of the class that uses the yardstick
of being European or otherwise in order to judge and decide about the utility of human beings
and which, when asked about Jamaica in comparison to the rest of the world, does not say
anything but that it is different.
In the relation between Antoinette and Rochester, the novelist portrays Rochester as
revealing all his egoism and self-centeredness even during his dealing of the language. Jean Rhys
depicts the characters of Antoinette and Rochester in order to depict and highlight the wider race
problems present in the Caribbean. The novelist tells us that the Europeans, who are settled here,
are categorically asked to envisage England as their ultimate abode but where they are tagged
and condemned as representatives of the colonized places. Moreover, the Europeans living here
are considered more honorable and they are facilitated more if compared to the people from
Africa who were treated as slaves and forced to work in plantations. Jean Rhys’s novel explains
to the readers the incongruous and clashing cultural set up that affects the religious, social and
political life of the people living in West Indies. She portrays the complex situation which, until
then was never taken into consideration and which fell a prey to erasure in Bronte’s Jane Eyre.
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Through the character of Christophine, the novelist introduces Obeah, an integral part of
the Caribbean, a creolized performance of the African religions. From the view of white
colonizers, obeah is a negative activity as this is connected with magic, used for evil purposes.
However, another interpretation of obeah is that it can be read as revolt against the established
slave business. So, Rochester, at the start, lauds the smells, colors and shapes in the Caribbean
but he later on starts hating the place altogether: ‘I hated its beauty and its magic and the secret I
would never know. I hated its indifference and the cruelty which was part of its loveliness.
Above all I hated her. For, she belonged to the magic and the loveliness. She had left me thirsty
and all my life would be a thirst and longing for what I had lost before I found it’ (p. 111).
Rochester, after narrating his part of the story and playing his role to the fullest, resigns in
rupture and detachment from a world which is not his world and which he is unable to
understand. Obeah involves a great living tradition in the West Indies. This is a huge deal of the
culture in Africa, involving fables, legends, and superstitions. The novelist depicts all these
features in this narrative, and thus the novel successfully shows how the West Indies comprises
several parts which are running hard for social and economic prosperity. A porter who is not
native inhabitant of the Caribbean tells Antoinette’s white husband: ‘This is a very wild place,
not civilized. Why you come here? I tell you Sir, these people are not civilized’ (p. 41).
Following the postcolonial tradition of re-writing colonial texts, Jean Rhys gives an
exhaustive portrayal of the place through concrete words and meticulous consideration by
transforming into words the scents, sounds and colors. Rhys incorporates humans’ five senses in
the descriptions because, as Ashcroft et al (2002) says ‘the use of different senses in the
depiction of landscape is a particularly postcolonial implement, and the overpowering inclination
towards the visual is a characteristic of the Western culture, and thus using different senses in the
expression of their creativity, the postcolonial authors are able to differentiate themselves from
their suppressors’ (p. 128). In order to show the peculiarity and uniqueness of this revisionist
text, Rhys, through Antoinette, gives quite vivid portrayal of the Caribbean: ‘A bamboo spout
jutted from the cliff, the water coming from it was silver blue. She dismounted quickly, picked a
large shamrock-shaped leaf to make a cup, and drank. It was cold, pure and sweet, a beautiful
colour against the thick green leaf’ (p. 40).
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Universality of Cultural Difference
In the last part of the novel, Antoinette, immersed in her fantasy and dreams, when she is
displaced in England, happens to think of her home again and again, missing scents, nature and
objects. In the last part of the novel, Antoinette, being locked up in the attic of Thornfield Hall,
has been left with nothing else but a red dress. On this dress, she still has the ability to smell the
scents of the Caribbean: ‘The scent that came from the dress was very faint at first, then it grow
stronger. The smell of vertivert and frangipani, of cinnamon and dust and lime trees when they
are flowering. The smell of the sun and the smell of the rain’ (p. 120).
Thus, despite the fact that Rochester, by renaming Antoinette as Bertha and captivating her
in England, has been able to take away this Creole girl from her landscape in the Caribbean, but
still he fails to disengage her from the scent of the Caribbean, which is her only way of still
adhering to the bits and pieces of her old identity in the attic. Jean Rhys’s stresses that the
colonizer may be able to tag the colonized nations in accordance with their own standards but the
fact remains that the soul and real identity of these oppressed nations is simply beyond the
oppressors’ ability to captivate. Taking strong exceptions to Bronte’s portrayal of the Creole
identity, Rhys presents the Creole girl the way she should have been portrayed, as a real living
being, in the form of Antoinette. The novel succeeds ‘to memorize the victims of history – the
sufferers, the humiliated, the forgotten’ (Ricoeur, 1999, p. 10). The novelist rejects the claims to
universalism made on behalf of canonical Western literature and seeks to show their limitations
of outlook, especially their general inability to empathize across boundaries of cultural and
ethnic differences.
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Abstract
A few Dalit activists call English the Dalit Goddess as the language of resistance, protest
and empowerment. The growth and significance of a socio-cultural revolution is achieved
through English translation of Dalit writings. Balbir Madhopuri’s Changiya Rukh (Against the
Night) is one such Dalit autobiography to appear in English translation.
Madhopuri argues that caste based discrimination is one of the worst forms of racism
because it is practiced against one’s own countrymen. Like race, it is determined by birth and
does not end with death but passes from generation to generation. Theoretically it is possible to
escape caste (unlike race) by changing one’s religion but practically caste follows us into
whichever religion we convert to.
Key Words: Dalit Empowerment, English, Translation
First Punjabi Dalit Autobiography
Balbir Madhopuri’s Changiya Rukh is the first Punjabi Dalit autobiography translated
into English. Changiya Rukh means “a tree lopped from the top, slashed and dwarfed”. The
writer has used it as a metaphor for the Dalit Indian whose potential for growth has been marred
by the Hindu social order. Its English translation titled Against the Night conveys the
hopelessness and pain the author endured and the resistance he in turn put up against the forces
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of night that tried to suppress him. Significantly, the lopped tree denotes its inherent and defiant
resilience that brings forth fresh shoots of branches and leaves. Changiya Rukh is the story of a
Dalit’s angst of deprivation, social exclusion and humiliation, as well as of resistance,
achievement and hope.
Ambedkar and Gandhi
Dr B.R. Ambedkar pointed out to Mahatma Gandhi that the most serious evil in
Hinduism was not the practice of caste hierarchy and exclusion as such, but the upholding of the
caste system as a religious idea. Madhopuri objects to the obsession with religion and
spiritualism among Dalits as an escapist distraction from the larger project of social democracy.
Contrary to the Ambedkar’s idea of political solidarity of Dalits, they are oriented towards
distinct caste-based religious identity.

Dalit writings like Changiya Rukh are a powerful commentary on the intimate otherness
of India’s subaltern section of population. Its translation into English is yet another sincere effort
in providing a strong voice by using English as the language of protest and empowerment.
English as an Urban Language in India
English is increasingly becoming urban language, associated with growing middle class.
In fact Lord Macaulay’s Minutes on Indian Education in 1835 created a firm ground for English
at the cost of Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit and other regional Indian languages. It highlights the new
class divide in modern India — English-Speaking elite (minority) and Non-English-Speaking
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others (majority). “I consider the latter as Dalits and English for them is the key to a better life;
as a tool of empowerment. The State and society cannot emancipate all Dalits from
backwardness and poverty. The Dalits themselves should shape their own future," says the Dalit
activist Chandra Bhan Prasad (Interview, 2001)
Finding a Voice
According to Professor Marcus Wood of Sussex University ( Times of India, 2010) ‘the
British Empire was responsible for the standardization of English, which paved the way for its
emergence as a global language, but now English does not belong to the English anymore’. The
Dalits' quest for English is their attempt to find a voice. It has all the ingredients of an epic
struggle that could usher in an era of cultural rejuvenation.

Translation as a Process – Empowering the Original or the Translated Text?
If the purpose of translation is to be accessible and to be heard by a larger readership,
what happens to the text when it is transformed by the translator in the process of making it
accessible to the readers of another language? Does the power of manipulation and interpretation
that the translator has, empowered the source text or empowers the translated text?
This issue, which is vital in translation of texts, becomes more crucial as it comes to the
question of marginalized literatures, which spring as a consequence of or as an element of the
struggle in the life of the oppressed. Here each and every word springs up from the existing
society, which is experienced or viewed by the writer or translator or both.
The writer seems to be uncompromising with significant issues like Dalit identity and
indirectly criticizes the prevailing Dalit culture and demands to critically read the Dalit tradition.
Some voices are mute, some others are hushed and some others are heard ineffectively and
infrequently. If verbalization is empowerment, literature sanctions an opportunity for the voices
that have been silenced or remained silent for a long time. If being heard by a huge community is
empowerment, many voices settle on unheard and less heard because of a lot of causes, apparent
and hidden.
Language as a Barrier
Among several reasons for not being heard or less heard, language is mainly the essential
ground. It may be national and international languages compared to regional languages or
standard language compared to dialects. When there is a need to voice and convey literature to
more number of readers, translation, in the context mentioned above, seems to be one of the
worthwhile strategies.
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Actually, a major part of Dalit literature is available only in regional languages. Then the
only access to Dalit literature in different languages is through English. Apart from the fact that a
very small number of Dalit texts have been translated into English, there have been quite a few
disputes and controversies with regard to a variety of issues about translation of Dalit texts into
English as there have been about any translations from regional languages into English.
Translation of Dalit Texts
Translation of Dalit texts into English is not only an empowerment of Dalit writers but it
is also definitely enrichment of literature in English. It opens a world of actual knowledge of the
oppressed, their animosity, their obligation and their engagements. The translations fill up major
gaps in Indian writing in English which has not been able to hold the voices of the socially and
economically marginalized sections. This paper tries to scan how Dalit writings have been
empowered in translation into English in spite of the constraints of language and the use of
dialect which act as an unusual limitation.
Significance of the Title
Changiya Rukh (Against the Night) as the title of Balbir Madhopuri's autobiography is
significant. It means a tree lopped from the top, slashed and dwarfed. Madhopuri uses it as a
metaphor for the Dalit or an 'untouchable' Indian whose potential for growth has been 'robbed by
the Hindu social order'. Significantly, the lopped tree also denotes its inherent and defiant
resilience that brings forth fresh branches and leaves. ( Ravi Bhushan, 2010).
The Social History – Dalit Autobiographies
Set in the village of Madhopur in Punjab, Changiya Rukh traces the social history of the
Dalit community in Punjab and brings out the caste relations constructed on prejudice and
inequality.
Dalit autobiographies, address such divisive issues that refuse to go away.
Autobiographies are also the most prominent and marketable genre of Dalit literature today. Om
Prakash Valmiki’s Joothan dealt with the Bhangis in Uttar Pradesh, Sharankumar Limbale’s
Akkarmashi portrayed life in rural Maharashtra, Vasant Moon’s Vasti (translated by Gail Omvedt
as Growing up Untouchable in India) spoke of life in an urban Dalit slum, and Kesharshivam’s
Purnasatya highlighted the plight of Gujarati Dalits. Narendra Jadhav’s memoir Outcaste probed
what it meant to be a highly educated Dalit.
The publication of Dalit autobiographies, coupled with their literary assertion has recast
and revitalized the literatures of the regional languages.
Semi-Fictional Narratives
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Semi-fictional narratives like Bama’s Sangati states what it meant to be young Dalit
women under the shadow of casteism. Urmila Pawar’s Aydaan (rendered into English as The
Weave of My Life) is not merely testimony but also manifesto—seeking to locate the position of
the Dalit woman within the stifling constructs of casteism and patriarchy without
sensationalizing or romanticizing suffering.
Role of Translated Texts
Whether it really empowers the Dalit text or not is a question to be pondered. The
augmentation of Dalit literature in translation itself is a representation of Dalit empowerment
which can be associated with Dalit movement. It is influential that when a writer writes to assert
the Dalit identity, the translation takes the text as close as possible to that identity.
'Non-Dalit literature emerges from imagination whereas Dalit texts emerge from
experience', says Sharan Kumar Limbale, a well-known Dalit activist (Limbale, 1993). Most
Dalit writers corroborate with this view that their life is their literature. Hence, it is only
extending the established empowerment into the target language and target literature. This
attempt to empower target literature and in turn Dalit literature places the responsibility of
conveying culture, experience, identity and argument of the original writer.
Powerful Instrument
Sociologist Ashish Nandy says, "I certainly support every oppressed community or
individual's right to pick up any weapon, be it political, academic or intellectual incorrectness, to
fight the establishment. It's the sheer audacity of it that makes it so forceful.'' He further says that
Dalits must no longer see themselves as oppressed and repressed, they have their own traditions
and knowledge systems which must be preserved. There's a very powerful tradition of history,
music, life, which the younger generation must be proud of. (Vrinda Gopinath, 2006)
Mother Tongue Influence and Empowerment via English
In a telephonic interview with Ravi Bhushan, Balbir Madhopuri, the author of Changiya
Rukh firmly expressed the fact that writing in one’s mother tongue has the maximum influence
on the people and is considered to be most original expressions. He says that they write in
regional languages for the local people to participate in the process of social transformation and
Dalit empowerment.
Madhopuri accepted the fact that English as an international language is the best medium
to sustain and reinforce the Dalit movement. With English the writer reaches to the wider
audience and makes Dalit empowerment as a global phenomenon. Use of English as the medium
of expression helps in preventing traditional and skewed thinking and establishment of
hegemonic social structures. According to Madhopuri use of Hindi, Sanskrit promotes orthodoxy
and hinders the participation of Dalits in the mainstream.
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Dalit ideologue Raj Gauthaman puts his argument forcefully in regard to the use of
language by Dalits. He claims that it is the stated design of Dalit writings to disrupt received
modern (upper caste) language properties, and to ‘expose and discredit the existing language, its
grammar, its refinement, and its falsifying order as symbols of dominance’. He adds, ‘for it is
according to these measures that the language of dalits is marginalized as a vulgar and obscene
language, the language of slums’. Gauthman asks Dalit writers to reclaim and to develop these
art forms, retaining sharply and without compromising to mainstream tastes, mask, gesture and
language. ( Iyer, January 2009)
English for the Change of Social Status
English has helped a great deal in making Dalits as ex-untouchables. Due to increasing
use of English in Dalit writings in terms of translation, it could become part of university syllabi
across the country and even abroad. Now this has helped the movement a lot because it could
associate youth and intelligentsia in its fold. Any movement with youth as its force becomes a
force to reckon with. Madhopuri also feels English education to Dalits has brought in rational
thinking as an alternative to confirming to the established socio- cultural set up. The key to that
change was education: parhai kar ke zaat badalni (altering caste status by acquiring education).
This was the mantra that B.R. Ambedkar had given to his people.
Goddess English
Dalit critics like Chandra Bhan Parasad have given the status of goddess to English even
supporting a temple for goddess English (Times of India, 2010). Dalit writers like Madhopuri
feels that such moves would go against the very idea of anti-traditional establishment position of
Dalits. Giving the status of a goddess to English would be anti-Dalit and supportive of the
traditional set up.
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Abstract
This paper examines the Arabic cognates and/or origins of time words in
English, German, French, Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit from a lexical root
theory viewpoint. The data consists of a little over 140 terms such as time,
date, hour, day, night, morning, yesterday, now, month, year, annually,
eventually, initially, finally, sometimes, often and so on. The results show
that all such words have true Arabic cognates, with the same or similar
forms and meanings. All their different forms, however, are shown to be
due to natural and plausible causes of linguistic change. For example,
English time, French temp, and Latin tempus derive from Arabic zaman
'time' through different processes such as turning /z/ into /t/ in all as
opposed to merging /n/ into /m/ in English and dissimilating it into /p/ in
the other two; English date and German Zeit 'time' come from Arabic waqt
'time' (gate, kate in Palestinian Arabic) via reordering and turning /q/ into
/d/ in the former and /z (ts)/ in the latter. Contrary to Comparative Method
claims, this entails that Arabic, English and all European languages belong
to the same language, let alone the same family. Owing to their phonetic
complexity, huge lexical variety and multiplicity, Arabic words are the
original source from which the others stemmed. This proves the adequacy
of the lexical root theory according to which Arabic, English, German,
French, Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit are dialects of the same language with
the first being the origin.
Keywords: Time words, Arabic, English, German, French, Latin, Greek,
Sanskrit, historical linguistics, lexical root theory
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1. Introduction
The lexical root theory has been proposed by Jassem (2012a-f,
2013a-h) to reject the classification of the comparative 'historical
linguistics' method that Arabic belongs to a different language family than
English, German, French, and all (Indo-)European languages in general
(Bergs and Brinton 2012; Algeo 2010; Crystal 2010: 302; Campbell 2006:
190-191; Crowley 1997: 22-25, 110-111; Pyles and Algeo 1993: 61-94).
Instead, it firmly established in fifteen studies so far the inextricably close
genetic relationship between Arabic and such languages on all levels:
phonetically, morphologically, grammatically, and lexically or semantically
(Jassem 2012a-f, 2013a-h).
On the lexical level, eight studies have successfully traced the Arabic
origins of English, German, French, Latin, Greek and Sanskrit numeral
words (Jassem 2012a), common religious terms (Jassem 2012b), water
and sea terms (Jassem 2013d), air and fire terms (Jassem 2013e), celestial
and terrestrial terms (Jassem 2013f), animal terms (Jassem (2013g), body
part terms (Jassem 2013h), and speech and writing terms (Jassem 2013i).
Morphologically, three studies established the Arabic origins of English,
German, French, Latin, and Greek inflectional 'plural and gender' markers
(Jassem 2012f), derivational morphemes (Jassem 2013a), and negative
particles (Jassem 2013b). Grammatically, three papers described the Arabic
origins of English, German, French, Latin, and Greek personal pronouns
(Jassem 2012c), determiners (Jassem 2012d), and verb to be forms (Jassem
2012e). Phonologically, Jassem (2013c) outlined the English, German,
French, Latin, and Greek cognates of Arabic back consonants: i.e., the
glottals, pharyngeals, uvulars, and velars. In all the papers, the phonetic
analysis is essential, of course.
In this paper, the lexical root theory will be used as a theoretical
framework (2.2.1 below). It has five sections: an introduction, research
methods, results, a discussion, and a conclusion.
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2. Research Methods
2.1 The Data
The data consists of just over 140 time words such as time, day,
date, hour, morning, yesterday, now, month, year, annually, eventually,
initially, finally, sometimes, often, and so on. Their selection has been
based on the author's knowledge of their frequency and use and English
thesauri. They have been arranged alphabetically for easy and quick
reference together with brief linguistic notes in (3.) below. All
etymological references to English below are for Harper (2012) and to
Arabic for Altha3aalibi (2011: 131-140), Ibn Seedah (1996: 9/30-77), and
Ibn Manzoor (2013) in the main.
Transcribing the data uses normal spelling for practical purposes.
However, certain symbols were used for unique Arabic sounds- viz., /2 &
3/ for the voiceless and voiced pharyngeal fricatives respectively, /kh & gh/
for the voiceless and voiced velar fricatives each, capital letters for the
emphatic counterparts of plain consonants /t, d, dh, & s/, and /'/ for the
glottal stop (Jassem 2013c).
The above time words can make up natural texts on their own, e.g.,
John: Good morning, Jane.
Jane: Good morning, John.
John: Today, it's time for History test. Right?
Jane: No, it isn't.
John: When's that then?
Jane: Next week.
John: What's the date and time exactly by hour, day, month, and year?
Jane: It's at 9 o'clock a.m. on Monday, March 1, 2013 A.D.
John: This time now next week?
Jane: Yes.
2.2 Data Analysis
2.2.1 Theoretical Framework: The Lexical Root Theory
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The lexical root theory will be used as the theoretical framework in
this study. To save on space and effort and avoid redundancy, the reader is
referred to earlier papers for a full account of it (Jassem 2012a-f, 2013a-i).
2.2.2 Statistical Analysis
The percentage formula is used in calculating the ratio of cognate
words, which is obtained by dividing the number of cognates over the total
number of investigated words multiplied by a 100. For example, suppose
the total number of investigated words is 100, of which 90 are true
cognates. The percentage of cognates is calculated thus: 90/100 = 9 X 100
= 90%. Finally, the results are checked against Cowley's (1997: 173, 182)
formula to determine whether such words belong to the same language or
family (for a survey, see Jassem 2012a-b).
3. Results
After via Old English of 'off' and comparative –ter from Arabic ithra
'after'; /th/ split into /f & t/.
Age (aged) from Arabic 2ijja(t) 'year' via /2/-deletion or 3ajz, 3aajiz
'ageing' via /3, z, & j/-merger (cf. aegis from Arabic jaah, wajh
'dignity, honour, face' where /h/ became /s/).
Ago from Arabic jai 'coming' via lexical shift and turning /j/ into /g/ (cf. go
from Arabic jaa' 'come' via lexical shift.)
Always via Old English ealne weg 'all the way' from Arabic al wijha(t) 'the
way' where /j & h/ merged into /y/ besides lexical shift or (h)al-2az
'(this) the- time, now' via lexical shift, reordering, and turning /2/ into
/w/.
Ancient via French ancien 'old' and Latin ante 'before, old' from Arabic
qadeem (at) 'ancient'; reordering and turning /q & m/ into /sh & n/
applied.
Anon via Old English on an 'into one' from Arabic aan(ian) 'now, time' or
awal(an) 'one, first' via reordering and turning /l/ into /n/ (Jassem
2012a).
Annual (annum, biennial, perennial) via Latin annum 'year' from Arabic
3aam 'year' via /3/-deletion and /m/-mutation into /n/ or sana(t) 'year'
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via /s & n/-merger.
Antique (antiquity, antiquated) from Arabic 3ateeq 'old' via reordering and
/3/-mutation into /n/ (see Jassem 2013c).
Archaic (archeology) from Arabic 3areeq 'old'; /3/ was lost and /q/
became /k/.
At from Arabic fee 'in, at' where /f/ became /t/ or 2atta 'to, until' via /2/loss. See to.
Aurora via Latin '(Roman goddess of) dawn' and Greek eos 'dawn, kindle'
from Arabic wara 'light' or 'uwaar 'heat' via lexical shift; 3ish(a/i)
'early night' via lexical shift and /3 & sh/-merger into /s/ (cf. sha3
'shine' via reversal and /sh & 3/-merger into /s/).
Before (afore, fore) via Old English bi 'by' from Arabic bi- 'by, with'
(Jassem 2013a) and forona, fora 'front' from Arabic ghurra(t) 'front'
where /gh/ became /f/ or finneera(t) 'front, nose' via reordering and
lexical shift. See pre- and prior.
Begin via Old English onginnnan, beginnan as a compound of be from
Arabic bi- 'by, with' (Jassem 2013a) + ginnan 'to begin' from Arabic
nasha'a, ansha'a 'begin' via reversal and turning /sh/ into /g/ or
najama 'begin' via reordering, merging /n & m/, and turning /j/ into
/g/.
Beyond via Old English begeondan (be + geond (yonder) 'yonder; that,
over there' from Arabic 3ind 'there, at' via /3/-mutation into /g (y)/ or
ba3d(ain) 'after' via /3/-deletion or change to /g (y)/.
Century (centennial, centenary) via Latin centuria 'group of 100' and cent
'100' from Arabic hindeed, hunaidat 'a hundred (camels)' where /h &
d/ turned into /s & t/ (Jassem 2012a).
Chronic (chronology, chronicle, synchronic, diachronic) via Latin
chronicus and Greek khronos 'time' from Arabic qarn 'time, century,
horn'; /q/ evolved into /ch/ (Jassem 2013c).
Clock via Latin clocca 'bell' from Arabic jaras 'bell' where /(j/s) & r/
became /k & l/ or jaljal 'bell ringing' where /j/ became /k/.
Commence via Latin cominitare (com 'with' + initiare 'begin') as in initial.
Complete (completion) via Latin complere (com 'with' + plere 'fill') from
Arabic mala' 'fill' where /m/ became /p/ or kaamil(at) 'complete' via
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/p/-insertion or split from /m/.
Continue (continuity, continuation, continuous) from Arabic da(w)ama
'last, continue'; /d & m/ developed into /t & n/.
Course from Arabic qir' 'course, period' where /q & '/ became /k & s/ or
jara, jaariyat (n) 'to flow, stream' in which /j & t/ passed into /k & s/
(cf. (study/river) course, discourse in Jassem (2013h).
Current (concurrent, concurrence; recur, recurrent, recurrence; occur,
occurrence) from Arabic jara, jarian (n), jaariyat (n) 'flow, happen,
flowing, (water) current' where /j/ became /k/ or karara 'repeat, recur'.
Date (German Zeit) from Arabic waqt 'time' ((k/g)ate in Palestinian Arabic
(Jassem 1993, 1987) (cf. qoot 'food', daql 'bad dates', and qawwad
(also daiyooth) 'pimp' via reordering and turning /q/ into /d/; diet
from qoot 'food').
Dawn via Old English dagung, dagian (v) 'to light', dæg 'day, lifetime'
from Arabic Daw'/Dia', Daian (adj) 'light' via /'/-mutation into /g (Ø)/
and /n/-insertion or Du2a 'forenoon, morning' via lexical shift and the
passage of /D & 2/ into /d & (g) y/ (see day).
Day (daily, diurnal) via Old English dæg 'day, lifetime', German Tag, Latin
dies 'day' and deus 'god', Sanskrit deva 'god, shining one' and dah 'to
burn' from Arabic Dau', Diaa' 'light', Du2a 'forenoon, morning, day'
where /D & 2/ passed into /d & (g) y/, or ghad(at) 'tomorrow, day' via
reversal and turning /gh/ into /(g) y/ (see Jassem 2012b).
Diurnal (day) via Latin dies 'day' (and deus 'god') as in day and -urnus
'time' from Arabic 3umr 'time, lifetime' via reordering, /3/-loss, and
turning /m/ into /n/ or nahaar 'day' via reordering and /h/-loss.
As to days of the week, they mark celestial paganism, all of
which have Arabic cognates as follows:Saturday via Latin Saturnus 'Italic god of agriculture', serere (v) 'to sow'
from Arabic zara3, ziraa3at (n), zar3anat (n) 'to sow' via reordering
and /3/-loss.
Sabbath from Arabic sabt 'Saturday, fixation, rest, time'; /t/ became /th/.
Sunday via Old English Sunnandæg 'day of the sun' and German Sonne
from Arabic shams 'sun' via /sh & s/-merger and /m/-mutation into /n/
or sana 'light' via lexical shift (cf. son from Arabic Dana 'son,
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tiredness'; /D/ became /s/) (Jassem 2013g).
Monday (moon) 'day of the moon' via Latin mensis 'month', Greek menem
'moon, month', Lithuanian menesis 'moon, month', Welsh/Breton
mis/miz from Arabic shams, mushmis (adj.) 'sun' via lexical shift,
reordering, and turning /sh & m/ into /s & n/, najm(at), nujoom (pl.)
'star' via lexical shift, reordering, and passing /j/ into /s (Ø)/, or
qamar, muqmir (adj.) ('amar in urban Syrian Arabic) via reordering
and turning /q & r/ into /s (Ø) & n/ (Jassem 2013g).
Tuesday via Old English Tiwes, Tius 'German god of war, to shine' and
Zeus 'Greek god of light' from Arabic Dau' 'light' where /D & '/
became /t & s/ or Tais 'war' where /T/ turned into /t/ (Jassem 2013g).
Wednesday via Old English Woden's day, Woden (wood), Odin 'chief
Teutonic god, the All-Father, mad, inspire, arouse spiritually' from
Arabic waalid 'father' via reordering and /l/-mutation into /n/, or jann,
junoon 'madness' via reordering and turning /j/ into /d/ (cf. wajd(at)
'wood' via /j & d/-merger).
Thursday via Old Norse Thor 'thunder; strongest of the gods' from Arabic
ra3d 'thunder' via reversal, /3/-loss, and turning /d/ into /th/ (cf. thawr
'bull; strongest; pre-evening redness' via lexical shift; tars 'strong,
obstinate' where /t/ became /th/).
Friday (free, freedom) via Old English Frigedæg, Frig 'goddess of married
love' and frigg 'free, noble, joyful' from Arabic faarigh, faraagh (n)
'empty, free', furja(t), faraj 'a show, happiness, release', or fara2
'happiness'; /gh, j, & 2/ became /g/ in all.
Decade via Latin decas, decadem, decem, digitus, Greek dekas, deka
'finger, hand, ten', and Sanskrit desa 'ten' from Arabic daja(t) '(foodfilled) fingers' where /j/ became /k (s)/ (cf. Arabic 3aqd '10 years' via
reordering and /3/-deletion) (cf. Jassem 2012a).
Delay from Arabic Taal, Tawwal 'to be late/delayed, to take long'; /T/
passed into /d/.
Duration (durable, durability) from Arabic Tawr 'a limited time' where /T/
became /d/, dahr 'time' via /h/-loss, Teela(t) 'duration, length' where
/T & l/ passed into /d & r/, or da(w)ama 'last, persist' where /m/
changed to /r/ (cf. endure, endurance from Arabic Taaq, yinTaaq 'to
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tolerate'; /T & q/ became /d & r/).
Dusk from Arabic shafaq 'dusk, night redness' darkness' via reordering and
turning /sh, f, & q/ into /s, d, & k/ (cf. ghasaq 'dusk, night).
Early from Arabic awwali 'first, one'; /r/ split from /l/ (Jassem 2012a).
Eon via Latin and Greek aeon/aion 'age' from Arabic a(w)an 'time, now';
2een 'time' via /2/-loss; yawm, aiyaam (pl.) 'day, period' where /m/
became /n/.
Epoch from Arabic 2iqbat, a2qaab (pl.) 'period' via reordering and
merging /2 & q/ into /ch/.
Era from Arabic 2airi 'time' via /2/-loss or 3aSr 'period, age' via /3, S, &
r/-merger.
Eternity (eternal) via Latin aeternus, short for aeviternus 'of great age',
aevum 'time' from Arabic 3aam 'year' where /3/ became /v/; dahr 'age,
period' via /d/-mutation into /t/ and /h/-deletion.
Eve (evening) via Old English æfen and German Abend from Arabic
faina(t) 'short time', fa2ma(t) 'evening, darkness' via /f & 2/-merger
into /v/ and /m/-mutation into /n/, or lail 'night' via reordering and /l &
l/-merger into /v/ (cf. abad 'time' via /n/-insertion and lexical shift;
bayat(an) 'night, at home at night' via reordering). See even/odd in
Jassem (2012a).
Eventually (eventuality) from Arabic intaha, nihayat 'end' via reordering
and passing /h/ into /v/.
Ever (for ever; whenever) via Old English æfre 'at any time' from Arabic
faur 'time', dahr 'age, time' where /d & h/ merged into /v/, or idhin
'then, at that time' where /dh & n/ became /v & r/.
Exactly from Arabic akeed 'sure, certain' where /d/ became /t/ or diq(qat)
'exact' via reordering, turning /q/ into /k/, and merging /t & d/.
Existing (existence, existentialism) via Latin ex 'out, from within' from
Arabic aqSa, qaaSi 'far' where /q & S/ merged into /s/ (Jassem 2013a)
+ (s)istere 'cause to stand', sta(re) 'stand' from Arabic jatha 'sit' via
lexical shift and turning /j & th/ into /s & t/; 3aasha, 3eeshat (n) 'to
live, to exist' via /3 & sh/-mutation into /k & s/; kaan 'be' in which /k/
passed into /s/ (Jassem 2012e).
Extant via Latin extare (ex 'out, from within' + sta(re) 'stand' above) or
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from Arabic da'im(at) 'continuing, extant' where /d & m/ became /t &
n/.
Finally (finish, infinity, infinitude, finis, define, definition) via Latin finis
'end, limit', finere (v) from Arabic nafaq 'finish, end' via reordering
and turning /q/ into /sh/ or faani 'finished, dead'.
For (afore, before) via Old English fore 'for, before, on account of' and
Latin per 'through, during, on account of' from Arabic fee/fa 'in,
within, because' via /r/-insertion or ghurra(t) 'front' where /gh/
became /f/. See before & prior.
Former (formerly, foremost) via Old English fore 'first, early, front' as in
for, before or from Arabic Saarim, munSarim (adj.) 'past, gone'
where /S/ became /f/.
Forthwith (forth) via Old English fore 'for, before, on account of' as in for,
before and with 'mid' or from Arabic fawr(iatan) 'at once; time'; /f/
split into /f & th/.
Frequent (frequency) via Latin frequentare 'visit' from Arabic katheer,
takaathur (n) 'much' via reordering and turning /th/ into /f/ or
maraq(at) 'pass, visit' via the passage of /m/ into /f/ and /n/-insertion.
From via Old English fram and Old Norse fra 'from, since, by, as a result;
forward movement' and Latin pro 'forward, toward the front' from
Arabic barra 'out, away' where /b/ split into /f & m/ or min 'from,
because of' where /m & n/ turned into /f & m/ while /r/ split from /n/.
Future (futurity) via Latin futurus (v) 'going to be, the future' from Arabic
fatra(t) 'a limited period' via lexical shift; or baakir, bukrat 'tomorrow'
in which /b & k/ turned into /f & t/.
Generation (generate, generative; regenerate; degenerate) from Arabic
qarn 'generation, horn, like, equal' via reordering and /q/-mutation into
/g/ or jeel 'generation' in which /l/ split into /n & r/ (cf. genus, genre,
progeny from Arabic jins 'sex, kind').
Good (for good) from Arabic ghad 'tomorrow'; /gh/ turned into /g/ (cf.
jood 'goodness, God'; /j/ became /g/ (Jassem 2012b)).
Haul (short/long haul, overhaul) from Arabic 2awl, 2awwal 'year, to
change'; /2/ passed into /h/.
History (historic, historian, historicity) from Arabic 'usToora(t), 'asaaTeer
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'story, myth'; /'/ developed into /h/ (Jassem 2013h).
Hour via Latin and Greek hora 'time, season, any limited time' from
Arabic hunaia(t), hunaiha(t) (dim.) 'a short time' in which /n/ became
/r/, 2airi 'time' where /2/ turned into /h/, or 3aSr 'time, afternoon' in
which /3 & S/ merged into /h/.
If from Arabic idh(a) 'if, when'; /dh/ passed into /f/.
Immediate (immediacy; medium, mid, middle, mediate, mediation,
mediator, meso-) via Latin in 'without' from Arabic in 'not' (Jassem
2013b) + medium, mediare (v) 'half, middle, a go-between,
intermediary' and Greek mesos 'middle' from Arabic matt 'link,
connection, means', madd 'adherent, supporter; middle (of the day)'. or
'udma(t), 'eedaam, 'adama (v) 'relationship, means; mend, repair' via
reversal (cf. wasaT 'middle' where /w/ turned into /m/ and /s & T/
merged into /d/; niSf 'half' where /n/ became /m/ and /S & f/ merged
into /d (s)/; muddat 'period').
In from Arabic min 'from' via lexical shift and /m & n/-merger (cf.
Jassem (2013a-b).
Inception (incept) from Arabic shabba(t) 'jump, begin'; /sh/ became /s/.
Initial (initiate) via Latin initium, initiare (v) (or unus 'one'?) from Arabic
awwal, awwaliat 'first, one' where /l/ became /n/ (Jassem 2012a).
Instant via Latin instans 'standing near', instare (v) 'to stand near' from
Arabic qawaam, qaam (v) 'quickly, stand' via reordering and turning
/q & r/ into /s(t) & n/ or thaania(t) 'a second' via reordering, turning
/th/ into /s/, and /n/-split. See exist.
Jour (journal, journalist, journalism) via Latin diurnalis 'daily', diurnum
'day' as in day above.
Just from Arabic issa(3)at, hassa3(at) 'this hour'; /i & 3/ became /j & Ø/
(see Jassem 2013c).
Junior via Latin iunior (comp. of iuvenis 'young'), Sanskrit yuva 'young',
from Arabic yafan ‘young, small; old’ where /y/ became /j/ while /f &
n/ merged (cf. janeen 'embryo, small child' via lexical shift and
turning /n/ into /r/, najl 'son; father' via reordering and /n & l/-merger,
or naashi' '(10-year-old) young' via reordering and turning /sh/ into /j
(g)/).
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Juvenile via French jeune 'young' and Latin iuvenis 'young' from Arabic as
in junior or from ibn 'son' in which /'i & b/ became /j & v/ or yaafi3
'adolescent' where /3/ turned into /n/.
Lapse (elapse) from Arabic qabla 'before' via lexical shift, reversal, and
changing /q/ to /s/ or labatha 'stay' where /th/ became /s/.
Last see late.
Late (later, lately, belated, last) via Old English læt, latost (sup.), læstan
(v) 'following all others; continue, endure' from Arabic Taal, Tawwal,
Taweel 'to be late/long, to be delayed'; Dhall 'continue' or taalee
'following' via reversal and turning /Dh/ into /t/ (see delay).
Medieval via Latin medi as in immediate + eval, ævum 'year' from Arabic
3aam 'year'; /3 & m/ merged into /v/.
Meridian via Latin medius 'middle' (Greek mesos 'half, middle') and dies
'day' with /r/ being an insertion. See immediate & day.
Minute (minimum, minimize, minus, diminish) via Latin minuta 'small,
minute', minuere (v) 'lessen, diminish' from Arabic numnum(at) 'very
small' via reordering and reduction; ummat 'moment, time' via
reordering and /n/-split from /m/; or unmulat 'ant, very small' via
reordering and /n & l/-merger.
Modern (modernity, modernist, modernism, modernization) via Latin
modernus 'modern', modo 'just now', modus 'measure' from Arabic
muddat/'amad 'time', madda 'stretch, measure', or madeenat, mudun
(pl.) 'city' via /r/-split from /n/ (cf. muDaari3 'present' where /3/
became /n/).
Moment (momentary) from Arabic ummat 'moment, time'; reordering and
/n/-split from /m/ occurred.
Month via Old English monath 'related to moon', German Monat, Old
Norse manathr from Arabic qamar 'moon' via lexical shift, reordering,
and turning /q & r/ into /t(h) & n/ or zaman 'time' via lexical shift,
reordering and turning /z/ into /th/(see Monday).
As to the months of the year, some celebrate religious
festivals, some commemorate great rulers, others are simply
numerical. On the other hand, Arabic months are two or three types:
an obsolete pre-Islamic set and two current ones: one lunar (Islamic)
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and one solar. A closer look shows that there are similarities between
all as follows.
January via Latin Ianus (Janus) 'gate, arched passageway' and -arius
'month' from Arabic awwal 'first' where /l/ became /n/ or eewaan
'large hall; palace' via /ee/-mutation into /j/ (cf. khawwan '3rd preIslamic month'; kaanoon 'January; heavy man; hearth' where /kh (k)/
passed into /j/).
February via Latin Februa 'month of purification, expiatory rites' from
Arabic baraa'/birr 'innocence, purification, last day of every month'
where /f/ split from /b/ (cf. Safar '2nd Islamic month; zero; purity' via
/S & f/-mutation into /f & b/; habbaar(aan) 'pre-Islamic for December
& January' via lexical shift and turning /h/ into /f/).
March 'walk; Mars; boundary, mark; 1st Roman month' from Arabic maraq
'walk, pass', margha(t) 'mark', marj 'meadow', or marreekh 'Mars' in
which /q, gh, j, & kh/ became /ch/ (cf. naajir '2nd pre-Islamic month'
via reordering and turning /n & j/ into /r & ch/). It marks the start of
the agricultural period.
April via Greek Apru, Aphrodite 'goddess of love and beauty' from Arabic
labb 'love' via reordering and turning /l/ into /r/, birr 'love, kindness',
ruba '6th pre-Islamic month; greener (hills)' via reordering and /l/insertion (cf. 'aab 'August' via lexical shift; rabee3 'spring, grass' via
reordering and /3/-loss).
May via Latin Maia, Maja 'goddess of the earth' from Arabic maa', miyaah
(pl.) (spoken Arabic mai) 'water' via lexical shift and /' & h/-loss (cf.
mal2aan '8th pre-Islamic month; white' via /m & n/-merger, /l/mutation into /y/, and /2/-loss).
June 'Roman goddess of women and marriage; the young ones' from
Arabic nash' 'the young', nisaa' 'women' via reversal and turning /sh
(s)/ into /j/ (cf. 2aneen '6th pre-Islamic month; kindness' via turning
/2/ into /j/; nisaan '7th solar month' via reordering and turning /s/ into
/j/).
July via Latin Jove 'Roman god of the bright sky; named after Julius
Caesar' from dyeu 'to shine' from Arabic Dau' 'light'; jalee 'clear,
bright', jal(eel) 'greatest; older'; jula 'greatest, highest, chief'; or jau
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'sky' via lexical shift and turning /sh/ into /j/; ya3la/3ali 'high, proper
name' via /3/-loss (cf. ailool 'September' via lexical shift; Elias 'a
prophet's name').
August via Latin Augustus 'venerable, majestic, strong, noble; Roman
emperor' from Arabic qais 'proud, noble, strong, hard, male; man of
power and strength' or qiss 'a Christian chief, intelligent, lion, verbally
insulting' (cf. qaiDh 'summer, heat' where /q/ became /g/ whereas /Dh/
split into /s & t/); 3izzat, 3azeez 'chief' via /3 & z/-mutation into /g &
s/). This marks the end of the agricultural period.
The next four months are numerical in nature, which are
September, October, November, and December. While all end in the
suffix –ber, the first element is the numeral seven, eight, nine, and ten
in Latin: i.e., September via Latin septem 'seven' from Arabic
sab3(at) 'seven' via /3/-loss; October via Latin octo 'eight' from
Arabic tis3a(t) 'nine' via lexical shift, reordering, and /3 & s/-merger
into /k/; November via Latin novem 'nine' from Arabic thaman
'eight' via lexical shift, reordering, and /th/-mutation into /v/;
December via Latin decem 'ten', Greek deka 'ten, hand' from Arabic
daja(t) '(food-filled) fingers' via lexical shift and /j/-mutation into /s
(k)/ (cf. Jassem 2012a).
Morning (morn, morrow) via Old English morgen 'morn, sunrise,
forenoon' from Arabic nahaar 'broad daylight, day' via reordering,
/m/-split from /n/, and turning /h/ into /g (Ø)/ (cf. m(u/a)shriq 'rising,
sunny, morning, east' via reordering and /sh & q/-merger into /g/).
Morrow (morn, tomorrow) via Old English to + morgenne 'morning' from
Arabic nahaar 'broad daylight, day' via reordering and turning /n & h/
into /m & Ø/; or mirwaa2 'tomorrow in Yemeni Arabic' via /2/-loss.
Night (nocturnal) via Latin nox, Greek nuks, German Nacht from Arabic
masaa', masiat 'evening'; /m/ became /n/ and /s/ split into /ks/ (cf.
janna, jinnat 'darken, night' via reordering and turning /j/ into /gh/).
Noon via Latin nonus, novenas, novem 'nine, 9th hour of the day' from
Arabic thamaan 'eight' via lexical shift and /th & m/-merger into /n/
(Jassem 2012a).
Next via Old English superlative for neah 'nigh, near' from Arabic na2wa,
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naa2 'toward, near' /2/-mutation into /k (h)/.
Now via Old English nu 'new, fresh, inexperienced', German nun, Latin
nunc, Greek nuc from Arabic aan, awaan (pl.) 'time, now' via
reversal, nai 'fresh, raw', or 2een 'time, now' via reversal, /2/-loss or
mutation into /k/.
Nowadays see now and day.
Occasion via Latin occasio 'time, cause' from Arabic 2azza(t) 'time' where
/2 & z/ turned into /k & s/ (cf. (as-)saa3a(t) '(the-)hour, time' where /s
& 3/ became /k & s/).
Often (oft) from Arabic fainat 'a time' via reordering.
Old (elderly) from Arabic waalid 'father, old' via lexical shift or taleed 'old'
via /t & d/-merger.
On from Arabic 3an 'on' via /3/-loss or yawm '(on the) day (of)' where /m/
became /n/. See in.
Once (at once) via Old English ane 'one' plus genitive –s from Arabic
awwal, oola (f) 'one'; /l/ became /n/ (Jassem 2012a).
Past (pass) from Arabic saabiq 'past, passed, previous' via reordering and
turning /q/ into /s/, ba3eed 'far' where /3 & d/ became /s & t/, or bass,
basbas 'walk, flow' (Jassem 2012f).
Period (periodically) from Arabic burhat 'period' via /h/-deletion and /t/mutation into /d/.
Post- (posterior, posteriority) from Arabic ba3d 'after' via /3 & d/-mutation
into /s & t/ as in post-Christmas (cf. ba3ath 'send' through the passage
of /3 & th/ into /s & t/ as in post a letter, and basT(at) or buq3at
'space, spot' via /q & 3/-merger into /s/ as in kept one's post).
Present via Latin praesentem, praesens, praesse (v) as a combination of
(i) prae 'before' from Arabic qabl 'before' via reordering and the
passage of /q/ into /r/ into which /l/ merged and (ii) esse 'to be'
(essence 'being', essential via Latin essentia 'being' (ousia in Greek),
essent 'present participle, esse 'to be') from Arabic kaan, yakoon 'to
be' where /k/ passed into /s/ (Jassem 2012e). See prior.
Previous via Latin praevius 'going before' as a compound of prae 'before'
above and via 'way' from Arabic wijha(t) 'way, direction' where /w/
became /v/ and /j & h/ merged into /i/) or from (al)-baari2(at)
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'yesterday' in which /2/ became /v/.
Prior (pre-, priority, prioritize, prioritization, a priori, prior to) via Latin
pre- 'before, first' from Arabic qabla, qabliyyat (n) 'before, in front of'
via reordering and the passage of /q/ into /r/ into which /l/ merged.
Puerile via Latin puer 'boy, child' from Arabic bunai 'boy'; /n/ became /r/.
Second (secondary) from Arabic saa3at (dim. suwai3(een)at) where /3/
became /k/ or thania(t) 'second' via /th/-split into /sk/ and /t/-mutation
into /d/ (Jassem 2012a).
Season via Latin serere 'to sow' from Arabic zara3, zar3an 'to sow' via /3/loss or mausim, wasmi 'season' via reordering and /m & m/-merger
into /n/.
As to the four seasons, their Arabic cognates are as follows:
Winter (German Winter, Old Norse vetr) from Arabic maTar 'rain'; /m/
split into /w & n/ (see Jassem 2013e).
Spring from Arabic rabee3 'spring, grass' via reordering and splitting /3/
into /s & g/ and /r/ into /r & n/ (cf. nab3 '(water) spring' via reordering
and splitting /3/ into /s & g/ and /n/ into /r & n/; sharba3 'spring, jump'
via reordering, turning /sh & 3/ into /s & g/, and /n/-split from /r/;
Vernal from Arabic rabee3 'spring, grass' via reordering and /3 & b/merger into /v/).
Summer (Old Welsh ham, Old Irish sam, Sanskrit sama) from Arabic
2am(eem) 'hot, heat', 2umur 'red hot (summer days)', or samar
'summer nights'; /2/ became /s (h)/ (see Jassem 2013e).
Estivate via Latin aestu(s/a) 'heat, summer' from Arabic Saif, iSTaaf (v)
'summer' where /S & f/ became /s & t/ or qaiDh 'summer, hot' where
/q & Dh/ changed to /s & t/.
Autumn via Latin autumnus 'end?' from Arabic ramaD(i) 'last season in a
6-part year, summer' via reversal and turning /r & D/ into /n & t/; or
aSamm 'pre-Islamic 8th month; closed; deaf' via lexical shift and
changing /S/ to /t/ (cf. archaic Old English sere-month as in season
above; harvest 'autumn' from Arabic khareef(at) 'garden, fruit
picking' where /kh/ became /h/; Fall from Arabic fal3 'uproot, fall,
fell' via /3/-loss)
Reign from Arabic rijl 'time, leg'; /j & l/ became /g & n/.
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Senior (seniority, senile) via Latin senex 'old (man)' and French signor
from Arabic sin, musin (adj.) 'tooth, old' via lexical shift and /s/-split
into /s & k (g)/; jann 'to go mad, (senile)' where /j/ became /s/; or
3aani 'old man' where /3/ became /s/.
Since via Old English sithen(es) 'then, after that' from Arabic ithen 'then,
that time' via reordering and /s/-split from /th/ or sanat '(in the) year
(of), since' where /t/ became /s/.
Soon via Old English sona 'at once' from Arabic 2een 'time, now'; /2/
became /s/ (cf. hassa3(ain) 'now' via merging /h & s/ and /3 & n/).
Soir (French) from Arabic sa2ar 'predawn' via /s & 2/-merger or fajr
'dawn' via /f & j/-merged into /s/.
Start via Old English stiertan 'leap up' and German stürzen from Arabic
Taar, Ta'ira(t) (n) 'to fly' via lexical shift and /T/-split into /s & t/.
Still from Arabic zaala (ma zaal) 'vanish (still)', Dhalla 'still, stay on', or
shalal 'stillness, motionlessness' via /z, Dh, & sh/-split into /s & t/ (cf.
distill, distillery from Arabic zalla, zalaal 'to distill, pure' or shall,
Sall 'to leak, sieve, distill' where /t/ split from /z, sh , & S).
Temporal (temporary, contemporary, contemporaneous) via Latin tempus,
temporis (gen.) 'time, season' from Arabic zaman 'time' via /z & n/mutation into /t & p/ or mudda(t), amad 'time, period' via reversal,
turning /d/ into /t/, and /p/-split from /m/ (see time).
Tense via French tense 'time' and Latin tempus, temporis (gen.) 'time,
season' from Arabic zaman(aat) 'time' via reordering, /m & n/-merger,
and turning /z/ into /s/ (cf. fannash 'nose-up, tense up' where /f & sh/
became /t & s/, Tazzam 'tense up' via reordering and /z & sh/-merger
into /s/).
Term from Arabic Tawr 'time, term' via /m/-insertion, marrat 'a time' via
reversal, or az(l/n)am 'time' where /z & l/ passed into /t & r/ (cf.
terminal from Arabic Taraf 'end, side' in which /T & f/ became /t &
m/; terminate, termination from tamma, tamaam 'to perfect,
perfection' via /n/-split from /m/ and /r/-insertion; exterminate from
dammar, tadammar 'destroy' via reordering and changing /d/ to /t/
(Jassem 2013h).
Then (than) from Arabic thumma 'then' where /m/ became /n/ or ith(in)
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'then, at that time' as in waqta-ithin 'time-then: i.e., at that time'.
Tide (date, German Zeit) as in date above or from Arabic tawwat 'long
time' where /t/ became /d/.
Till (until) from Arabic Teel(at), Tuwaal 'length, during' and fala2
'cultivate; (time) persistence' where /f/ became /t/ and /2/ was dropped.
Time (betimes; temporal, sometimes) via Old English tima, getimian (v) 'to
happen' and proto-Germanic timan 'time' from Arabic zaman 'time' via
/z/-mutation into /t/ and /m & n/-merger or mudda(t), amad 'time,
period' via reversal and turning /d/ into /t/; for some, see Jassem
(2012c).
To (German zu, Greek de-) from Arabic 2atta 'to, until' via /2/-loss. See
at.
Today as a combination of to- 'this' from Arabic dha 'this' via /dh/mutation into /t/ or tihi 'this' via /h/-deletion (Jasem 2012c) and day
above.
Week via Old English wice 'a turning, a succession', German Woche from
Arabic awjas 'time' via lexical shift and /j & s/-merger into /k/, waqt
'time' via /q & t/-merger into /k/, waqf, waqfa(t) 'stoppage; the day
before a major Islamic feast' via /q & f/-merger into /k/, or waqaa'i3
(pl.) 'days, events' via /3/-loss (cf. weak from Arabic waah 'weak'
where /h/ became /k/ or qawee 'strong' via reversal and lexical shift;
wake from afaaq 'wake').
When (whenever) via Old English hwenne and German wen from Arabic
2eena 'when' via /2/-split into /h & w/ or 'anna 'when?' via /'a/mutation into /w/.
While (whilst, meanwhile, erstwhile) via Old English hwile 'a space of
time' and German weile from Arabic wahla(t) 'a while, a short time';
mean via Latin medianus 'in the middle', medius 'middle', and Greek
mesos 'middle' from Arabic muntaSaf, niSf 'middle' via /m & n/merger and /S & f/-merger into /d/ or min 'from' (see immediate); erst
'soonest, earliest', superlative of Old English ær, German eher, Greek
eerios 'day' from Arabic awwal 'first' where /l/ became /r/ or nahaar
'day' via reordering and /h & s/-merger (cf. wheel from Arabic lawa,
la(w)i (n) 'to circle-bend' via reversal.
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Year via Old English ge(a)r and German Jahre from Arabic shahr 'month'
via lexical shift and /sh & h/-merger into /y/.
Yesterday (yester) via Old English and German gestern from Arabic qaSr
'pre-evening, yesterday' where /q/ became /(g) y/ besides /t & n/-split
from /S & r/ or qaaDia(t) 'past' where /q & D/ became /g (y) & s/
besides /r/-insertion.
Young (youth) via Old English geong 'young, youth', Latin iunior, Sanskrit
yuva 'young', Old Irish oac from Arabic anqooq (qooq, qeeq, qaaq)
'tall person' via lexical shift, reordering, and turning /q/ into /g/, qann
'born slave' via lexical shift and /q/-split into /g (y) & g/, 3ajee,
3ijyaan (pl.) 'child' where /3 & j/ became /g/, or naashi' 'adolescent,
young' via reordering and turning /sh/ into /g (y)/.
Youth (young) via Old English geoguth 'youth' from the same Arabic
cognate for young or from yaafi3 'young, youth' where /f/ became
/th/ while /3/ was deleted.
As can be seen, the above time words amount to 140 or so; all have
Arabic cognates. In other words, the ratio of shared vocabulary is 100%.
4. Discussion
The above results indicate that time words in Arabic, English, German,
French, Latin, and Greek are true cognates; however, their differences are
due to natural and plausible causes of linguistic change at the phonetic,
morphological and semantic levels. As a consequence, they agree with the
findings of all previous studies in the area, including numeral words
(Jassem 2012a), common religious terms (Jassem 2012b), pronouns
(Jassem 2012c), determiners (Jassem 2012d), verb to be forms (Jassem
2012e), inflectional 'gender and plurality' markers (2012f), derivational
morphemes (2013a), negative particles (2013b), back consonants (2013c),
water and sea words (2013d), air and fire terms (Jassem 2012e), celestial
and terrestrial terms (Jassem 2013f), animal terms (Jassem 2013g), body
part terms (Jassem (2013h), and speech and writing terms (Jassem 2013i)
in English, German, French, Latin, Greek, and Arabic which were all found
to be rather dialects of the same language, let alone the same family. The
percentage of shared vocabulary between Arabic and English, for instance,
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was 100% in all studies. This exceeds Cowley's (1997: 172-173)
classification according to which an 80% ratio indicates membership to the
same language- i.e., dialects.
In addition, they support the adequacy of the lexical root theory for the
current analysis. The main principle which states that Arabic, English, and
so on are not only genetically related but also are dialects of the same
language is verifiably sound and empirically true, therefore. There can be
no clearer proof to that than relating English time words, for example, to
true Arabic cognates on all levels of analysis: phonetically,
morphologically, grammatically, and semantically.
Consider the short time-laden conversation in 2.1 above. It contains
some very common time words, every single one of which has a true
Arabic cognate, which can be checked in the results above and/or the
relevant previous studies like Jassem (2012b) for biblical or religious
terms, (2012c) for pronouns, (2012d) for determiners, (2012e) for verb to
be, (2012f) for inflectional morphemes, (2013a) for derivational
morphemes, and (2013i) for personal names. Consequently, Arabic and
English are dialects of the same language, with Arabic being the source or
parent language owing to its phonetic complexity and lexical multiplicity
and variety (see Jassem (2012a-f, 2013a-i).
Such a language picture has interestingly immense implications for
linguistic theory and language origin. On the one hand, it implies that the
proto-Indo-European language hypothesis should be rejected outright
because all English words are traceable to Arabic sources; this renders it
baseless for lacking solid foundations to stand upon; indeed it is fictitious.
On the other hand, it implies, on a larger scale, that all human languages
are related to one another, which in the end stem and descend from a single
'perfect' source, which became simpler and simpler over time.
Reconstructing that source is still possible proviso that it depends on
ancient world language(s), which have survived into modern ones in
different forms. Arabic is perhaps such a great survivor, which may be the
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best possible link to that old perfect language on which analysis should
focus. Arabic can be said to be a great, great living linguistic inheritor and
survivor, indeed. It could have maintained a great many features of that
original language, technically known as proto-language. In fact, languages
change(d) very, very slowly. For example, common core words such as
English pronouns changed little in the last 15, 000.00 years (Pagel et al
2013).
To sum up, the foregoing time words in Arabic, English, German,
French, Latin, and Greek are true cognates with similar forms and
meanings; Arabic can be safely said to be their origin all for which Jassem
(2012a-f, 2013a-g) gave some equally valid reasons as has just been
mentioned.
5. Conclusion and Recommendations
The main results of the study can be summed up as follows:
i)

The 140 time words or so in English, German, French, Latin, Greek,
and Arabic are true cognates with similar forms and meanings.
However, the different forms amongst such words are due to natural
and plausible phonological, morphological and/or lexical factors in
those languages (cf. Jassem 2012a-f, 2013a-i).
ii) Phonetically, the main changes included reversal, reordering, split, and
merger; lexically, the recurrent patterns included stability,
convergence, multiplicity, shift, and variability; the abundance of
convergence and multiplicity stem from the formal and semantic
similarities between Arabic words from which English and European
words emanated.
iii) The phonetic complexity, huge lexical variety and multiplicity of
Arabic time words compared to those in English and European
languages point to their Arabic origin in essence.
iv) The lexical root theory has been adequate for the analysis of the close
genetic relationships between time words in Arabic, English, German,
French, Latin, and Greek.
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v)

Finally, the current work supports Jassem's (2012a-f, 2013a-h) calls
for further research into all language levels, especially vocabulary.
The application of such findings, moreover, to language teaching,
lexicology and lexicography, translation, cultural (including
anthropological and historical) awareness, understanding, and heritage
is badly needed for promoting acculturation and cooperation.
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PREFACE
Post-Colonialism, New Historicism and Subaltern Studies have a great distrust for the
apparatus of traditional historiography. They find it as an incompetent medium of capturing and
representing the bruised memories of human beings, tried and perplexed in real life situations.
They attempt to render a more authentic, consistent and interpretative version of history, which is
contradictory to the mainstream discourses or official documentation of history. Theirs is a
perspective determined by foregrounding the inaudible, marginalized voices in the narrative.
Historians have generally been more interested in making an epistemological break with the past
to create the protocol of objectivity, than in producing the “touch of the real”. Counter-histories,
in the forms of autobiographies, biographies, interviews, oral history, archives, survivors’
accounts and most importantly literary narratives oppose not only the dominant narratives on
history, but also the prevailing modes of historical thought, methods and research.
Subaltern Studies primarily deal with the history of the losers, with the envisioning of
counterfactuals and provisional historical worlds, with delayed and alternative chronologies, with
the reality of unrealized possibilities. It has made a noteworthy contribution to the discourse on
the representation of history. As a form of “counter-history”, it is very often placed in
contradiction to mainstream discourses on history like Nationalist narratives, Orientalist images,
ethnic stereotypes, and Hindu majoritarianism. It specializes in representing individual and
collective histories ‘from below’. Though basically it originated as a theory of social science in
order to re-define autonomous, radical class struggles in modern times, I think that it can also be
applied to the literary, cultural and historical studies. It inspires bottoming up the studies of
people whose history had previously either been subdued or evaded. Though it primarily focuses
on peasants’ insurgency, it also takes into consideration the process of reading history from
‘below’, which invariably incorporates the significance of individual and collective histories.
Such individual and collective histories are recollected and conjoined with the present with the
help of the synthesizing power of creative imagination and memory, amidst the dynamic flux of
larger historical forces and events. I have applied the Subaltern Studies’ approach of interpreting
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or analyzing history from ‘below’ to Rahi Masoom Reza’s A Village Divided and Amitav
Ghosh’s The Glass Palace.
Both the selected novels function as ‘counter-histories’ or provide ‘alternate points of
view’ against the officially documented versions of history. The subject positions range from an
individual to a community, from being the perpetrators of violence to being the victims, from
being powerful landed gentries and accomplice of colonial masters to being the subalterns in
these literary narratives. Such literary narratives embody ‘distinctive, authentic, marginalized,
subaltern voices’ that claim prominence, or at least equivalence against the mainstream historical
narratives. Both the novels question ‘the top-down approach’ of reading the South Asian history,
and replace it with the study of the culture of the people. There is a commitment to represent
people’s history in these texts. These texts reject meta-narratives. They attempt to re-write
history from the grounds of ambivalence and contradictions and the subaltern remains the
vantage point of their critiques. They also show how individuals and collective groups in South
Asia resisted the penetration of colonialism into their cultural ethos to a greater extent. They deal
with major themes like dislocation, fragmented identity, void, alienation, nationality, culture,
language, migration, loyalty, violence, exile, marginalization, colonialism and post-colonialism,
hierarchical relations, gender, social issues like marriage, illicit and extra-marital affairs,
subalternity, complex web of relationships, using aesthetically integrative metaphors, hybridity,
changing power equations etc. Both the novels are overcrowded with characters, that is to say,
they offer a bewildering web of family relationships extended to two or three generations.
Though both the novels present a bleak and pessimistic view of life and humanity, they do not
end on the same note. Both the novels end on a promising note of optimism and life. They look
at history not as a period of progress and development, but as a point of crisis and stasis. Though
they neither negate nor substitute the dominant mainstream historical discourses, they necessarily
contradict and undermine their canonical significance. They ultimately re-visit and re-claim that
part of history which was either deliberately subdued or evaded or lay buried under the burden of
official versions of history.
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This M.Phil. Dissertation is an outcome of a sustained yet profoundly felt need to
comprehend ‘the significant past’ in its multi-dimensional perspective and thereby to make sense
of the ‘present’ on which the ‘future’ rests. While using ‘the thematic comparative approach of
study’, I felt that the main core of my study is to make comparisons across cultures, across time
and space, and also across various kinds of traditions, and thereby to bring out the underlying
seamless relationship between the two. It provided me with a broader perspective of indigenous
human responses and strategies of survival adopted by varied individuals and communities to
perennial issues of life in times of colossal historical upheaval.
Imran A.K. Surti
Surat, Gujarat
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History as legacy and as ‘significant past’ is an inescapable omnipresence in
social cognition. Aesthetic cognition, as a form of social cognition is, therefore, in
part historical self-discovery as well. As man cognizes himself above all as an
ancestral being with all the specific manifestations of his nature, not only
registering the objective phenomenon but also accumulating the cognitive corpus
of past knowledge, the complexity of social life forever supplements the
complexity of the process of cognition itself.
As a creative index of history as lived experience of the past, aesthetic
cognition possesses significant linkage with the present. History thus depicted
may, however, be less scientific, less sequential, less objective, yet more
interpretative.
From the large mass of material available in historical knowledge, an artist
has a big range of choice extending from studying a single colossal personality to
an entire epoch. The historical value of a creative work is proportionate to the
depth with which it captures the spirit of the times in terms of the underlying
historical forces. At another level, through crystallization of the ‘particular’ and
then its extension to the ‘general’, creative works also unfold the historical links
existing between the two, often through myths, symbols, images and icons.
The ‘historical’, as any other aspect of social reality, does not get
documented or factually reproduced in literature. Creative practice operates
through ‘selection’ in order to be meaningful. Aesthetic cognition as an ‘ideoLanguage in India www.languageinindia.com ISSN 1930-2940 13:6 June 2013
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artistic’ conception of history is a response to the concerns and ideals, hopes and
despair, aspirations and problems of real human beings—thinking, feeling, and
suffering in concrete life situations. Aesthetic cognition, when alive to human
predicament also becomes a powerful vehicle of socio-political concerns through
reflecting, representing and reconstructing the given context, through creative
imagination.
Ever since their emergence as academic disciplines, literary studies and
history have had a close but problematic relationship. The two subjects were
sometimes taught together in early degrees at dissenting colleges in the nineteenth
century, and they developed as full-fledged academic subjects at around the same
time. Each of these disciplines contains elements of the other: literary studies often
draw on historical material, while everything, including literature, could be said to
have a history. The obvious connections between the subjects, however, have not
always encouraged co-operation; they have often led to greater territoriality, as
each subject has sought to consolidate its own separateness and uniqueness. Where
literary studies have a clearly defined and relatively narrow field of study (literary
texts), history is markedly broad (it studies everything in the past). Where the
criterion for inclusion in one is the practice of a particular kind of activity /
evidence (literature, or, anyway, writing), the criterion for inclusion in the other is
simply pastness in general. History seems interested mainly in facts, as literary
study focuses on fiction. One could add that historians are interested in many
things which are not facts in any simple sense, including beliefs, motivations,
ideologies, national myths and so on, and that literature does not exclude some
factual narratives, such as travel-writing, documentaries, and autobiographers.
Nevertheless, the distinction between stories and actuality does seem to retain its
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force. This inclusiveness / selectivity contrast characterizes not only ‘What’ and
‘How’, but also ‘Purpose’. History aims to study more than just one activity.
However, where literature claims to study culture and language, this, clearly, does
approach closer to the ambitions of history’s aims.
Thus, though modern history does, indeed, study ‘the past in all its
manifestations’, history has traditionally been (and still is) dominated by evidence
gathered from written sources. Indeed, pre-history is usually defined as ‘the past
before writing’ and the term ‘proto-history’ is used to indicate the period when
writing had only just been invented, and where there are relatively few surviving
records for historians to work on. Traditionally, the historian picked up where the
archaeologist picked off—implying that material remains were the prime concern
of one discipline, written texts the main concern of the other. And even if the
historian’s field is the whole of past actuality, it could be said that their main
contact with that reality is nevertheless through writing, through texts or
representations read in an analogous way. This then would suggest a closer kinship
between literary and historical studies.
Aristotle distinguished between history and poetry [literature in other words]
in the Poetics as the distinction between what can possibly happen and what
actually did happen, between what can be known because it happened and what
can only be imagined, and what, therefore, the historian can legitimately assert as a
truth of experience and what the poet might wish to entertain as a truth of thought
or conceptualization. The difficulty with the notion of a truth of past experience is
that it can no longer be experienced, and this throws a specifically historical
knowledge open to the charge that it is a construction as much of imagination as of
thought and that its authority is no greater than the power of historian to persuade
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his readers that his account is true. This puts historical discourse on the same level
as any rhetorical performance and consigns it to the status of a textualization
neither more nor less authoritative than literature itself can lay claim to.
Delimitation:
The researcher will confine himself to the following areas:
1] The researcher will attempt the subaltern reading of history in the selected two
novels only.
2] As it is a thematic study, the researcher will look for the social, cultural,
political, economic, and above all psychological implications of the holocaust-like
tragedies that ravaged the sub-continent in the latter half of the nineteenth and
middle part of the twentieth centuries.
Research Questions:
1] How far is it possible to apply subaltern studies to the chosen two novels?
2] How far will the application of subaltern reading of history to the selected
novels prove helpful in exploring the undocumented, and therefore unrealized truth
of the most important historical events of the sub-continent?
Assumption and Hypothesis:
Assumption:
The subaltern reading of colonial and post-colonial India as well as South
Asia, would facilitate our comprehension of the cultural trauma suffered by the
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masses, and thereby, help in filling the gaps in the documented official versions of
the sub-continent history.
Hypothesis:
The term subaltern studies focuses more on what happened among the
masses than among the elites, administrators and colonizers in the post-colonial
and post-imperial societies of India and South Asia in particular and the
developing world in general. However, it is assumed that the subaltern reading of
history can be applied to the novels that deal with colonialism and its aftermaths.
Objectives of the Study:
1] The fundamental objective behind this study is to re-claim the history of people
like my mother and her family, who have been the victims of war and violence.
2] This research humbly aims at contributing to the on-going interdisciplinary
research and debate between history and literary studies, and more precisely,
between history and novel.
3] It aims at emphasizing the difference of approach employed by both novel and
history in terms of capturing holocaust-like tragedies and their implications.
4] It aims at emphasizing the need of understanding the historical past as well as
contemporary times, not only in terms of collected facts or documentation, but also
in terms of stories—both individual and collective, both oral and written. It is
indispensable to take the help of novel in order to make complete sense of the
available historical materials.
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5] This research aims to find out whether history and novel share a seamless,
complementary relationship as major narratives or not.
6] This research also aims at filling the innumerable gaps in the official text of subcontinent history, particularly India and Burma, and thereby, to make history free
from being unilateral, hegemonic, and conclusive. It foregrounds those voices that
have either been marginalized, subdued or evaded. It calls for the subaltern reading
of history which looks at history from below [victim’s view] and questions or decenters the view from above [victimizer’s view].
Approach or Method of the Study:
It will be a thematic study. I wish to examine the said texts against the
background of Subaltern Studies’ approach of reading history from below. I will
also attempt to explore similar thematic concerns in my closer readings of both the
novels. At the same time, I would certainly focus my attention on the cultural
trauma suffered by the masses due to larger historical events. Thus, the research
humbly addresses the canonical significance and hegemony enjoyed by history
over literature as a discipline.

11..11 A
Ann O
Ovveerrvviieew
w ooff N
Naarrrraattiivvee
11..11..11 W
Whhaatt iiss N
Naarrrraattiivvee??
The oldest word for ‘narrative’ in Sanskrit is ‘akhyana’ meaning ‘an act of
making something well-known through oral transmission’. The latter-day Sanskrit
literary critics defines two classes of narrative, one called akhyayika which is based
on a plot well-known from epics or historical records, and the other katha which is
based on a plot imagined by the writer.
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Most of us remember having listened to stories in one form or another right
from early childhood. We may have sat with rapt attention before itinerant rural
minstrels who sang of the awe-inspiring exploits of our favourite folk heroes and
anticipated with great excitement their rendering of the tender tales of unrequited
love. Many of us have sat through the recitations of a priest, who would punctuate
his verses with oft-repeated episodes from the Mahabharata or Ramayana to
illustrate the moral of his verses. It is almost certain that we would remember
having eagerly awaited the arrival of the evening to listen to the grandmother’s
tales. As we grow up our interest in the forms of narrative persists. Despite our
newly won independence from the spoken word through schooling, we continue to
play the “wedding guest” to an endless succession of “ancient mariners”, to give a
western analogy for our continual involvement in a great variety of narratives. In
his introductory article in a special number of New Literary History devoted to
narratives and narratology, Roland Barthes captures not only the ubiquitousness
but also the infinite variety of the narrative as a crucial human activity:
“There are countless forms of narrative in the world. First of all, there is a
prodigious variety of genres, each of which branches out into a variety of
media, as if all substances could be relied upon to accommodate man’s
stories. Among the vehicles of narrative are articulate language, and an
ordered mixture of all these substances; narrative is present in myth, legend,
fables, tales, short stories, epics, history, tragedy, drame suspense drama,
comedy, pantomime, paintings in Santa Ursula by Carpaccio, for instance,
stained-glass windows, movies, local news, conversation. Moreover, in this
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infinite variety of forms, it is present at all times, in all places in all societies;
indeed narrative starts with the very history of mankind; there is not, there
has been never anywhere, any people without narrative; all classes, all
human groups have their stories, and very often these stories are enjoyed by
men of different and even opposite cultural backgrounds: narrative remains
largely unconcerned with good or bad literature. Like life itself, it is there,
international, transhistorical, transcultural.”

1

Narrative is a telling of some true or fictitious event or connected sequence
of events, recounted by a narrator to a narratee (although there may be more than
one of each). Narratives are to be distinguished from descriptions of qualities,
states, or situations, and also from dramatic enactments of events (although a
dramatic work may also include narrative speeches). A narrative will consist of a
set of events (the story) recounted in a process of narration (or discourse), in which
the events are selected and arranged in a particular order (the plot). The category of
narratives includes both the shortest accounts of events (e.g. the cat sat on the mat,
or a brief news item) and the longest historical or biographical works, diaries,
travelogues, etc., as well as novels, ballads, epics, short stories, and other fictional
forms.
Narrative is a series of statements that deal with a casually related sequence
of events that concern human [or human-like] beings. Conceived in this fashion,
narrative most notably excludes all general statements of “truth” that characterize
theoretical, philosophical, explanatory, speculative, or critical discourse. It also
excludes purely descriptive statements and expressions of emotion.
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According to Michael J. Toolan, Narrative typically is a recounting of things
spatiotemporally distant: here’s the present teller, there’s the distant topic – hence
the sense of gap. But since the present teller is the access to the distant topic, there
is a sense, too, in which narrative entails making what is distant and absent
uncommonly present: a merging rather than a division. He also defines narrative,
“as a perceived sequence of non-randomly connected events.”
Michel Butor regards “narrative” itself as a basic construct with the help of
which we understand. “Narrative,” he says, “is a phenomenon which extends
considerably beyond the scope of literature: it is one of the essential constituents of
our understanding of reality”; we are “surrounded by narratives everywhere,” the
novel being one such narrative.

2

Gerard Genette gives three possible meanings of the term “Narrative”. A
first meaning—the one nowadays most evident and most central in common
usage—has narrative refer to the narrative statement, the oral or written discourse
that undertakes to tell of an event or a series of events.
A second meaning, less widespread but current today among analysts and
theoreticians of narrative content, has narrative refer to the succession of events,
real or fictitious, that are the subjects of this discourse, and to their several
relations of linking, opposition, repetition, etc.
A third meaning, apparently the oldest, has narrative refer once more to an
event: not, however, the event that is recounted, but the event that consists of
someone recounting something: the act of narrating taken in itself.
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Christian Metz describes narrative as follows:
“Narrative is a… doubly temporal sequence…. There is the time of the thing
told and the time of the narrative, the time of the signified and the time of
the signifier. This duality not only renders possible all the temporal
distortions that are commonplace in narratives-three years of the hero’s life
summed up in two sentences of a novel or in a few shots of a “frequentative”
montage in film, etc. More basically, it invites us to consider that one of the
functions of narrative is to invent one time scheme in terms of another time
scheme.”

3

Narrative, according to David Herman, in other words, is a basic human
strategy for coming to terms with time, process, and change—a strategy that
contrasts with, but it is in no way inferior to, “scientific” modes of explanation that
characterize phenomena as instances of general covering laws. Science explains
how in general water freezes when [all other things being equal] its temperature
reaches zero degrees centigrade; but it takes a story to convey what it was like to
lose one’s footing on slippery ice one late afternoon in December 2004, under a
steel-grey sky.
Prince defines narrative as, “The representation…of one or more real or
fictive events communicated by one, two or several…narrators…to one, two or
4

several narratees.”

Abbott defines narrative as, “the representation of events, consisting of story
and narrative discourse, story is an event or sequence of events [the action], and
narrative discourse is those events as represented.”

5
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R. Scholes and R. Kellogg define narrative in precise terms as follows:
“By narrative we mean all those literary works which are distinguished by
two characteristics: the presence of a story and a story-teller. A drama is a
story without a story-teller; in it characters act out directly what Aristotle
called an “imitation” of such actions as we find in life. A lyric, like a drama,
is a direct representation, in which a single actor, the poet or his surrogate,
sings, or muses, or speaks for us to hear or overhear. Add a second speaker,
as Robert Frost does in “The Death of the Hired Man”, and we move toward
drama. Let the speaker begin to tell of an event, as Frost does in “The
Vanishing Red”, and we move toward narrative. For writing to be narrative
no more and no less than a teller and a tale are required.”

6

If defining narrative has any cognitive relevance, it is because the definition
covers mental operations of a more fundamental nature than passing global
judgements of narrativity: operations such as asking in what order did the
represented events occur; what changes did they cause in the depicted world; what
do the events [and their results] mean for the characters; what motivates actions
and how does the outcome of these actions compare to the intent of the agent. If a
text confronts us with such actions, and if we are able to answer them, we read the
text as a story, or rather, we read the story told by the text, whether or not we are
aware of what we are doing.
11..11..22 T
Tyyppiiccaall C
Chhaarraacctteerriissttiiccss ooff N
Naarrrraattiivvee
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1. A degree of artificial fabrication or constructedness not usually apparent in
spontaneous conversation. Narrative is ‘worked upon’. Sequence, emphasis and
pace are usually planned.
2. A degree of prefabrication, in other words, narratives often seem to have bits we
have seen or heard, or think we have seen or heard, before. One Mills and Boon
heroine or hero seems much like another—and some degree of typicality seems to
apply to heroes and heroines in more elevated fictions too, such as nineteenthcentury British novels. Major characters in the novels of Dickens, Eliot, Hardy, etc.
seem to be thwarted in roughly comparable ways. And the kinds of things people
do in narratives [not just being born, and dying, but falling in love, going on long
quests, coming to discover more about themselves or those around them] seem to
repeat themselves over and over again—with important variations, of course.
Again, prefabrication seems common in various types of writing and visual
spectacle besides narrative, although the kinds of things mentioned above seem
particularly to be prefabricated units of narrative.
3. Narratives typically seem to have a ‘trajectory’. They usually go somewhere,
and are expected to go somewhere, with some sort of development and even a
resolution, or conclusion, provided. We expect them to have beginnings, middles,
and ends [as Aristotle stipulated in his Art of Poetry]. Consider the concluding
words of children’s stories:
And they all lived happily ever after;
Since then, the dragon has never been seen again…
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and notice the finality and permanence conveyed by the ever/never pair. Or
consider the common story-reader’s exit-line:
And that is the end of the story
which has near-identical counterparts in the closing sequences of radio and
television news bulletins. All these examples mark this attention to the expectation
of closure and finality.

4. Narratives have to have a teller, and that teller, no matter how remote or
‘invisible’, is always important. In this respect, despite its special characteristics,
narrative is language communication like any other, requiring a speaker and some
sort of addressee.

5. Narratives are richly exploitative of that design feature of language called
displacement [the ability of human language to be used to refer to things or events
that are removed, in space or time, from either speaker or addressee]. In this
respect they contrast sharply with such modes as commentary or description.
Narratives involve the recall of happenings that may not be merely spatial, but,
more crucially, temporally remote from the teller and his audience.
11..11..33 T
Tiim
mee aanndd SSppaaccee iinn N
Naarrrraattiivvee
Temporal and spatial relationships are essential to our understanding of
narratives and go beyond the specification of a date and a location. Narratives
unfold in time, and the past, present, and future of a given event or action affect
our interpretation of that action, while the characters who populate narrative texts
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move around, inhabit and experience different spaces and locations, allowing
readers to construct complex worlds in their minds.
To read a narrative is to engage with an alternative world that has its own
7

temporal and spatial structures. The rules that govern these structures may or may
not resemble those of the readers’ world. And while readers do not, on the whole,
try to map out hierarchical relations between world levels in the way narratologists
do, they nevertheless have a sense that narratives can be divided into different
temporal and spatial zones. According to the standard protocols, of realist
narrative, for example, a narrator looking back on his / her past life cannot step
back in time to intervene in events, any more than a protagonist can know what the
author does outside the pages of the text. In each case, access from one “world” to
another is blocked by their separation in time and space [in the latter case, access
may also be prevented by the fictional status of the protagonist]. In non-realist
texts, of course, the traversing of spatio-temporal barriers is possible, and is indeed
a feature of postmodern narratives where the reader’s recognition of the
transgression is part of the reading experience.
Time and space are thus more than background elements in narrative; they
are part of its fabric, affecting our basic understanding of a narrative text and of the
protocols, of different narrative genres. They profoundly influence the way in
which we build mental images of what we read.
Time has always played an important role in theories of narrative, given that
8

we tend to think of stories as sequences of events. Space has often been set in
opposition to time, associated with static description which slows up and intrudes
into the narration of dynamic events. However, this opposition fails to recognize
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how far time and space are bound up with each other in narrative, as Bakhtin has
shown.

9

Theorists posit two basic temporalities of narrative which are generally
referred to as “story” and “discourse”. The essential distinction here is between the
“story” as the basic sequence of events that can be abstracted from any narrative
telling, and the “discourse” as the presentation and reception of these events in
linguistic form, in other words, the act of writing resulting in the written text and
the act of reading that text. In oral narratives, the two temporalities can be
described as the time of what is told [story], and that of the telling [discourse]. In
written narratives, where we do not have access to the act of writing and where
there is usually little in the text to tell us about the time frame of the narrator’s
performance, it is the time of reading which is the important reference time for
discourse. The time of reading clearly varies with different readers, but it can be
roughly estimated in relation to the space of the text, the number of pages it takes
to treat a particular length of story time. The two temporalities of narrative produce
a situation in which the experience of narrative is always linked to temporal
relationships. In some texts story and discourse times may roughly correspond, but
in most texts they will differ in some way or the other.
Whatever the temporal patterns set out within fictional worlds—whether
they are those of a nineteenth-century novel that moves toward a defined and
anticipated ending, or whether they are those of a postmodern narrative, operating
by disjunctions, loops, and effacements—it is inescapable that these patterns will
be set against the reader’s temporal experience of the text, founded on memory and
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anticipation. And the reader’s attempt to relate these two kinds of temporality will
be an important part of the effect of the text.
Gerard Genette suggests three main areas in which temporal relationships
between story and discourse can produce interesting effects. The first relates to the
order of events; the second concerns how long events or scenes last; and the third
concerns how often an event occurs. They are known respectively as “order”,
“duration”, and “frequency.”

10

In some narratives, events are told strictly in the

order in which they occur. But they may also be told out of order, for example,
using flashback to fill in an important part of a character’s past. Variations in
duration can be used to show which scenes are most important. A scene which is
narrated briefly will usually be considered less important than a scene which it
takes many pages to narrate. A scene which is narrated more than once may show a
narrator’s obsession or it may, in a detective story for example, reveal different
views of the same events by different characters.
As Zoran suggests, spatial relationships can be constructed at a basic and
relatively stable topographical level, linking objects and locations, but they can
also apply to movement of things and people around a narrative world.

11

Objective

spatial relationships between aspects of a narrative are helpful in enabling readers
to visualize its contents, but equally important, here, is the way in which characters
inhabit the space of their world both socially and psychologically.

12

The idea of perspective, or point of view, in narratology includes indications
in the text of both physical angles of view and the subjective attitudes and
emotions of individuals; further, the former can often signal the latter. The physical
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and psychological points of view of different protagonists can be an important
structuring device.
Last, when considering space in narrative, we should not neglect how useful
spatial information is in keeping track of what is going on. Our association of
certain locations with the events that occur in them is particularly strong in our
reading of narrative. As a basic mechanism of reading, in texts which develop
more than one plot-line at once, location allows us to identify rapidly a return to an
already-established ongoing scene. But the locations of a fictional world can also
develop in prominence as they accumulate layers of past history against which we
read current activities.

Different

cultural

concepts

of

both

time

and

space

and

their

interrelationships can influence how narrative is constructed and experienced. For
example, in Western writing many nineteenth-century narratives, both fictional and
historical, show a strong linear drive towards an ending, whereas modernist and
postmodernist narratives tend to perturb this focus on an end point. In modernist
fiction, time becomes subject to personal experience, perceptions, and memories.
And, as Heise remarks, in postmodernist fiction, the past and the present become
subject to the same uncertainty as the future, and without resolution. Space in
nineteenth-century realist novels emerges as a concrete and stable phenomenon,
while in modernist fiction it is filtered, like time, through the perceptions of
protagonists. In postmodernist fiction, the idea of a “world” is itself destabilized,
and different spaces multiply and merge.

13
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The point in the story at which a narrative begins and ends can have a
considerable effect on the reader, as Sternberg emphasizes.

14

Beginnings are where

we first encounter the narrative world and establish its key characteristics. And
endings are where we move towards our final interpretation of the narrative.
Rabinowitz calls these “privileged positions.”

15

All reading is a combination of memory and anticipation. Our focus on
whatever moment in the text we have reached will invariably be coloured by our
memory of what has gone before and our anticipation of what is to come. The
order in which events are presented in the text is therefore crucial to our temporal
experience of narrative.
Many narrative texts employ flashback [analepsis, in Genette’s terms] as a
matter of course, in order to fill in the past history of protagonists while avoiding a
lengthy introduction or in order to reveal new facts. Flashback can be more than
textual housekeeping, though. More generally, the experience of reading calls for
us to look back and re-evaluate events in light of current circumstances.
Textually explicit flash-forward [or prolepsis] is far less common than
flashback. Explicit flash-forward can establish a narrator’s mastery of his or her
tale or can generate suspense. Anticipation is not always produced by prolepsis.
The reader’s anticipation of what will come next, and indeed what will come at the
end of a narrative, is an important part of reading and can be a major motivation
for engagement with the text.
The dimensions of narrative worlds can vary. They can range from a single
dark space [Beckett The Unnameable] to a set of multi-world parallel universes
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[science-fiction fantasy]. The scope of the world can contribute strongly to the
effects of a text. Proximity and distance between landmarks or humans can be
expressed in neutral topographical terms. But their narrative interest lies in their
role in indicating how people experience their world. In our own worlds, we are
physically confined to our bodily experience of the world, but we have the ability
to shift this experiencing centre to imagine ourselves in other people’s places, and
in other locations. This ability is constantly utilized in the immersive activity of
reading narrative fiction as we shift conceptually from our own reader-centered
position to locations in the story world. Spatial indicators can indicate a shift in
conceptual space from the main story world to a sub-world [such as a protagonist’s
mind]. This is often linked to the direction of a protagonist’s gaze.
On the basis of the above discussion, we can conclude that time and space
affect reading at different levels. First, the process of reading is itself a temporally
situated experience of the physical space of the text. Although, we may
temporarily suspend our engagement with our own world while reading, the
temporal dimension of reading remains significant, as does the space of the page as
the means by which order, frequency, and duration are regulated. Second, time and
space are components of the basic conceptual framework for the construction of
the narrative world. While any worlds we construct when reading are only partial
worlds, not full defined in either spatial or temporal terms, they still require a
minimal level of spatio-temporal stability. And although postmodern narrative
worlds may become quite ragged at the edges and may lose their overall logic of
either time or space, as readers, we nevertheless continue to require spatiotemporal hooks on which to hang our interpretations. If these are not consistently
provided or their uncertainty is highlighted in a given narrative, we experience
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disorientation and a degree of unease as an essential part of our engagement with
that narrative. Third, our immersive experience of narrative has temporal and
spatial dimensions.

16

Our emotional engagement with narrative is often linked to

temporal parameters [boredom, suspense] or spatial parameters [security,
claustrophobia, fear of the unknown], often through empathy with a protagonist’s
experience of his or her world. Last, our interpretation of narratives, their point, is
influenced by temporal and spatial information, both at a local level, and in our
overall construction of plot as a mapping in time and space. Our sense of climax
and resolution, of complications and resolutions, the metaphors we use for the
paths taken by plots are constructed on spatio-temporal patterns. Our awareness as
readers of time and space at these four levels is neither equal nor constant. Genres
partly determine which level or specific aspect is in focus, but each narrative will
have its own internal patterns which foreground certain aspects of time-space.
To raise the question of the nature of narrative is to invite reflection on the
very nature of culture and, possibly, even on the nature of humanity itself. So
natural is the impulse to narrate, so inevitable is the form of narrative for any
report on the way things really happened, that narrativity could appear problematic
only in a culture in which it was absent-or, as in some domains of contemporary
Western intellectual and artistic culture, programmatically refused. Far from being
a problem, then, narrative might well be considered a solution to a problem of
general human concern, namely, the problem of how to translate knowing into
telling, the problem of fashioning human experience into a form assimilable to
structures of meaning that are generally human rather than culture-specific. We
may not be able fully to comprehend specific thought patterns of another culture,
but we have relatively less difficulty in understanding a story coming from another
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culture, however exotic that culture may appear to us. As Barthes says, ‘narrative
is translatable without fundamental damage’, in a way that a lyric poem or a
philosophical discourse is not.
This suggests that far from being one code among many that a culture may
utilize for endowing experience with meaning, narrative is a metacode, a human
universal on the basis of which transcultural messages about the nature of a shared
reality can be transmitted. Arising, as Barthes says, between our experience of the
world and our efforts to describe that experience in language, narrative ‘ceaselessly
substitutes meaning for the straightforward copy of the events recounted’. And it
would follow that the absence of narrative capacity or a refusal of narrative
indicates an absence of meaning itself.

But what kind of meaning is absent or refused? The fortunes of narrative in
the history of historical writing give us some insight into this question. Historians
do not have to report their truths about the real world in narrative form. They may
choose other, non-narrative, even anti-narrative modes of representation, such as
the meditation, the anatomy or the epitome. Tocqueville, Burckhardt, Huizinga,
and Braudel, to mention only the most notable masters of modern historiography,
refused narrative in certain of their historiographical works, presumably on the
assumption that the meaning of the events with which they wished to deal did not
lend itself to representation in the narrative mode. They refused to tell a story about
the past, or rather, they did not tell a story with well-marked beginning, middle,
and end phases; they did not impose upon the processes that interested them the
form that we normally associate with storytelling. While they certainly narrated
their accounts of the reality that they perceived, or thought they perceived, to exist
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within or behind the evidence they had examined, they did not narrativize that
reality, did not impose upon it the form of a story. And their example permits us to
distinguish between a historical discourse that narrates and a discourse that
narrativizes, between a discourse that openly adopts a perspective that looks out on
the world and reports it and a discourse that feigns to make the world speak itself
and speak itself as a story. Narrative becomes a problem only when we wish to
give to real events the form of story. It is because real events do not offer
themselves as stories that their narrativization is so difficult.
What is involved, then, in that finding of the “true story”, that discovery of
the “real story” within or behind the events that come to us in the chaotic form of
“historical record”? What wish is enacted, what desire is gratified, by the fantasy
that real events are properly represented when they can be shown to display the
formal coherency of a story? In the enigma of this wish, this desire, we catch a
glimpse of the cultural function of narrativizing discourse in general, an intimation
of the psychological impulse behind the apparently universal need to not only to
narrate but to give to events an aspect of narrativity.
The idea that narrative should be considered less as a form of representation
than as a manner of speaking about events, whether real or imaginary, has been
recently elaborated within a discussion of the relationship between discourse and
narrative that has arisen in the wake of Structuralism and is associated with the
work of Jakobson, Benveniste, Genette, Todorov, and Barthes.
Every narrative, however seemingly ‘full’, is constructed on the basis of a
set of events that might have been included but were left out; this is as true of
imaginary narratives as it is of realistic ones.
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History is a Greek word which means enquiry, research, exploration or
information. The Greeks were the earliest to define history. It was Dionysius of
Halicarnassus who gave us the idea that history is philosophy teaching by
examples. What he meant by this was that history offers us the quintessence of
human experience whose study has universal value. When lessons are drawn from
real life, and when these lessons are ordered to form a coherent whole, we have
history. It indicates the growth of the human mind in which the unique facts of life
are collected, classified and interpreted in a scientific way. Aristotle holds the view
that history contrasts research into the facts, with the logical task of explanation.
The term ‘contrasts’ is very significant here, as it suggests that things in history are
related to one another in a systematic and permanent manner, forming the entire
story of man into one integrated whole. Aristotle further suggests that history is an
account of the unchanging past in the sense that human nature does not change,
and that all activities that originate with the same intentions and motives differ
only in the degree of details and not in their basic nature. Thus wars, conquests,
expansion and exploitation are constant factors in history although every age and
every country has its own technique to achieve the objective. Polybius and
Thucydides think that history is a story of things worthy of being remembered,
reminding us that all and sundry events do not constitute history, and that only
unique, significant and remarkable happenings would figure in it.
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Rousseau regards history as ‘the art of choosing from among many lies that
one which most resembles the truth’. Truth is a mirage, while beauty—however
subjective is a possession and a reality. Since truth is relative, and very often
becomes controversial, history is an attempt to come as near as possible to reality.
The definition of Henry Johnson that ‘History in the broadest sense is everything
that ever happened. It is the past itself, whatever that may be’, is at once too vague
and obscure. It becomes impossible for us to comprehend everything that ever
happened, and we have to limit them to those that are very significant and have left
behind a deep impression on man.
Professor Findlay’s view that, ‘History is any sequence of events traced in
their relations’ introduces the new element that past events must be judged in their
correct perspective. Professor Maitland has further improved our knowledge by
saying, ‘what men have done and said, above all what they have thought—that is
history’. In the ultimate analysis it is the thought process, the reflective activity and
the image formation of all that happened in the past that becomes the main
business of history. Renier has a new dimension to add when he says that history is
the story of men living in societies, a new concept in which group activity,
collective response to creative thoughts and sociability to serve the interests of all,
gains greater prominence. When Lecky touched on the point that history is the
record and explanation of moral values, he desired to bring history closer to
philosophy. The emphasis of Lecky is on ideological and moral values and not on
factual or contingent factors. Leibnitz thought in the same way except that he
limited the scope of history to the true demonstration of religion, or the way of life
based on moral principles. Edmund Burke thinks that history is a preceptor of
prudence and not of principles. History is related to something changing as
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opposed to something constant, and whatever is so changing cannot be reduced to
any principles.
Carlyle holds the view that history is nothing but the biography of great
men, and that it is a record of human accomplishment, particularly of great souls.
What history requires, according to Carlyle, is geniuses and not masses. Ordinary
folk who carry out on routine rigour of life do not figure so much in history as
those who are strong, powerful and intelligent with a clear perception of their
destiny. Only such people have a chance to live in history, as those who live
dangerously, who send out their ships to unexplored seas, and who live constantly
in a state of war. Seeley says that history is past politics, and present politics is
future history. He seems to think that the primary function of history is to impart
instruction in the art of politics through a body of maxims which would help
statesmen to be great. The scope of history in recent times has been so much
expanded that politics forms only one of the many branches of historical study. As
all ages of history are important in the cosmic process, so are all activities of man
which would form the province of the historian. He must look beyond government
to people, and must study every intellectual, moral, material and emotional aspect
of human life and society.
Lord Acton gave a different twist to history when he said, ‘History is the
unfolding story of human freedom.’ Great moments of history are not those when
empires were built, but those when good things of the mind were obtained and
freedom of will was gained. A.L. Rowse said that history is essentially the record
of the life of men in societies in their geographical and their physical environment.
Seignbos says that history is essentially a science of reasoning, since all historical
knowledge is indirect. It is the job of a historian to select and analyze facts
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according to some rational and scientific principle. The doctrine of historical
relativity must be applied to the historian’s own judgment. Reasoning is quite
helpful in history, because the motto of history is ‘the same things, but in different
ways’.
Turgot and Condorcet developed the idea of progress, a conception which
heralded the dawn of true history, bringing unity and synthesis to history. The idea
of progress certainly helped to link up the past with the present. History never
repeats itself, and hence every historical phase is a new venture taking us out of the
narrowness and commonplace of everyday life into a strange and wonderful
panorama of man in his journey from savagery to modern civilization. History is a
yardstick to measure human progress; how he has gained mastery over beast and
bird, earth and wind, and all other creative activities which have enabled him to
conquer space and put man on the moon. Bury says that history is ‘science no less
and no more’.
But the most significant definition among all the western scholars is that of
Ernest Bernheim, who says, ‘History is a science that investigates and presents in
their context of psycho-physical causality the facts determined by space and time
of the evolution of men in their individual as well as typical and collective activity
as social beings.’ This definition has touched on all fundamental activities of
historical pursuit. It is a science because it embodies systematized knowledge
based on realities of life and about occurrences and happenings that have actually
taken place, and not based on myth or imagination.
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Secondly, its main job is to search, investigate and explore these facts of life
with the intention of presenting them in their proper context. But the more
important task is to explain their causality, find out the root of the problem,
examine the issue in its depth and interpret the phenomenon from the origin to its
final end. The origin lies in the combination of mental and material factors
determined at a particular point of time and in a particular place. The facts that are
thus investigated relate to the progress or change in the position of man so far as
his individual activity is concerned.
History is the record of those events which indicate the growth of man’s
mind, man’s intelligence, and how he used them to discover better ways of living,
and to build up orderly societies which we call civilization or culture. History is
not merely a body of maxims supplying examples from which ‘ordinary men could
learn to be good and statesmen to be great’, but it is a study of the forces, social,
political, economic and psychological that shape the course of human progress.
History is a noble subject that deals with the story of the past. This story is to be
properly examined, analyzed and explained in the most intelligible and fascinating
way. What we do in history is ‘to tell man what man is, by telling him what man
has done.’ In other words, the proper understanding of man by man is the business
of history, which it does by narrating man’s unique ideas, thoughts and deeds, so
that we could know everything worth knowing about what man has ever done, or
thought or hoped or felt. Subjectively expressed, history may be regarded as a
record of all that has occurred within the realm of human consciousness.
Objectively treated, history takes into account the progress and decline of the
communities and states with special reference to politics, morality, religion,
intelligence, social organization, economic conditions, refinement and taste.
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History may be seen, somewhat naively, as a collection of facts. Crude
representations of history suggest that it is objective and therefore opposed to
literature, which is ultimately subjective. It can also be seen as a legitimizing
discipline by which other subjects or disciplines can function. In other words,
‘history’ is a bedrock of objective facts and data which give credence to any
empirical discipline. A ‘discipline’ here is conceived of as a set of principles and
concepts related to a particular field of enquiry. A ‘subject’ is that field of enquiry.
The facts and data of history must also have an internal consistency and coherence
which reflects external coherence. In other words, the coherence of the
representation of history reflects the coherence of historical events themselves.
To write a history in the traditional sense is to construct a coherent narrative
by weaving together parts of a culture with the thread of values which must
necessarily inform the whole. The historical interpretative process is therefore
cyclical: parts inform the whole which in turn must inform those parts.
History is a different ‘mode of experience’, and the historian must in
consequence approach it with methods entirely distinct. Historical knowledge is
the knowledge of what mind has done in the past, and at the same time it is the
redoing of this, the perpetuation of past acts in the present. Its object is therefore
not a mere object, something outside the mind which knows it; it is an activity of
thought, which can be known only in so far as the knowing mind re-enacts it and
knows itself as so doing. To the historian, the activities whose history he is
studying are not spectacles to be watched, but experiences to be lived through in
his own mind.

1
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The four propositions often put forward in support of the theory that history
is an autonomous branch of study, irreducible in principle to any other, are the
following:
A] Historical events are past events and hence cannot be known in the manner in
which present events are known.
B] Historical events are unique and unclassifiable.
C] History describes the actions, statements, and thoughts of human beings, not the
behaviour of ‘dead matter’ with which science is concerned.
D] Historical events have an irreducible richness and complexity.
History is essentially the study of the past; and, furthermore, as Professor
Field has rightly emphasized, it is a presupposition of all historical thought ‘that
what happened in the past is absolutely independent of our present thinking about
2

it’.

History is about what happened on particular occasions. It is not about what
usually happens or what always happens under certain circumstances; for this we
go to science. It is about what did actually happen at a clearly specified period of
time, in all its detail and in the context of what preceded it and of what succeeded
it. The historian concentrates upon the event in its unique individuality, regarding
it, not as an instance of a type, not as a member of a class, but as something which
is to be viewed for and in itself. And this interest in events for and in themselves is
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regarded as a distinguishing feature of historical writing. To quote Croce again:
‘The vision of the thing done is necessary and is the sole source of history.’

The fact that memory cannot be contained within individual experience but
has the capacity to shape a contemporaneous community of individuals who share
common ancestral memories means that an individual’s memories are essentially
never individual property; the individual, then, has recourse to a community to
lighten the burdens assigned by the past because of the collective and dialogic
nature of memory and the language we use to represent it. Remembering becomes
a way of reinstituting the individual as a member of a synchronic community.
Therefore, if memory and the language used to represent it irrevocably reflect our
present personality, then remembering the past can become a regenerative, creative
process.
However objective a historian might be in the reporting of events, however
judicious he has been in his assessment of evidence, however punctilious he has
been in his dating of res gestae, his account remains something less than a proper
history if he has failed to give to reality the form of a story. Where there is no
narrative, Croce said, there is no history. And Peter Gay in Style in History, writing
from a perspective directly opposed to the relativism of Croce, puts it just as
starkly: “Historical narration without analysis is trivial, historical analysis without
narration is incomplete.”
Thus, we can say that History is not a collection of disconnected or
separated incidents or events but a continuous narrative of some sort of
development. The various parts or units of this continuum must be organically
connected. History is the story of the experiences of men living in civilized
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societies. Every story contains and admixture of theory and preconceived notions.
Narrative is like gold: it can be used only in the form of an alloy. To say this does
not imply that the additional element which turns the narrative into a story
contributes to the performance of its major or social function, or that it is actually
the more important part of the story. The historian is not entrusted with the task of
explaining the past. But to tell the story as it should be told he must understand the
events he narrates; he must be able to explain them to his own satisfaction. A bare
knowledge of the events of Napoleon’s life is insufficient for the purpose of the
historian. He must also know the place of these events in Napoleon’s life, and their
effect upon other events.
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It is important to address the question, ‘what is historicism?’ before I
continue to explain New Historicism. Historicism is a critical movement insisting
on the prime importance of historical context to the interpretation of texts of all
kinds. It has enjoyed a long tradition of influence upon many disciplines of
thought, recently experiencing a lively renewal in contemporary literary criticism.
The most prominent late 20th century critical fashions, post-structuralism and
postmodernism, have ended up being understood through the images of history
they imply. Yet this historical turn rejoins a well-worn tradition of historicism. At
present, historicism is tempted to present itself as ‘new’, the latest way forward for
literary theory.
New Historicism is an approach that advocates the parallel reading of
literary and non-literary texts, usually of the same period; in other words, the nonliterary text becomes a co-text of the literary text. The literary text is not privileged
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against the background of historical and non-literary texts. The textuality of history
and the historicity of texts are given equal weight in New Historicism. In the
traditional approach, history—social as well as literary—provided the context for
understanding literary texts but in New Historicism, historical documents of the
same period are taken as co-texts or expressions of the same historical ‘moment’
that is found in literary texts.
New Historicism is influenced by Post-modern ideas, particularly by those
of Foucault and Derrida. Foucault’s analysis of cultural history, his visualization of
the state as ‘panoptic’ [all-seeing] and all–pervasive force, and his discussion of
social structures in terms of power and the discursive practices that circulate its
ideology through all layers of the body politic are implied in the critical readings of
New Historicism. Secondly, Derrida’s view that everything about the past is
available to us only in the form of texts/language [i.e. ‘There is nothing outside the
text’] is accepted in New Criticism. Whatever that is presented to us is represented
and remade; it is ‘processed’ or ‘filtered’ thrice, first through ideology and other
‘discursive’ practices of the period in which it was written; then through the
practices of the period in which it is read, and finally through the deconstructive
practices of the language itself in which it is written. So, in New Historicism,
historical documents are read differently in a deconstructive way and literary texts
which/what are called ‘the archival continuum’ meaning within historicity and not
just historical movements. Historicity or history-as-text brings to focus the concept
that the world of the past is available only in the world of the past. These practices
of reading combined with a political edge, but at the same time not attached to a
particular political ideology, give New Historicism a freshness in its approach.
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New Historicism is not a ‘theory’ or an ‘approach’, in the sense that applies
to psychoanalysis or deconstruction. New historicism is more eclectic in its
approach and attempts a reinterpretation of history as well as literary texts and,
thereby, tries to ‘defamiliarize’ the canonical texts by detaching them from the
weight of the past. It attempts a mind-shift by destabilizing the mind-set; at the
same time the emphasis on the ‘power’ of social and ideological ‘structures’ makes
New Historicism politically pessimistic.
The term ‘New historicism’ was first used by the American critic, Stephen
Greenblatt in his book Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare
[1980]. In his highly lyrical account of the significant features of the New
Historicist method of interpretation of the text, encapsulated in his essay
“Resonance and Wonder,” he sums up brilliantly what he considers the singularly
most important task of the New Historicist enterprise, i.e. to reclaim the text’s
resonance:
“The new historicism obviously has distinct affinities with resonance; that
is, its concern with literary texts has been to recover as far as possible the
historical circumstances of their original production and consumption and to
analyze the relationship between these circumstances and our own. New
Historicist critics have tried to understand the intersecting circumstances not
as a stable, prefabricated background against which the literary texts can be
placed, but as dense network of evolving and often contradictory social
forces. The idea is not to find outside the work of art some rock onto which
literary interpretation can be securely chained but rather to situate the work
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in relation to other representational practices operative in the culture at a
3

given moment in both in history and our own”.

New Historicism emerged as an inevitable reaction against the failure of
both new critical and deconstructive approaches to grapple with the complex
constitution of the literary text. New Criticism suspected history and considered it
inimical to literature. Therefore it put a strong emphasis on the autonomy of the
work to shield it from the encroachment of the outside world. Deconstruction on
the contrary, looked down upon literature as a bourgeois phenomenon. The New
Historicists tried to negotiate between these extreme positions in order to see if a
common ground could be created for their mutual transaction. As Fredric Jameson
states candidly, “History is inaccessible to us except in textual form…It can be
approached only by way of prior [re] textualization”. By discarding the
conventional distinction between text and context, made much of by other
historians of ideas under the impact of the rational logic of the Enlightenment, the
New Historicists have tried to redefine the context-text relationship through the
dynamics of their “negotiation and exchange”, to use Stephen Greenblatt’s phrase.
History as a repository of knowledge providing base for literature was the product
of the binarism of the West which resulted in the hegemonic discourse of history
drawing its power and ideology from the belief that there is an unbridgeable gap
between the self and the Other, the ‘emergent” and “the residual”, to use Raymond
Williams’ famous distinction. Michel de Certeau’s concept of history as it was
being practiced in the West through centuries was in fact a critique of the dogmatic
notion of old historiography engendered by the wishful thinking of the powerful
West trying to subjugate the rest of the world with the help of its entrenched
determinism. Michel de Certeau’s impact on the New Historicists is substantial, as
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is Foucault’s, Bakhtin’s and Clifford Geertz’s. In their subtle critique of what
Greenblatt calls “forms of power” and “power of forms” immanent to old
historiography the New Historicists have conflated the rhetorical strategies of
literature with the material base of history. In the New Historicist conception, a
text is both mnemonic and prophetic.
The New Historicism undermines apparently established concept of what
literature and history are. It is informed by recent critical theories including
psychoanalytical criticism, reader-response criticism, feminist criticism and
specifically deconstruction. New Historicism sees history not as a mere chronicle
of facts and events but, as Clifford Geertz puts it, as a “thick description” of human
reality, and concerns itself with politics, anthropology, art, economics, film,
television, popular literature, non-discursive events and the symbolic elements of
the everyday life. Historiography was already looked at with suspicion long before
new historicism came in to being. E.H. Carr said in What is history?:
“…historian is necessarily selective. The belief in a hard core of historical
fact existing objectively and independently of the interpretation of the
historian is a preposterous fallacy.”

4

Distinctions have been drawn between new historicist and the leftist
positions. The practitioners, who have been considered under this nomenclature,
are divided into the English Group called Cultural Materialists of Raymond
William’s School, and the American Group of Stephen Greenblatt. The cultural
materialists operate with a strong Marxist commitment. Their criticism is inclined
towards political interference in their own era; they function more like political
activists for the transformation of social order which has been oppressive on
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grounds of class, race and gender. Terry Eagleton and Catherine Belsey have
developed the views of Althusser, Macherey and Foucault. They have shown the
exact relationship between ideology [i.e. Marxism] and literature, and coupled the
study of literature to power struggle. Among the American cultural materialists,
Fredric Jameson has also given priority to Marxist commitment towards rebuilding
of the present social system. He brings together in one method a number of
divergent approaches and sees contemporary deconstruction as a method which
breaks down texts into motivating aporias, as a first step towards an eventual
reconstruction of the social totality.
22..11..11 [[C
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In India, as in Britain, ‘History from Below’ had a tremendous impact in the
1970s. In particular, the visit of E. P. Thompson to the sub-continent in 1976-77
left a widespread desire amongst radical historians to emulate his work in an Indian
context.
This response reflected a number of factors. Just as elsewhere in the world
the late sixties saw a tremendous radicalization, against a backdrop of economic
and political crisis. This had its echoes in the new and expanding universities of
India. But the specific attraction of ‘History from Below’ was its challenge to the
prevailing orthodoxy. An admixture of Stalinism and Nationalism dominated
historical study, particularly of the colonial period. Nationalists viewed the anticolonial struggle in terms of a ‘unitary movement’ under the leadership of the
Gandhian Congress. Communist historians, such as Bipan Chandra, widened the
parameters of ‘acceptable nationalism’ to include the ‘revolutionary terrorists’ and
the left. Nevertheless both nationalists and communists shared the assumption that
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the mass of Indians were woken to political life by Gandhi and the rest of the
Congress High Command.
However the impact of ‘History from Below’ collided in the Indian academy
with another import from the west - post-structuralism and post-modernism. This
collision produced a new and specifically Indian synthesis - the Subaltern Studies
group. A journal of that name first appeared in 1982, edited by Ranajit Guha. The
term Subaltern was taken from Gramsci’s euphemism for the proletariat in his
Prison Notebooks. However the Subaltern Studies collective used it as a catch-all
term for all groups they viewed as oppressed - the proletariat, the peasantry,
women, and tribal people.
As with Thompson et al they saw their aim as being to recover the struggles
of the poor and the outcast from the ‘condescension of posterity’ and the grip of
‘official’ left intellectuals. The collective focused on peasant and tribal struggles,
little work being done on urban movements with the exception of Dipesh
Chakrabarty’s ‘Rethinking Working Class History’ on the jute mill workers of
Calcutta. But what was distinctive about their approach was the argument that
these struggles, far from being creations of what they termed ‘elite nationalism’,
were independent of it and much more radical. Gyan Pandey, for example, in the
first issue of the journal demonstrated convincingly, in a study of the 1921-22
peasant struggle in Awadh, how Congress, far from initiating the struggle, had
attempted to undermine it because the peasants were targeting Indian landlords
who Congress wished to incorporate in their pan-Indian alliance against the
British.
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However, the Subalterns weren’t simply interested in illustrating the
‘bourgeois’ nature of India nationalism. They argued that movements from below
had been hijacked by elite nationalism and subordinated to the nationalist project.
When they wrote of combating ‘grand narratives’, it was the ‘grand narrative’ of
anti-colonial nationalism they were targeting. Undoubtedly there was a very
important core to their argument - essentially the ‘nationalist leadership’ had
attempted to use ‘highly controlled’ struggles of the Indian masses in order to
confront and then replace the colonial masters. But the collective’s project had an
even more ambitious aim: they wished to reconstruct peasant consciousness itself,
and to demonstrate its autonomy from elite nationalist thought. In order to do so,
they sought out both new sources and attempted to reread the traditional archives
‘against the grain’, all with the aim of recreating the mental world of the peasant
insurgent.
Over time however, the Subalterns began to shift their ground. The influence
of post-modernism and its offspring ‘post-colonial studies’ began to take its toll.
Now, the central theme of the group’s work became not the hijacking of popular
struggles in the interests of an aspiring Indian bourgeoisie, nor the reconstruction
of subaltern consciousness, but the argument that the whole ‘nationalist’ project
was fundamentally flawed. In the name of ‘progress’ and ‘modernity’, the
nationalists, after 1947, had imposed an oppressive centralizing state on the
‘fragments’ that comprises Indian society. So Partha Chatterjee, a key figure in the
group, argues in ‘The Nation and its Fragments’ that secularism, enlightenment
and rationalism are simply weapons in the armoury of the post-colonial state.
Similarly Dipesh Chakrabaty insists that the very notion of a good society or of
universal progress are ‘monomanias’ that need to be junked in the name of the
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‘episodic’ and the ‘fragment’. It is in this context that ‘community’ began to
replace ‘subaltern’ as the focus of the collective’s work. ‘Community’ was now
privileged as the key source of resistance to the new hegemonic power. This has
led to a celebration of local traditions for their own sake. But of course, in reality,
communities are not simply centres of resistance to an intrusive and oppressive
state, but also sources of oppression themselves - of class, gender and caste.
In his compelling essay, “Chandra’s Death,” Ranajit Guha poses the
question integral to Subaltern Studies, the influential school of Indian
historiography he helped to found in the early 1980s. The question encapsulates the
collective’s contestatory framework: how is Indian history to be written outside the
historically dominant frameworks, first of colonialism and, later, of elite
nationalism? Who is the “one” who interprets historical events and how does the
mediation of that “investigative consciousness” influence the writing of history?
What documents and archives have been overlooked? When documents and
archives have been consulted, how have they been read? What does it mean to
reclaim? Last but not least, what is history and to what ends is it written? Ranajit
Guha states the Subalternist position as follows:
“The ordinary apparatus of historiography has little to offer us. Designed for
big events and institutions, it is most at ease when made to operate on those
larger phenomena which visibly stick out of the debris of the past. As a
result, historical scholarship has developed… a tradition that tends to ignore
the small drama and fine detail of social experience, especially at its lower
5

depths.”
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Bending closer to the ground, Subaltern scholars have cobbled together
gripping stories out of the “untamed fragments” that constitute the “residuum of a
dismembered past”. This attention to the “exceptional-normal” has brought forth a
memorable cast of characters, local legends, and village scandals: unruly peasants
attacking landlords and police-stations much to the chagrin of national leaders like
Gandhi and Nehru; a “tribal” leader who calls himself Gandhi and declares the end
of the British Raj.
Using the tools of narratology which had been developed in linguistics and
literary studies, the new historiography has given critical attention to plot,
character, authority, language, voice, and time. In reconstructing on the basis of the
fragment available to him a family “tragedy” and “death” out of what had been
archived as “crime” and “murder”, Guha appeals to concepts which would later
come to be interrogated by other Subalternists: the “actual sequence of what
happened,” and the “real historical experience” which had been narrowed by the
vocabulary of crime and abstract legalism. If historical events are only available to
us through narrative, Guha states the case for the historian’s responsibility to write
contextualized and full narratives. By articulating the many-sided and complex
predicament of the humble peasants the historian rejects the hegemonic authority
of the state. Guha’s discourse is simultaneously sharply anti-colonial and
profoundly humanist, attentive to the human suffering that is the consequence of
domination and oppression at various interesting levels, including class, caste,
gender, and enforced criminality.
Drawing attention to “the small voice of history,” Subaltern Studies emerged
as a corrective to both colonialist and “bourgeois-nationalist” historiography, under
whose auspices nationalism had been “written up as a sort of spiritual biography of
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the nationalist elite”. Missing from that biography had been “the contribution made
by the people on their own, that is, independently of the elite, to the making and
development of nationalism.” This “un-historical historiography” had paid no
attention to “the politics of the people” who had acted “in the course of nationalist
campaigns in defiance or absence of elite control”. The category of the “subaltern”
was intended to shed light on the practices of dominance and resistance outside the
framework of class struggle, but without ignoring class itself. While in recent years
the Subaltern Studies school has expanded to include work on other regions and
has inspired Subaltern Studies initiatives in other historical and geographical
contexts, its purview has largely been “South Asian” [or strictly speaking, Indian]
history. Bourgeois-nationalist historiography of the sort that Subaltern Studies
challenges is, Guha argues, “primarily an Indian practice”.
Who or what is a subaltern? Although the term subaltern conventionally
denotes a junior ranking officer in the British army [OED], the most significant
intellectual sources for Spivak’s definition of the subaltern are the early twentiethcentury Italian Marxist thinker Antonio Gramsci [1891-1937]. And the work of the
mainly Indian-based Subaltern Studies collective. In the early work of the
Subaltern Studies collective, the term was often interchangeable with the category
of “peasant”, marking the project’s debt to the Italian communist, Antonio
Gramsci. The Italian term “subalterno”, as used by Gramsci, translates roughly as
“subordinate” or “dependent”. In theory, “subalternity” as a category was to be
extended to “the general attribute of subordination in South Asian society whether
this is expressed in terms of class, caste, age, gender and office or in any other
way”.
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22..11..22 N
Noovveell aass aa N
Naarrrraattiivvee
According to the Oxford English dictionary a novel is ‘a fictitious prose
narrative or tale of considerable length [now usually one long enough to fill one or
more volumes] in which characters and actions representative of the real life of
past or present times are portrayed in a plot of more or less complexity.
The novel is fictitious—fiction, as we often refer to it. It depicts imaginary
characters and situations. A novel may include reference to real places, people and
events, but it cannot contain only such references and remain a novel. However,
even though its characters and actions are imaginary they are in some sense
‘representative of real life’ as the dictionary definition has it; although fictional
they bear an important resemblance to the real. What exactly this resemblance is
has been a matter of much discussion and dispute amongst literary critics, and it is
arguable that it varies in kind from novel to novel. But this resemblance to real life
is one of the features that distinguish the novel from other forms such as the epic
and the romance; however much we recognize that the term ‘real life’ is a
problematic concept that requires careful definition and use.

The novel is in prose rather than verse, although novels can well include
very ‘poetic’ elements so far as their language is concerned. And although it would
be serious mistake to assume that the language of a novel was identical to ordinary
speech or most non-literary writing, nevertheless the fact that the novel is in prose
helps to establish that sense of ‘real life’—of recognizable everyday existence—
that is the preserve of the genre.
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The novel is a narrative: in other words it is in some sense a ‘telling’ rather
than an ‘enacting’, and this distinguishes it in an important sense from the drama.
Of course novels can contain very dramatic scenes, and often the reader may forget
that what we learn of character and event is not direct [as in the theatre or the
cinema] but mediated through a particular telling, a narrative source. The telling is
such that we can visualize what is described—that is often the mark of an
accomplished narrative.
Moreover, the novel has characters, action[s], and a plot: it involves people
who do things in a total context ruled over by some sort of connective logic:
chronology, cause-and-effect, or whatever. There is, moreover, in most events a
connection between these three elements such that they form some sort of unity.
The novel is of a certain length. Of course it is not just a question of length: we feel
that a novel should involve an investigation of an issue of human significance in
such a manner as allows for complexity of treatment, and by common consent a
certain length is necessary to allow for such complexity.
The biographer or historian is concerned to discover the pattern implied by
the facts; the fiction writer may choose or create “facts” in accordance with the
pattern of human conduct which he wishes to present. Fiction is primarily
concerned with “truth”. The truth of fiction involves such matters as the following:
[1] the consistency and comprehensibility of character,
[2] the motivation and credibility of action, and
[3] the acceptability of the total meaning.
History and biography give us what may be called truth of correspondence.
What a true history says “corresponds” to the facts. A true biography matches the
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life of its subject. But fiction is not fact, and its “truth” does not involve a
correspondence to something outside itself. Fiction is concerned with people, and
one of the interests we take in it arises from the presentation of human character
and human experience as merely human. Both the common and the uncommon
human characters or experience interest us, the common because we share in it,
and the uncommon because it wakes us to marvel at new possibilities.
Fiction involves a theme, an idea, an interpretation; an attitude towards life
developed and embodied in the piece of fiction. Directly or indirectly, through the
experience of the characters in the piece of fiction, an evaluation is made. Fiction
is not illustration because with illustration we are always aware that the idea being
illustrated comes first, that the content of the illustration is being dictated by the
nature of the thing being illustrated. The illustration is an explanation, not a
discovery. The illustration has no independent life. Fiction is a created image of
our very life process by which significance emerges from experience. Fiction is
basically an attempt to make sense of our experience.
From the Renaissance onwards, there was a growing tendency for individual
experience to replace collective tradition as the ultimate arbiter of reality; and this
transition would seem to constitute an important part of the general cultural
background of the rise of the novel. The novel is the form of literature which fully
reflects the individualist and innovating re-orientation. Previous literary forms had
reflected the general tendency of their cultures to make conformity to traditional
practice the major test of truth: the plots of classical and renaissance epic, for
example, were based on past history or fable, and the merits of the author’s
treatment were judged largely according to a view of literary decorum derived
from the accepted models in the genre. This literary traditionalism was first and
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most fully challenged by the novel, whose primary criterion was truth to individual
experience—individual experience which is always unique and therefore new. The
novel is thus the logical literal vehicle of a culture which, in the last few centuries,
has set an unprecedented value on originality, on the novel; and it is therefore well
named.
Fiction establishes continuity and enables us to re-examine, reconstruct and
deconstruct the past and put things in their proper spaces. Fiction may refer to any
historical event, may deal with major concerns [like religion, education etc.], but
basically in fiction one is reviewing, questioning, replaying and analyzing past
events and incidents with a view to arriving at answers which may give new
meanings and insights. No doubt the most pervasive and prominently problematic
application of the word fiction in recent decades has been to narrative discourse in
general—historical, journalistic, and autobiographical—as well as to imaginative
discourse.
22..11..33 C
Coom
mppaarriissoonn aanndd C
Coonnttrraasstt
“It is impossible to imagine what a novelist takes himself to be unless he
regards himself as an historian and his novel as history. It is only as an
historian that he has the smallest locus standi. As a narrator of fictitious
events he is nowhere; to insert into his attempts a back-bone of logic, he
must relate events that are assumed to be real”.
Henry James, “Anthony Trollope”
However, history and literature, though regarded as having kinship, are
equally often seen as distinct, and, in some respects, opposed spheres in modern
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Western cultures. In the sixteenth century, Sir Philip Sidney famously suggests
some of the distinctions and resemblances between the two in his essay Defense of
Poesie which argues for the supreme value of literature (=poesie) above all other
verbal arts.
Sidney’s basic opposition here is between History as being based on ‘fact’
(‘veryty’, ‘things doone’) and Poesie as springing from imagination and invention
(‘newe formes such as never were’). He does, however, suggest a similarity
between History and Poesie, when he argues that History is not entirely factual, but
uses a range of poetic (or literary devices) in order to enhance its narratives of
‘what men have done’. Sidney is specifically referring to early history writing
here—arguing his view that history was only accepted as a relatively popular form
because it borrowed interesting devices from literature (the description of emotion,
the specific details given in narratives, the use of dramatic speeches).

The distinction between fact and fiction is still though the most obvious way
of distinguishing the two areas. Yet there remains a close association between
literary study and historical study—usually in the opposite direction to that
suggested by Sir Philip Sidney.
The term history is ambiguous in its modern usage, as Hegel reminds us:
“history combines in our language the objective as well as the subjective side. It
means both the historian rerum gestarum and the res gestas themselves, both the
6

events and the narration of the events.” Yet for most practicing historians the
ambiguity is logically resolved by distinguishing between events and the narration
of events on the basis of the intervening evidence. History writing, or the rhetoric
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of history, as J.H. Hexter calls it, is based on an “over-riding commitment of
historians to fidelity to the surviving records of the past.” The written history has
no immediate access to the res gestas, but must reconstruct them from the
available documentation of the past. The historian interprets the written record
[though it may be supplemented with other types of artifactual evidence] and
attempts to translate from this primary documentation to actions and events. The
actions and events—political, military, artistic, economic—are themselves subject
to further interpretation. They are not the final meaning of the written account but
are themselves construed as signs of underlying intentions or forces or even laws.
The historian constructs a narrative in such a way that his own text refers through
intermediary documents to the events that they record, and through the events to
the forces, ideational and material, of which these events are the most probable
expression.

The novel resembles the historical narrative in many respects, not the least
of which is its traditional commitment to narrative explanation. As Louis O. Mink
has argued, both history and literary story-telling appeal to a “configurational”
mode of understanding, where phenomena are accounted for, neither by the
application of theoretical laws nor by the arrangement into systems of
classification but by the construction of persuasive sequences, stories of
happenings with beginnings, middles and ends. Some historians and literary critics
have gone further and argued that works of formal history can be best understood
as operating according to literary and rhetorical models. One of the most forceful
of these scholars, Hayden White, goes as far as to claim that “historical discourse
shares more than it divides with novelistic discourse.”

7
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One might paraphrase Sidney [who was paraphrasing Aristotle] and say that,
while the novel is more historical than literature, it is also more literary than
history. The novel locates itself between literature and history as cultural
institutions. Thus the novel evades the classifications and undermines the norms of
poetics, but it also evades and undermines the referential imperatives of history.
Novels play “literature” and “history” off against one another as codified forms of
written discourse. They reopen poetic closures by appealing to the more random
plots of supposed historical phenomena. But they also foreclose historical
reference. They betray the surviving records of the past to the logics of literary
coherence—the logics of plot, of character, of point of view, and of their more
particular protocols of narration.
The opposition between the novel and history writing may be described
more precisely in terms of the referential or representational function of the text.
Novels are pseudo-historical, in the sense that they raise the question of
documentation. They do this openly and ironically, as in the case of Don Quixote
and the manuscript of the historian Cide Hamete Benengeli which unexpectedly
becomes the basis of the text. But where history infers from the record to
extratextual phenomena, agents, and events, novel-writing turns this referentiality
back upon itself. In the novel, the world offers itself up as a series of textual
records—fragmentary or complete, reliable or duplicitous, literal or figurative. The
reader is referred to an extratextual “reality” or “truth” only to be referred back to
the compendious textuality of human experience, which the book he is holding
seeks to elucidate and control.
History is a narrative discourse with different rules than those that govern
fiction. The producer of a historical text affirms that the events entextualized did
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indeed occur before entextualization. Thus it is quite proper to bring extratextual
information to bear on those events when interpreting and evaluating a historical
narrative…. It is certainly otherwise with fiction, for in fiction the events may be
said to be created by and with the text. They have no prior temporal existence.
Another way of expressing this opposition is to say that referential narratives are
verifiable and incomplete, whereas non-referential narratives are unverifiable and
complete.
History is more often concerned with humanity in the plural than in the
singular, with events and changes affecting entire societies, than those affecting the
lives of individual beings. For this reason biography is often regarded as a minor
historical genre, and by some even as “a simple form of historiography.” Indeed
one of the distinctions of fictional as compared to historical narrative is that the
former is able to make an entire life come to life as a unified whole in a short span
of story time, as short as a single day in novels like Ulysses and Mrs. Dalloway.
However, historical and novelistic narratives that center on a life plot is the generic
region where factual and fictional narratives come into closest proximity, the
territory that presents the greatest potential for overlap. Michel Zeraffa writes,
“with the novel, society enters history and history enters into society”.

8

When Hayden White calls history “a true novel” he is not only signaling the
two genre’s shared conventions like selection, organization, dieresis and
employment but also challenging the implied assumptions of historical
9

representation. Even E.L. Doctrow’s notion that “history is a kind of fiction in
which we live and hope to survive and fiction is a kind of speculative history”
points towards the same direction. The metafictionality of novels acknowledging
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their own construction, selection and order, but shown to be historically
determined acts is what is called “historiographic metafiction”. Historiographic
metafiction refutes the commonsense methods of distinguishing between historical
fact and fiction. It refutes the view that only history has a truth claim, both by
questioning the ground of that claim in historiography and by asserting that both
history and fiction are discourses, human constructs, signifying systems, and both
derive their major claim to truth from their identity. In other words, the meaning
and shape are not in the events, but in the systems which make the past events into
present historical “facts”.
Historiographic metafiction may be defined as an inverted yet improved
model of the conventional historical novel. It problematizes history, by portraying
historical events and personalities only to subvert them. They attempt to rewrite/re-present the past in fiction so that the past can be opened up to the present;
by this they prevent the past from being conclusive and teleological; such
metafictional works posit no single “truth”, but truths in the plural, never one
Truth. It is just your version of truth against someone else’s truth, so there is no
falseness per se. Also, such truths are relative to the specific place and culture.
Historiogrpahic metafiction differs from the historical novel in many ways.
According to George Lukacs, the historical novel deals with history by presenting
a microcosm which generalizes and concentrates through a protagonist, a type who
synthesizes the general and the particular. It usually relegates historical
personalities to secondary roles, for the historical novel is primarily concerned
with fiction, rather than history. The postmodern historiographic metafiction differs
from its predecessor in all these respects. The protagonists of postmodern works
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are “anything but proper types; they are the ex-centrics, the marginalized, and the
peripheral figures of fictional history”.
Further, postmodern metafictions problematize the entire notion of
subjectivity: the events in these novels are narrated either from multiple points of
view or by an overtly controlling narrator. There is a desire in these novels to close
the gap between the past and the present and also a wish to rewrite the past in a
new context.
A very significant aspect of postmodernist metafiction is its constant act of
parodying, which is done not to destroy the past, but both to enshrine the past and
to question it. In it lies the clue to understand the postmodern paradox. Along with
paradox, self-reflexivity or self- consciousness is another vital characteristic of
postmodernist metafictions. One may add to these elements other postmodernist
features such as intertextuality, open-endedness, subjectivity, provisionality,
indeterminacy, discontinuity and irony.
The post-structuralists in their very attitude towards history dislodged it
from the high pedestal of superiority to literature. Michel Foucault, Hayden White
and Louis Mink expostulated that history is fictitious. To them history is “a verbal
structure in the form of narrative prose discourse”. A historian like a novelist
includes and excludes, suppresses and stresses historical materials depending upon
his prejudices, predilections and even prescriptions. S/He in this manner shares
‘emplotting strategies’ with the novelist. History, thus, is a construct ‘made up’ by
a historian. And like every other construct, it is necessarily a political act.
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As a consequence, it was realized that history which was considered a mirror
reflecting factually and exactly what an individual, country and continent was,
reflects exactly and everything depends on the mirror. A thing—as it is—appears
differently in different mirrors in the mirror house. Similarly, history does not
reflect reality. It is possible to influence or distort history as in the case of a mirror.
However, of all forms of literature, the novel is the most nurtured by history.
Conversely, it can be said that history is also equally nurtured by the novel.
The fictional engagement with history by its nature contests history. This
may lead to two attitudes. The subscribers to the traditional notion of history may
be saddened and nostalgic at this disruption of history, while others with joyous
affirmation may celebrate this disruption cause by contextual versions of history.
There may still be a third attitude—of the anxiety over this unprecedented
engagement with history, as Shashi Deshpande finds many works of our
contemporary Indian English novelists overburdened with history—so full of
details from history that they end up sagging under its weight. These novelists have
historical not histrionic sense with which they analyze those historical events and
personages that have affected the lives of individuals, communities, the country
and even the subcontinent. They do not use history as a lump but with their “sixth
sense” they appropriate, revise and re-interpret history—what happened to them as
they saw and experienced and what they were told about it. Like excavators these
novelists employed their historical sense or consciousness as their chisel, spade,
scoop and brush to uncover what lay buried underneath the authorized/official
version of History. They have tried to recover the repressed events and interpreted
their versions in as diverse ways as they or their works themselves. In the process
they have attempted the Re-Discovery of India.
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The narratives of emancipation and enlightenment are narratives of
integration, inclusion of stories of people who have been away from the main
stream. Writers in the postcolonial age reflect retrospectively on colonialism and
the present neocolonial times. The present is interdependent on its past and the
neocolonial times are an after-effect of the pre-colonial times. The present
colonized culture, including minds is a result of past imperialism, both politically
and culturally.
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The best of the literature that emerged in the wake of the Partition bears the
imprint of the struggle to comprehend pain and suffering on a scale that was
unprecedented in South Asia. The Partition Literature became a repository of
localized truths, sought to be evaded and minimized by the dominant discourse on
the Partition. These narratives offer insights into the nature of individual
experience, and break the silence in the collective sphere.
Trends in recent Partition research represent a shift away from the parleys
and betrayals in the domain of High Politics, towards an emphasis on the
subalterns as both victims and perpetrators of violence, the instigation behind the
widespread rioting, the resulting psychological trauma, and most importantly, the
feminist concern with recovering lost stories of sexually violated and abducted
women during the Partition. New Archives of survivors’ memories are being
created to supplement the available sources such as autobiographies and
biographies, poetry and fictional accounts.
Novelists who have written about the Partition, especially those who lived
through its days of terror, take their stand beside those who suffered, in order either
to bear witness or to offer solace, to call down damnation on those who were
responsible for it, to commemorate nostalgically communities in the past or speak
with bitter irony about the possibilities of life in post-colonial days. The best of
them, however do not repeat what the historians already know—that there was
violence of such fiendishness that each reminder of it still comes as a shock to our
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decencies and still violates our sense of a common humanity. Indeed, they seek to
make connections with the social and cultural life of a community in its entirety
within a historically specific period. That is why, these fictional accounts, unlike
narratives of the historians, which move with certitude towards a definite end,
contain all that is locally contingent and truthfully remembered, capricious and
anecdotal, contradictory and mythically given. Their endings too are various.
While some manage to find their way out of the realm of madness and crime,
others either mark out the emotional and ethical map of our times with indelible
lines of screams, ash, smoke and mockery, or crumble into shocked silence.
These narratives either assume the existence of a communally shared history
in pre-partition India, or imaginatively set up, with the help of small remembered
things, images of the sub-continent as a place of tolerant communities as structural
counterpoints to the dispirited sense of exile and pain after the division. Their
fictionalized life-worlds of villages and small towns invariably suggest that there
was an essential feeling of relatedness between the Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, not
merely a passive acceptance of different customs and beliefs. That is why, perhaps,
hardly any of these texts seriously concern themselves with defining the religious
identities of different groups, but assert that such identities only be forged in the
social relationships established between human beings in the process of living
together; that is in the daily interaction between people which gives to theological
beliefs a significance and a value.
The second element that nearly informs all these narratives is the note of
utter bewilderment. Each of these narratives finds the Partition and the massacres
so completely without historical or social reason, that all they can sometimes do is
to record the place they called ‘home’ or ‘basti’, and the memories of a society
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with collective rites and traditions, songs and legends, names of birds and trees,
that were tinged forever with acrid smell of smoke and blood.

1

Partition fiction is concerned with the fate of those ordinary characters—
Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs—who do not feel, at any time prior to the country’s
division, that they are aliens living in unreal places which have neither the sanction
nor God and amongst people who are intolerant, bigoted, and contemptuous of
each other. For a majority of them their customary homes, where they try to realize
their common hopes and mundane desires, are utopian enough. Only a fool, they
think, can be tempted by distant political horizons, and only a pilgrim is addicted
to a travelling life, forever in search of a destination other than the one he has
2

arrived at. Sometimes, in their minds, the pilgrim and the fool are the same. For as
long as they can remember, they have lived side-by-side in settled communities.
The beginnings of each of their private biographies are connate with the origins of
their ‘bastis’. It rarely occurs to most of them that, as members of different
religions or sects, their cultural differences are so radical that their lives have
followed historically different and antagonistic paths since the beginning of their
encounter with each other. And so, despite the enormity of violence around them
unleashed by the demand for two separate nations, Partition fiction is replete with
characters who resist the pressures of theological hardliners and ideological
fundamentalists, and refuse to migrate; refuse to leave their homes or their lands
just because some politicians claim that different forms of worship demand
different cultural, moral, and political citizenships.
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There are other fictional works which speak about the pathos of the people,
who refused to leave after the Partition; who refused to be coerced into believing
that India could be divided into two religiously defined nations. Whether Hindu or
Muslim, they remained deeply attached to their homes, their village landscapes,
their ancestral graveyards, and their rights of conversation with people of all sects.

3

These novels portray characters who chose to stay in places they have inherited
and consider any change in their habitat to be a violation of their selfhood. Besides,
their experiences had taught them how to live with pluralities and develop, in the
4

process, ‘a sense of responsibility in many kinds of living’ so as to evade tragedy.
Their villages and towns were non-communalized, agnostic spaces where people
hardly felt the need to draw attention to their religious identity because it neither
posed a threat to the other nor saw the other in genocidal opposition to itself. Since
their sense of belongingness within a shared community is co-extensive with their
5

sense of identity, they reject, as a myth, the essential idea of the partition—the
idea that the reason for their presence anywhere is somehow dependent on
abstractions called ‘Islamic brotherhood’ or ‘Hindu Sangathan’, both of which
derive their legitimization from sacred sanctuaries located beyond the horizons of
their immediate and intimate boundaries, and are discontinuous with their daily
and lived experiences.
There are countless characters in Partition fiction who are bewildered by the
new borders India and Pakistan because for them their home was their ‘basti’ and,
hence, their country. Attached to their ‘home’ were all the ideals of well-being and
‘well-doing’. It was their sanctuary; their affective and moral space; and it was
sufficient. Unfortunately, however, the politics of religious identity which
surrounds these ordinary characters is hasty, restless, and crass. In Partition fiction,
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characters never aspire to be part of some exceptional religious group. Their
understanding of their selfhood is that they are ordinary people with limited means
and abilities, and that they are vulnerable. They are self-conscious about the fact
that they live within a network of people with different religious convictions whose
right to a share in their living spaces has to be acknowledged.
Most novelists who have written about the Partition either draw upon their
personal memories of those harrowing days or use stories told to them by others
about their experiences. Novels about the partition, therefore, tend to be
autobiographical. Fiction about the Partition in India and Pakistan has made an
attempt, despite the enormity of the horror it describes, to preserve essential human
values. This attempt is remarkable because in 1947 a lot of property was destroyed,
thousands had to migrate, and countless people were killed. Yet, writers were
convinced that it was essential to preserve a sense of humanity.
One such Partition fiction that incorporates all the afore-mentioned
characteristic features of Partition literature is indisputably Rahi Masoom Reza’s
novel A Village Divided. Dr Rahi Masoom Reza was born in 1927 in Ghazipur
district in Uttar Pradesh. He was educated in Ghazipur and later at the Aligarh
Muslim University where he took a Ph.D. A brilliant student of Urdu, Hindi and
Sanskrit, Dr. Reza subsequently taught at the AMU and was a proponent of Urdu
in the Devanagari script. He later moved to Mumbai and became a successful
screenplay writer and wrote the screenplays and dialogues for over 300 films
including B.R. Chopra’s television series, Mahabharata. Dr. Reza died on 15
March 1992 in Bombay.
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A masterpiece of Hindi literature in an acclaimed translation, Rahi Masoom
Reza’s honest and controversial novel unfolds during the latter years of the Raj and
the first decade of Independence and portrays the rival halves of a Zamindar
family, their loves, fights, and litigations. It attacks the creation of Pakistan and
explores the abolition of the zamindari system and its impact at the village level.
A semi-autobiographical work set in the author’s village of Gangauli, in
Ghazipur district on the fringes of Avadh, A Village Divided, previously published
as The Feuding Families of Village Gangauli, is full of passion and vibrancy; a
powerful record of the meeting of Muslim and Hindu cultural traditions that bound
Indian society together.
This novel may frustrate readers as far as its complex web of relationships
among characters is concerned. Therefore, it is essential to have a closer look at
these relationships in the form of tree structures:
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DAKKHIN PATTI
|
DADDA OR AKBARI-BIBI (MOTHER)

_______________________________|_______________________________
|
|
|
SHABBIR MIYAN (SON)
(SHABBU MIYAN)
(BADE ABBA SAHIB)
|
| (FATHER)
|
TANNU (SON)

BASHIR MIYAN (SON)
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__________|_________
|
|
|
|
HUSBAND
FATHER
_________|________
|
|
|
|
|
|
BROTHER
HUSBAND
NAFISA
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
BASHIR MIYAN
CHACHI
|
_______________________________________________ |____________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
BEGUM SARWARI MOONIS MASOOM MADDU AFSARI AHMAD RAZA MUNNI SURAIYA
(AUTHOR)

____________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
ABBU MIYAN
FUSSU MIYAN
SAFIRVA
PHUNNAN
MUHAMMAD
|
|
|
MIYAN
HUSAIN
____ |____________
_________ |___________
|
|
______|_____
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
BROTHER FATHER SON HUSBAND FATHER
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SON
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BOY
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|
|
SAIYDA
MANY
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|
|
OTHER
BI
ILLEGITIMATE
PHUNNAN
DAUGHTERS
CHILDREN
MIYAN
|
|
IMTIYAZ
MUMTAZ (MUNTAZ)
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JAWAD MIYAN
MIYAN
|
____________|___________
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____|__________________
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|
|
|
|
|
KEPT
FATHER
KEPT
FATHER
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|
WOMAN
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WOMAN
|
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|
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|
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HUSAIN
HAKIM ALI
DEPUTY
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KABIR
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BEDAR
___________|__________
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_______|________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
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BROTHER
|
ELDER
FATHER
|
|
RETAINER
|
|
BROTHER
|
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|
|
|
BROTHER
|
|
BROTHER
UNCLE
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
HAKIM ALI
KARAMAT ALI
|
DEPUTY
SAADAT
|
|
KABIR
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WIFE WAS
HABIBA
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MIYAN

OTHERS
______________________________________________|__________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
ANWARUL
NAJJAN
ASHRAFULLAH
GULBEHRI
THAKUR KUNWARPAL
HASAN
MIRASI
KHAN
|
SINGH OF BARIKHPUR
RAQI
_______|_______
_______|______
|
___________|__________
(TRADER) |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
HUSBAND FATHER GRAND
FRIEND
|
FRIEND FATHER GRAND
|
|
|
FATHER
|
A
|
|
FATHER
FATHER
|
|
|
|
MAID
|
|
|
|
GHAFOORAN SITARA
|
|
SERVANT
|
|
|
|
DIL-ARA |
|
|
|
|
FAROOQ
|
|
UTTAR PRITHVIPAL JAIPAL
KHAIRU
DAKKHIN
PATTI
SINGH
SINGH
PATTI
AND
PHUNNAN
MIYAN

________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
THAKUR
GULABI JAAN
SAIFUNIYA
GOBARDHAN
KOMILA
HARNARAYAN
|
_______|_______
|
CHAMAR
PRASAD SINGH
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
DAUGHTER
GRAND
|
|
|
WHORE
|
DAUGHTER
|
|
|
|
|
|
BUSINESS
ONE OF THE
THANEDAR OF
|
|
|
MAN
HAKIM SAHIB’S
QASIMABAD
THAKUR
MEHRUNIYA
JINTI
MEN
POLICE
HARNARAYAN
AND
STATION
PRASAD SINGH
RAHIM

_____________________________________________
|
|
SUKHRAM
JHINGURIYA
|
______________|_____________
|
|
|
FATHER
LIEUTENANT OF
FATHER OF
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___________|___________
|
|
PARUSARAM
BALRAM
|
|
THE CONGRESS
THE COLLECTOR’S
SUPPORTER
GARDENER

PHUNNAN MIYAN

CHIKURIYA

A Village Divided deals with history in two forms, that is to say, the national
history unfolding itself as a backdrop to the author’s personal history. There exists
an organic relationship between the two. The novel begins in an elegiac mood. It
laments over history as ‘the significant past’, which has brought in its wake
dislocation, desolation, degradation and dilapidation. For instance, the school of
the town is not only deserted by people but also by history. Only stories, both
mythical and real, are left behind on the sands of time. Setting of the sun
symbolizes the end of an era, an epoch in the eventful history of Ghazipur. The
novel takes a critical look at largely two significant issues, namely, the eradication
of Zamindari system and its destabilizing consequences at the village level, and the
creation of Pakistan. However, it looks at such enormously important national
issues from below, that is to say, from a subordinated perspective, from the point
of view of an individual.
The town of Ghazipur and its inhabitants have been created, destroyed and
re-created by the formative influence of the holy river Ganga from the times
immemorial. The river bears testimony to the eventful history of the town.
However, the beginning of the novel shows Ghazipur incapable of either being
nostalgic or being anxious about future. It can only survive transiently. It is as
rightly put by the novelist:
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“This town lives in moments, dies in moments, and then is reborn in
moments.”

6

The social fabric of Ghazipur is flexible enough to include all the multiethnic communities like Thakurs, Brahmins, Kayasths, Ahirs, Bhars, Chamars,
Saiyids, Sheikhs and Pathans with their respective religious and cultural
affiliations. It suggests that the soil of Gangauli has never lost its essential
accommodating and enriching nature. The novelist refers to the history of
Nuruddin the Martyr (the son of Masood Ghazni) and his tomb. Though desolate
and forlorn, it has stood the test of time. Its roots are firmly grounded in the soil of
Gangauli. Perhaps, time as history has changed everything—Gangauli and its
inhabitants, their lives, their destinies, their relationships, except this tomb. This
tomb symbolizes the victory of life, culture and humanity over history in the race
of time. The Saiyids of Gangauli have also created an artificial Karbala in
Gangauli in order to commemorate the supreme sacrifice of Imam Husain and his
family, the rightful descendants of the Prophet.
Rahi Masoom Reza describes the precise location of Gangauli in the
following words:
“In between a decrepit tomb and a ruined factory lives this village”.

7

Gangauli is neither a fictitious place, nor its inhabitants, unreal. Of course,
characterization of this novel is a unique combination of some real characters and
some fictional ones. However, the novelist clarifies that the real characters are his
own family members, whereas, the fictional ones are developed on the basis of
familiarity.
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This novel closely depicts the hierarchical domestic world of Gangaulians,
wherein each one is designated some fixed space and power. This well-defined
power structure is also extended to the village level. The novel shows the ancestral
rivalry between the Saiyid Zamindars of Uttar Patti and Dakkhin Patti, especially
in putting up a great show of grief and mourning during the celebration of
Moharram. For the Saiyid families of Gangauli, Moharram is ‘a spiritual
celebration’.
One can perceive a considerable amount of sarcasm in the following remarks
of the novelist:
“When I opened my eyes the bus was crossing Bauri bridge .… Just near the
bridge were two or three heaps of lime mortar left over from building the
bridge. The mothers of the neighbourhood used to give it to their babies to
lick when they were teething and that’s why these mounds were slowly
disappearing. This mortar had been handed out by mothers since the time of
the Mughals, and some people say that the Mughals did nothing for
Hindustan! It’s possible that P.N. Oak* is right to think that they cannot be
congratulated for building Fatehpur Sikri or the Taj Mahal. I can also accept
that someone else might have built the Red Fort of Delhi, but for generations
the mothers of Ghazipur have known that the Mughals definitely left several
piles of material by the Bauri bridge and that it helps children with teething
problems.”

8

_____________________________________________________________


Purushottam Nagesh Oak (March 2 1917 - December 4 2007), commonly referred to as P. N.
Oak, was an Indian writer and self-styled Professor, notable for his historical revisionism based
on the ideology of Hindutva. His claims, for example, Christianity and Islam are both derivatives
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of Hinduism, or that the Kaaba and the Taj Mahal were once Hindu temples to Shiva, have
largely been dismissed in mainstream academic circles, in India as well as the West, as examples
of pseudo-history; he has been referred to as a "mythistorian".

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rahi Masoom Reza poignantly questions this very negation of localized
truths by the official versions of history. History, thus biased and distorted, is no
better than a corpus of unfounded truths, which could be potentially dangerous. In
the above instance, Rahi Masoom Reza hints at minimizing or subduing or evading
the localized truths in the form of oral stories and archives by the dominant
discourse on history.
Rahi Masoom Reza further hints at the Saiyid Zamindars of Gangauli voting
neither for Iqbal Suhail (a sworn enemy of the Saiyids) and the Muslim League in
the conversation between Fussu-cha and Gore-da. The novel consciously attempts
at filling up the gaps in the documented version of history of colonial and postcolonial India. It attempts at giving a counterpoint version to the so far dominant
discourse on history regarding the perception and perspective of individuals and
communities on the national issues like the Partition and eradication of Zamindari
system. One may compare this unofficial version of history to the tales of a
character named Kallu Kakka in the novel. The novelist says:
“Kakka began to tell us tales of Amir Hamza. When I grew up I read these
stories and found there were many things missing from them which Kakka
used to tell us with such immense conviction that it seemed he’d seen them
happen with his own eyes. I preferred Kakka’s version; perhaps because he
didn’t tell it in the chaste Urdu of Lucknow but in Bhojpuri Urdu. And
besides, he didn’t just tell the story—he acted it out as well.”

9
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Some historians suggest that the Pakistan movement was instigated
primarily by the Zamindars and the educated middle class aspiring for jobs in the
bureaucracy. The Zamindars wanted to hold on to their lands. They were afraid
that if the Congress came to power, it would appropriate their property. The
demand for Pakistan was, therefore, primarily articulated by the rich and educated.
The ordinary man or woman didn’t really play a major role in the movement. In
the present novel, Rahi Masoom Reza insists that the Pakistan movement was
launched by those who were educated at Aligarh—by people who spoke chaste
Urdu. The novel is replete with instances wherein the characters out-rightly reject
both the creation of Pakistan and eradication of Zamindari system. One such
noteworthy instance is the following discussion among the Gangaulians:
“There was a furious discussion in progress. Ali Kabir-cha was saying, ‘Our
forefathers lived here…our tazia platforms and imambaras are here…our
honour and self-respect is here! Gangauli means something to us! If we
don’t care about it, then are some traders going to? Those who’ve earned
their pile in Calcutta…I’m not stopping them, but…’
‘Arre, bhai sahib, it’s the fate of Muslims to be separated from their
homeland. After all didn’t the Prophet of God himself have to leave Mecca
for Medina?’ threw in uncle Wazir.’
‘That he did!’ said Kabir-cha, ‘He certainly did, but then, we are not the
Prophet of God.’
‘Arre, Mir Sahib! This Congress is the Party of the Hindus. Since the
majority of Zamindars are Muslims, they are bound to abolish Zamindari.
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And where are the homes of Muslims in the countryside? They’re like salt in
dal’, said Anwarul Hasan Raqi, one of the traders.
‘It’s salt that gives dal its taste’, said Ali Kabir-cha, ‘How many days have
you tasted dal without salt?’
‘It’s the fate of Indian Muslims to suffer’, said Anwarul Hasan emphatically.
‘In the first place, I’m not accepting that the British are about to leave us.
And in the second place it’s the fate of us Shias to weep. You Sunnis can
stay wrapped up in your songs and qavvalis’, announced Ali Kabir-cha
decisively. Everyone was speechless”.

10

On the one hand, the Saiyid Zamindars of Gangauli as a community are
contemptuous of the Congress Party regarding their decision to eradicate
Zamindari system—a system that defines their very existence and identity. On the
other hand, they criticize the Muslim League for demanding a separate nation,
which means undertaking the Herculean task of transporting the movable assets to
an alien land, and leaving behind the immovable ones, which comprise their
Imambaras, fields, houses, lands etc.
The high-sounding political discourse of the Muslim League is beyond the
comprehension power of the ordinary Gangaulians. These people had nothing to do
either with the creation of Pakistan or Qaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah, who
claimed to be the sole representative and saviour of Indian Muslims. They defy the
very logic of the creation of Pakistan with their simple yet baffling questions. The
only thing that is intelligible to them is that Gangauli is their home and Imam
Husain is their saviour. They are the natives of this soil and have been the equal
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shareholders of the cultural heritage of India. Pakistan, for them, is a mere
abstraction, a distorted idea of nation, and certainly not a Promised Land as was
the ‘myth’ projected by the Muslim League. They are basically choiceless. They
are taken unawares by the course of the events. For them, Gangauli is what matters
the most as it promises or assures safety, intimacy, relationships, spirituality,
culture, ancestral dignity etc. The world outside Gangauli is just an alien world, a
world full of strangers. We can vividly perceive a sense of contempt for the
colonial rule and whatever it entails in the following words of Hakim Sahib. He
says:
“May God destroy the English and the study of their language! The faithless
wretches have ruined everything!”

11

For the denizens of Gangauli, all alien ideas and people are equivalent to
trespassing and trespassers. The underlying problem is that how to accommodate
such ‘homogeneous social and cultural distortions’ into multi-ethnic and
heterogeneous society of Gangauli.
The Saiyid Zamindars do not even spare the Congress Party and Mahatma
Gandhi. Hakim Sahib says:
“‘These here Congresswallahs have turned the brains of the tenants
downright bad, bhai. God knows what this Gandhi…’ here the Hakim spent
some time wishing ill on Gandhi and Nehru, ‘…now this saala Balram-va is
the Collector Sahib’s gardener and that Parusaram-va is a Congress
supporter…So how on earth do you get the land revenue out of the
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bastards…and then you turn round and say, “You’re getting worried for no
reason”…

12

Abolishing the Zamindari system not only crippled the Saiyid Zamindars of
Gangauli economically, but also rob them off their ancestral right and honour. It is
a matter of great disgrace and embarrassment for them to share the age-old
hegemonic power structure with a low-caste infidel like Parusaram-va, who was
designated a subordinated position before yesterday. It is a severe blow to their
ancestral pride. It created destabilizing effects at the village level. The Saiyid
Zamindars of Gangauli could no longer find the power equations of the old world
relevant in the changing social, political and economic contexts. Their proud
Zamindari has already succumbed to larger historical and political forces. It has
crumbled to the extent that Maulvi Bedar, a proud Saiyid has proposed marriage to
Bachhaniya, the daughter of Jhangatiya-bo, who is not only an untouchable but
also a kept woman of Sulaiman. Bachhaniya is an illegitimate child of Jhangatiyabo.
As a keen observer of life, Rahi Masoom Reza has successfully captured the
sense of absurdity that the Partition embodied through the character of Phunnan
Miyan in his inimitable style. Phunnan Miyan is not only a proud Saiyid, but also
an important member of the village Gangauli. For Phunnan Miyan, hurling abuses
in his typical Bhojpuri Urdu is just natural and commonplace. He enters into a
heated debate with Farooq, a student of the Aligarh Muslim University on the
matter of the creation of Pakistan. It is as follows:
“‘Adaab, Chacha!’ Anwarul Hasan’s son Farooq greeted Phunnan Miyan.’
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‘Eh, bhaiyaa, how is your Pakistan doing?’
‘… There’ll be an Islamic government.’
‘Is there true Islam anywhere that you can have an Islamic government? Eh,
bhai, our forefathers’ graves are here, our tazia platforms are here, our fields
and homes are here. I’m not an idiot to be taken in by your “Long live
Pakistan!”’
‘When the British go, the Hindus will rule here!’
‘Yes, yes, so you say. You’re talking as if all the Hindus were murderers
waiting to slaughter us. Arre, Thakur Kunwarpal Singh was a Hindu.
Jhinguriya is a Hindu. Eh, bhai, and isn’t that Parusaram-va a Hindu? When
the Sunnis in the town started doing haramzadgi, saying that we won’t let
the bier of Hazarat Ali be carried in procession because the Shias curse our
Caliphs, didn’t Parusaram-va come and raise such hell that the bier was
carried. Your Jinnah Sahib didn’t come to help us lift our bier!’
Farooq laughed.
‘In reality the “sincerity” of the Hindus is a deception,’ he said using an
English word.
‘Their what is a deception?’
‘“Sincerity”…I mean that…Arre, sahib, that is to say…’
‘What is it, bhai? Have you forgotten the language of your forefathers?’
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The Muslims of Gangauli neither understand the logic of the Partition nor of
Muslim nationalism. They out rightly reject the two-nation theory. They are simply
baffled by the idea of the division of their nation. They are completely unaware of
how Lord Mountbatten’s plan or the Radcliffe Award would alternate their existing
reality forever, and India’s ‘tryst with destiny’ would horribly change the destinies
of millions. For a man like Phunnan Miyan and others, Gangauli is not only an
ancestral village, but a place that has nurtured and nourished them from within. For
them, the creation of Pakistan is as illusive as is the Partition. Phunnan Miyan is
not to be taken in by promises of a Promised Land for Indian Muslims. He is
simply worried about the fate of Gangauli rather than Aligarh Muslim University
or Mohammad Ali Jinnah or Pakistan. For him, Gangauli implies the notion of
‘state’ or ‘nation’ with which a sense of familiarity could be established, a sense of
identification is possible. For Phunnan Miyan, Jhinguriya and his son Chikuriya as
Hindus are far more noble and loyal than the Sunni Muslims because Shias have
always shared a troubled and usually antagonistic relationship with Sunnis in the
matter of faith. However, Phunnan Miyan’s nationalistic feelings are put to test
when both of his sons die as martyrs for the cause of India’s freedom. He observes
their death as a re-enactment of the days at Karbala, an occasion of mourning
during Moharram. Phunnan Miyan is at pain when Balmukund Verma did not take
the name of his martyred son Mumtaz for the 1942 Movement. It reflects that the
elites are more concerned with making eloquent speeches rather than genuinely
acknowledging the martyrdom of each and every soldier. The character of Phunnan
Miyan embodies Reza’s notion of belongingness or citizenship, which neither
comes through one’s physical transportation to a new land nor by sharing the
common faith or religion. It is something as natural and essential as air, water and
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food for survival. This sense of belongingness primarily comes through
participation in a community, by sharing a common cultural history over a longer
period of time.
The novel also provides an exclusive reference to the peasants’ insurgency
against the colonial rule in the form of the Bhars, the men of Prithvipal Singh and
Ashrafullah Khan attacking the police thana of Qasimabad. They turned the police
thana into smoke and ashes and tied Thakur Harnarayan Prasad and his constables
to the tree and burnt them alive. These are the people who have been exploited for
generations under the name of war fund or land revenue. Their tolerance paved
way to violence, which finally resulted in a massacre.
Rahi Masoom Reza gives another example of his intrinsic faith in the
Ganga-Jamuni culture of Gangauli. This harmony is a consequence of mutual
respect shown by both the Hindus and the Muslims for the beliefs, rituals,
ceremonies, gods, goddesses and saints of either religion. Chikuriya, the son of
Gaya Ahir, is not ready to believe that Imam Sahib was a Muslim. The illiterate
Chikuriya argues with the Master Sahib and asserts his unflinching faith in the
martyrdom of Imam Husain and his age-old loyalty to Phunnan Miyan. The
sanctity of Imam Sahib is beyond Hindu or Muslim faith for the illiterate
Chikuriya. He, like many others, is not ready to give it up for some rhetoric of
Hindu-Muslim animosity. According to him, no other person is eligible enough to
be called a martyr except Imam Husain. Larger historical events along with their
broader sweep of generalizations are of no significance to people like Jhinguriya
and Chikuriya who have lived amicably with the Saiyid Zamindars of Gangauli for
ages. It is a strong rejection of a discourse that attempts to represent Hindus and
Muslims as antagonistic communities having altogether opposite cultural
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interests—the communities that have shared a thousand year of courtship and
cooperation. Invasion and conflicts of their initial encounters gradually subsided
and got transformed into support, cooperation, mutual respect and loyalty.
Tannu is another character who is extremely vocal in voicing his disgust
towards the recent political developments. Though he returns to Gangauli after
being on the war-front for six years, Tannu is profoundly attached to the soil of
Gangauli. He constantly longed for Gangauli, its lanes, its fields, its houses, its
inhabitants and most importantly, its Moharram. In fact, this is the case with
almost all who had left Gangauli for one reason or the other. Most of them are
ignorant about the creation of Pakistan, the Muslim League and Mohammad Ali
Jinnah. However, it is noteworthy that at the time when the Muslim League and its
supporters were busy accelerating their agitation against the Congress Party at a
national level with respect to their demand of a separate nation with an Islamic
government, the inhabitants of Gangauli are busy in their inter-patti rivalries,
celebration of Moharram and daily chores. Larger historical and political issues
simply went either unnoticed or were not thought worthy of discussion. Gangauli,
like Mano Majra of Khushwant Singh’s novel Train to Pakistan, appears
unperturbed by the frenzy of communal riots that engulfed thousands of lives
during the Partition.
This novel unequivocally suggests that the Pakistan movement or creating a
separate nation for the Muslims on the notion of ‘Islamic Brotherhood’ was
inaugurated and accomplished by the Aligarh-educated breed, by those elites who
spoke chaste Urdu. They neither had the willingness to perceive the ground reality
among the mass, nor had an interest in the common good, and that’s why their
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discourse on the creation of Pakistan and its projection as the ‘Promised Land’ for
Muslims sound strange to the common people of Gangauli.
The Gangauli-bred Kammo enters into a heated debate with two Aligarheducated students on the issue of creating Pakistan. The two Aligarh students
deliver a long speech to Kammo concerning the hazards that are involved in the
stay of Muslims after Hindustan gets free. Kammo is simply bemused at the
logicality of the speech which predicts that the erstwhile low-born infidels of
Gangauli would vanquish their former masters (Saiyid Zamindars) after the
Partition.
Even the same distinction in perspective is evident in the discussion between
the Aligarh-educated students and the weaver Haji Ghafoor Ansari. He argues:
‘No, Miyan,’ said the Haji Sahib, ‘I’m an illiterate peasant. But I think that
there’s not the slightest need to make Pakistan-Akistan for the sake of our
prayers. Lord God Almighty said quite clearly, “Eh, my Prophet, tell these
people that I am with people of the Faith.” And someone was saying that this
Jinnah of yours doesn’t say his prayers.’
‘False allegations were made even against the prophets, sir!’ one young man
replied heatedly.
‘But the prophets used to do some miracle-aracle to show who was right!’
‘Jinnah Sahib’s miracle is Pakistan.’
‘Well, bless me! I didn’t know that Jinnah Sahib had become a prophet.’
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...The Haji Sahib stormed out of the mosque. The speech had been quite
beyond his comprehension. He didn’t even understand why all of a sudden
Muslims needed a place of refuge. And where was the protective shadow of
the British that those boys had made such a song and dance about? No
Englishman had ever been seen in Gangauli. And why then hadn’t the
Hindus killed the Muslims before the British came to India? And what about
the fundamental question—was life and death in the hands of God or the
British and Jinnah Sahib?

14

The arguments of Haji Ghafoor Ansari are far more incisive, offensive, and
scathing than those of Aligarh students. According to him, Jinnah is not even a
Muslim as he does not say his prayers, keeps fasts and is fond of drinking.
Therefore, he is not the rightful representative of Indian Muslims. Jinnah can’t be
claimed as a proper Muslim in faith. In fact, he was a typical Englishman in the
guise of a Muslim. His mannerisms and speech resembled an Englishman more
than the common Muslim of India. The commonplace logic of Gangaulians
questions the historical claims of fundamental organizations like the Muslim
League and the Hindu Mahasabha, who were bent upon establishing a state on the
exclusivist ideology.
Rahi Masoom Reza and the Gangaulians of this novel have a clear
understanding of what it is to live in a heterogeneous society, a space with plurality
as a daily living reality. It’s a space where multiculturalism breeds smoothly, and
which not only defines their sense of belongingness, but also their sense of
identity. To them, the whole idea of Partition, or to say, dividing a nation into two
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on the basis of religious identity is a myth and a mere abstraction. They can hardly
believe the notion of dividing India into two on the line of clearly demarcated
religious ideologies.
Even Tannu, the soldier could not make out anything from the Aligarh
Muslim University students’ discourse about Mecca, Iqbal, Jinnah, Urdu, and
Pakistan. Tannu derides the policies of the Muslim League, which he believes to be
impractical and far-fetched. He argues:
‘I am a Muslim. But I love this village because I myself am this village. I
love the indigo godown, this tank and these mud lanes because they are
different forms of myself. On the battlefield, when death came very near, I
certainly remembered Allah, but instead of Mecca or Karbala, I remembered
Gangauli…Allah is omnipresent. Then what is the difference between
Gangauli and Mecca, and the indigo godown and the Ka’ba and our pond
and the spring of paradise?’
‘People like you selling out the Indian Muslims to the Hindus!’ said the
black shervani angrily. ‘Have you no shame? Are you comparing the Noble
Ka’ba with this miserable village?’
‘Yes, that’s just what I am doing!’ replied Tannu. ‘And neither am I
ashamed to do so. Why should I be? Gangauli is my village. Mecca is not
my city. This is my home and the Ka’ba is Allah Miyan’s. If God loves His
home then won’t He be able to understand that we too can love our home as
15

much as He loves His?’
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Tannu Sounds most prophetic, philosophical and at the same time realistic
when he utters the following statement:
“Anything constructed on a foundation of hate and fear cannot be
16

auspicious.”

It is extremely surprising to note that the storm of communal frenzy did not
disturb the serene atmosphere of Gangauli, particularly at the time when the raging
fire of communal violence spread rapidly. Though the haughty Saiyids of Gangauli
debate the issue of communal riots with profound seriousness, curses Hindus of
Calcutta and Delhi and hurl abuses at Congresswallahs, they aren’t ready to harm
the Bhars, the Ahirs and the Chamars of Gangauli, who have been an integral part
of their lives. It appears absurd to them to avenge the barbaric killings of Muslims
in Calcutta and Delhi by killing the Hindus of Gangauli. The elitist version of
history overlooks such personal emotions in favour of empirical truth.
The novel also refers to the Hindu fundamentalism in the persuasive speech
of Pandit Matadin, instigating the Bhars, the Ahirs and the Chamars of Ghazipur to
take revenge on the Muslims of Barikhpur, Ghazipur and Gangauli. A little later,
Rahi Masoom Reza provides another instance of the overwhelming sense of
communal harmony when Bafati-chacha, the vegetable seller and other Muslims
are saved by Thakur Prithvipal Singh from getting assaulted and murdered by the
Hindu fundamentalists.
Thus, Rahi Masoom Reza breaks the conventional mode of narration and
places the introduction almost towards the end of the novel in order to express his
everlasting attachment and belongingness with the soil of Gangauli. It serves a dual
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purpose. First of all, it asserts Reza’s belief in the formative influences of
language, culture and region rather than religion as far as subjectivity and identity
are concerned. Secondly, it gives a fitting reply to both Hindu and Muslim
fundamentalists. He became extremely furious when they taunted him about his
village, home, nationality and heritage. He re-asserts his claim on India, and
especially his village Gangauli, as his homeland, not as a novelist or as a citizen,
but as a human being:
“The Jan Sangh says that Muslims are outsiders. How can I presume to say
they’re lying? But I must say that I belong to Ghazipur. My bonds with
Gangauli are unbreakable. It’s not just a village, it’s my home. Home. This
word exists in every language and dialect in this world, and is the most
beautiful word in every language and dialect. And that is why I repeat my
statement—because Gangauli’s not just a village, it’s my home as well.
‘Because’—what a strong word this is. And there are thousands of
‘becauses’ like it, and no sword is sharp enough to cut this ‘because’. And as
long as this ‘because’ is alive, I will remain Saiyid Masoom Reza Abidi of
Ghazipur, wherever my grandfather hailed from. And I give no one the right
to say to me, ‘Rahi! You don’t belong to Gangauli, and so get out and go,
say, to Rae Bareli.’ Why should I go, sahib? I will not go.
17

This introduction was necessary to carry the story forward.”

The novelist believes that the above ‘Introduction’ was essential as all new
epochs, new eras are harbingers of new value system, new world order, new power
equations, new hierarchies, new cultural dimensions, new sectarian loyalties, new
political and religious affiliations and new social outlook. However, Gangauli and
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his outlook towards it remains the same. He clarifies that he is not going to be
coerced by anyone to opt for Pakistan either by force or by fraud.
Eradication of Zamindari system and the Partition brought in its wake new
set of complications. Parusaram, a low-born untouchable suddenly became
Parusaram, the MLA. He meets the Chief Minister, holds meetings, gives
speeches, sits in the Parliament, and is probably corrupted as he is making more
money. The erstwhile powerless untouchables have started to wield power in the
same exploitative and destructive manner as was the case with Zamindars, after
getting politically strengthened. Parusaram has even forgotten his native language
and speaks chaste Hindi—a language of officialdom or the Parliamentarian
language. Standardization of language skillfully excludes the native elements.
Parusaram now commands equal respect and power from the erstwhile landed
gentry. The Saiyid Zamindars of Gangauli finds it extremely difficult to come to
terms with the changing social, political and economic scenario. It is to be noted
that the sudden eradication of Zamindari system resulted in a situation of utter
chaos and created a division in otherwise tolerant communities. The pertinent
question is, ‘Had the Indian National Congress been foresighted enough to realize
the resulting instability, they would have ensured the gradual eradication of
Zamindari system, and thereby handing over the reins of agricultural economy to
its rightful owners would have far been smooth, fruitful and satisfactory. At social
level, eradication of Zamindari system appears to be a great blessing to the poor
peasants and untouchables as it was expected to break the vicious circle of
exploitation and humiliation. But at an economic level, it gave rise to a new kind of
power structure which posed a greater danger in the form of dismantling the old
order of communal harmony and cultural heritage. Corruption and exploitation of
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different kinds became the rule of the day. Time shook the firm foundations of
Zamindari and made it extremely porous and hollow.
Another major concern that the novelist has raised in this novel is its being
feminist in nature. Specifically, within the sphere of domesticity, daughters-in-law
are treated as per the hierarchy, that is to say, if the bride is wealthy, she is
addressed either as ‘aziz dulhan’ (dear bride) or ‘nafis dulhan’ (delicate bride). In
noble Saiyid families, women are either addressed simply as ‘bahu’ or ‘dulhan’;
whereas, in socially lower families, they are referred to as ‘bo’ (wife). This
hierarchy itself decides the proportion of respect, honour and privilege to be
conferred on an individual woman within the family circle. For the women
belonging to the third category, namelessness or anonymity is their hallmark. A
Village Divided manifests the actual situation of women in the families of Saiyid
Zamindars in pre-independence India. In this novel, women are represented as
subalterns, who are subjected to live a subordinated life. They have no voice in the
debates concerning either Moharram or the changing political scenario. Their
choicelessness is an outcome of their marginalized existence. At the most, they can
indulge in gossiping, taunting, humiliating and scandal-mongering. Both patriarchy
and history have victimized the women of Gangauli.
After the Partition, the proud Saiyids of Gangauli encounter a major
problem, that is to say, the difficulty in getting their daughters married to boys of
noble lineage and equal status. This is because most of the young Saiyid boys have
left the village in search of employment. So, the whole village is deserted by the
younger generation of boys in the hope of a better, promising future. There is a
dearth of young eligible bachelors for marriage in Gangauli. The womenfolk of
Gangauli have doubly been marginalized and silenced due to the disastrous
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consequences of the Partition. They are now looked upon as an inevitable burden.
The Partition has thus affected the Gangaulians at a very personal and emotional
level. The Vampire-like Partition has completely sucked the life-blood out of them.
They have no more remained their usual haughty selves. The Partition has forced
them to live on the crumbling pieces of bread. For an instance, the Mir Sahib opens
a shoe-store for sustaining himself in the changing circumstances.
This novel also discusses the issue of the construction of ‘minority identity’
as a category perceived in India of 1930s or 1940s. It penetrates into the very
process which constructs ‘Muslim’ identity in a peculiar way. It seems that several
or multiple historical narratives tend to create a unilateral, conclusive view of
Muslims

as

‘invaders’,

‘monstrous

savages’,

‘victimizers’,

‘polluters’,

‘aggressors’, ‘outsiders’, ‘aliens’, ‘untouchables’, so and so forth. Such a
derogatory view of the ancient and medieval periods, have largely defined the
‘Muslim’ identity during the colonial era. Further, the Machiavellian policies of the
British worsen the matter. Even before the Qaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah
pronounced his demand of Pakistan publicly in the year 1939 at the famous Lahore
session, Mr. J. Coatman, the C.I.E. dropped a hint about the future, as early as in
1932:
“The creation of a strong, united India….. is day by day, being made
impossible, and in its place it seems there might be brought into being a
powerful Mohamedan state in the North and North-West, with its eye
definitely turned away from India….”

18

The discourse of the fundamentalists strongly denies the legacy of the
syncretic culture (Ganga-Jamuni)—a culture which celebrates thousand years of
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history of Hindu-Muslim solidarity and cultural participation. The fundamentalists
and the British government were bent not only upon dividing the common people
on the basis of their religious ideologies and affiliations but also their language.
One of the most crucial issues debated in this novel is the significance of language,
and in this case, Bhojpuri Urdu, in creating a sense of belongingness and identity,
apart from communication. Standardization of language skillfully excludes all
native elements, and with them is lost the familiar way of comprehending the
realities of the outside world. For an instance, almost all the Gangaulians find it
simply difficult to comprehend the long discourses of Aligarh students on Pakistan,
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, and Iqbal etc. delivered in chaste Urdu. At the same time,
they are baffled by the chaste Hindi, the language of Parliament or officialdom
spoken by MLA Parusaram. The conflict between Hindi-Urdu as languages of
communication and expression proved hazardous and aggravated the communal
tension. Reza’s novel A Village Divided also celebrates this momentous shared
history, but at the same time, laments the loss of it in Independent India.
The title of this novel embodies this very sense of a fractured, fragmented,
disjointed, disintegrated, splintered identity. Gangauli, like India, journeys from
being a space of tolerant communities, organic unity, and assimilation to a space
which is divided, exclusivist, alienating, and in turmoil. Earlier, the village was
divided in terms of geographical boundaries into Uttar Patti and Dakkhin Patti. But
after the Partition, one can also see the division of hearts, language and cultural
traditions. The semi-autobiographical form of this novel allows Rahi Masoom
Reza to reconstitute and recollect the cultural trauma of experiencing the division
of a harmonized lived existence, and thereby lend it some sort of harmony in the
world of aesthetics.
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Reza has developed Moharram as a religious, cultural, social, mythical and
artistically integrative metaphor. The Shias of Gangauli believe that Imam Husain
comes back to Hindustan during Moharram, and after it goes back to Karbala.
After Moharram, Gangauli seems desolate because with Imam Husain’s departure
the young people of Gangauli also go back to Calcutta, their Karbala. Thus, life in
Gangauli witnesses the dramatic moments of separation-reconciliation-separation
of a number of families after the Partition. The Partition symbolizes another
Karbala for the people of Gangauli. For the people of Gangauli, after the turmoil of
the Partition, Moharram acquires an entirely new historical meaning or
significance. The usual weeping during the singing of nauhas is now not only
limited to the sacrifice of Imam Husain, but achieves a symbolic meaning. Now, it
also becomes an occasion of mourning over the brutal genocide of thousands of
people during the Partition violence. In this sense, the ritualistic ceremony of
mourning during Moharram attains a universal significance. For Gangaulians, it’s
all about mourning over an endless series of loss—the complete loss of their power
and landlordism, the disintegration of their families, the heterogeneousness of
Gangauli, their sense of belongingness and identity, loss of self-respect, loss of
‘that’ time which has now become a distant past, and above all the loss of Bhojpuri
Urdu as the language of their expression. Gangauli is less of a physical space for
its inhabitants, as it is a mental one. It’s an integral part of their existence, their
mental make-up, and as they are torn apart, completely ravaged by the cyclonic
winds of the Partition, they try to devise new strategies of bare survival in the
changing socio-political scenario. Thus, Gangauli emerges and functions as the
microcosm reflecting all that was happening at the macro-level, that is to say, at
the level of nation. The human predicament is to remember. However,
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remembering or recollecting becomes important only when it is invested with
meaning. Memory functions as a synthesizer for Rahi Masoom Reza in
recollecting the cultural trauma that common people went through for the crime
which they didn’t commit.
Though we witness the deaths of three characters—Phunnan Miyan,
Chikuriya and Hakim Sahib, the novel ends on a note of optimism. Rahi Masoom
Reza does not end his novel with the dark clouds of the Partition hovering around
and haunting the inhabitants of Gangauli. He chooses to end his novel with a fresh
morning on the distant horizon of the sky, which vividly reflects his optimism. The
ending of the novel affirms Rahi Masoom Reza’s faith in the regenerating power of
culture, village, language, home and above all life itself. Thus he ends:
“Outside the morning was most beautiful. In the courtyard a cock was
chasing a chicken and a crow was sitting on the ridge of the roof, calling out
to heaven knows who. A flock of sparrows flew past Fussu Miyan’s
shoulder. At the edge of the pond two or three naked children were throwing
water over each other, and to one side a young woman was sitting scouring
pans with her sari lifted up to her knees. Stirring up the dust, a jeep was
heading over the winding road paved with river pebbles. Opposite, near the
tank, thick smoke was pouring out of the chimney of a brick kiln. A young
child, a schoolbag over his shoulder, ran past at great speed. Fussu Miyan
watched him until he turned to the left and disappeared from sight.”
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Another such distinctive voice that makes the silenced voices of history
audible is that of Amitav Ghosh. He was born in Calcutta (Kolkata) and spent his
childhood in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Northern India. He studied in Delhi,
Oxford and Egypt and has taught in various Indian and American universities.
Amitav Ghosh is widely recognized as one of India’s leading novelists of the
present generation. Amitav Ghosh, a novelist with an extraordinary sense of
history and place, is indisputably one of the most important novelists and essayists
of our time. Ghosh locates an individual’s drama in the general, often
uncontrollable, sweep of humanity’s destiny and actions. From the Partition to
colonial science to colonialism, Ghosh is interested in the ways in which the
violence of history, geography and politics alters lives. Some of the major themes
that infuse almost all his novels are history, science, discovery, travel, nationalism,
and subalternity.
Amitav Ghosh’s writing has received numerous awards. These include a
Prix Medicis Etranger for The Circle of Reason, the Sahitya Akademi Award for
The Shadow Lines, the Arthur C. Clarke Prize for science fiction for The Calcutta
Chromosome, the Pushcart Prize (an award given for stories, poems and essays
published in a literary magazine in the U.S.) for his essay, “The March of the
Novel Through History: My Father’s Bookcase” and the Grand Prize for Fiction at
the Frankfurt International e-Book Awards for The Glass Palace. Controversially,
he declined the best book award for the Eurasian region of the Commonwealth
Writers Prize for The Glass Palace, on the grounds that he was unaware that his
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publishers had entered the book for this prize and objected to the classification of
“Commonwealth Literature”.
The novel that I wish to examine in the context of Subaltern Studies, and
particularly its approach of looking at history from ‘below’, is Amitav Ghosh’s The
Glass Palace. It is a novel that covers almost hundred years of Burmese history of
exodus and dislocation, right from the last part of nineteenth century to 1990s. It is
a novel that is spread over three generations and across three countries, namely,
Burma, India and Malaya. However, it is essential to understand the complex web
of human relationships that inhabit this novel in the form of a tree structure:
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ROYAL FAMILY
______________________________|_______________________________
|
|
THEBAW, KING OF BURMA
QUEEN SUPAYALAT
|_______________________________________________________________________|
___________________________________|____________________________________
|
|
|
FIRST PRINCESS
SECOND PRINCESS
DOLLY
|
|
____________|_________
MARRIES
MARRIES
|
|
|
|
ILLICIT
UMA
|
|
RELATION
|
SAWANT
COMMONER
|
|
|
|
|
|
SAWANT
|
|____________________________________________________|
|
|
|
COLONEL SLADEN
|
[ESCORTS THE ROYAL FAMILY INTO EXILE]
|
__________________________________________________________________________ |
|
|
|
|
BENI PRASAD
DOLLY’S FRIEND
BROTHER
D.P. ROY
DEY’S WIFE
|
UMA’S UNCLE
|
A BANKER IN
|
RANGOON
_____________________________________________|______________________________
|
|
|
ARJUN
MANJU
BELA
[ARMYMAN]
[ACTRESS]
_____|______________
|
|
|
|
HARDAYAL
KISHAN SINGH
MARRIES
|
NEEL

[PRODUCER, RAJKUMAR’S AND DOLLY’S SON]
|
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JAYA [DAUGHTER]
|
MARRIES
|
DOCTOR

RAJKUMAR’S FAMILY
____________________________________|______________________________________
|
|
|
|
FAMILY DIES
MA CHAO
DOLLY
DOH SAY
OF FEVER
|
|
FRIEND AND
|
|
HELPER OF
|
|
RAJKUMAR

|
|
SAYA JOHN MARTINS
RAJKUMAR
TEACHER AND LOVER
HUSBAND OF
OF MA CHAO
DOLLY
|
|
|
|
SON
|
|
_______|_______________
MATTHEW
|
|
|
NEELADHARI
DINANATH
MARRIES
[NEEL]
[DINU]
|
|
ELSA HOFFMAN
______________________|____________
___________|________
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
AUNG ALISON ILONGO JAYA
MA
ALISON
TIMMY SAN
|
|
|
THIN
[DAUGHTER]
[SON]
SUU FRIEND DINU’S DINU’S THIN
KYI
AND
HALF
NIECE AYE
LOVER BROTHER
IS
OF
DINU’S
DINU
WIFE
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In The Glass Palace, Amitav Ghosh specifically attempts to claim the
history of certain individuals, and thereby of a group, that was dislocated in the
wake of Burmese exodus in the last part of 19th century as a result of British
imperialism. It presents a perplexing yet heartrending accounts of a family
uprooted due to the complex sociological, political and historical factors beyond
their comprehension and control, resulting in a distressing sense of loss, exile and
the quest for identity and homeland. The novelist has tried to re-map the history of
three nations in turmoil—Burma, India and Malaya—serving under the colonial
regime, by interweaving various strands of narration into a unifying whole. In a
way, the novel foregrounds the silenced and marginalized postcolonial subjects
(the subalterns, in terms of victims of both time and history).
John Thieme has rightly described The Glass Palace as a ‘family saga’. It is
quite protracted and demanding in terms of involvement. The novel commences in
the year 1885 in Mandalay with the introduction of a skilled eleven-year old
orphan Rajkumar, one of the major characters of the novel. He has reached
Mandalay accidentally as the sampan on which he works as a serving-boy has to be
repaired in the port. His whole family has died of fever on their way to Burma. The
last words of his dying mother were, ‘Stay alive,’ she whispered. ‘Beche Thako,
1

Rajkumar. Live, my Prince; hold on to your life’ . And this is what he precisely
tries to do throughout the novel by devising out various strategies of survival.
Rajkumar’s first acquaintance in Mandalay is Ma Chao, who is half-Indian
and half-Chinese, in her mid-thirties, and runs a small food-stall. Rajkumar works
as an errand boy in her stall. Rajkumar’s second most important acquaintance in an
alien land is Saya John Martins, the teacher and lover of Ma Chao, who is also a
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Christian and a Chinese contractor. He is a thoroughly experienced man in terms of
travelling. Though he has mastered a good number of languages in the process, he
lacks the sense of ‘belongingness’. Rajkumar is further introduced to Matthew, the
seven-year old son of Saya John, who is attending a reputed missionary school in
Singapore. Saya John decides to take Rajkumar as an employee and both of them
start trading in teak.
However, the arrival of Rajkumar in Mandalay is followed by the arrival of
the British in no time. The British has overpowered the royal army of Burma and
are in possession of most of the Burmese territories. In the thirty-year old ‘Glass
Palace’, lives the twenty-seven year old Thebaw (1885-1916), King of Burma and
Queen Supayalat. She is his supercilious and hardnosed chief companion. She has
assassinated altogether seventy-nine contenders including the family members,
who might protest against her husband’s right to the throne, thereby ensuring her
husband’s Kingship. She is attended upon by maids who are orphans, and Dolly is
the youngest and the most beautiful of them.
So, it is Supayalat who wields the real power and not the King, who is
ignorant about the state affairs. In fact, he has not even stepped out of the palace in
seven years and has never left Mandalay. Thebaw, the King of Burma and his royal
army has to surrender to the British just in fourteen days. As the troops enter the
city, Ma Chao and other ordinary subjects take this as an opportunity to enter the
former non-trespassable palace compound, to loot the valuables and to rummage
through it. In the chaos, Rajkumar encounters Dolly, the maid for the first time,
and is so much enthralled by her dazzling beauty that he hands over the jewelled
ivory box to her, which he intended to steal for himself. Colonel Sladen shoulders
the duty of escorting the royal family into exile. They arrive first to Madras (now
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Chennai), and then eventually to Ratnagiri, as their permanent abode, which is
hundred and twenty miles south of Bombay (now Mumbai). The allotted house is
named “Outram House”, which is situated on a hill overlooking the town. A local
man named Sawant is at their service. With the passage of time, Dolly loses her
virginity to Sawant.
In 1905, an Indian named Beni Prasad-Dey arrives in Ratnagiri as its new
District Collector. By that time, the Burmese Royal family and a few of their
attendants have somehow completed their twenty years of stay at the “Outram
House”. Beni Prasad-Dey holds a higher position in the British Civil Service, one
of the rarest Indians to have been conferred with such a distinction. His wife Uma
is fifteen years younger than him. They live in a house named the Residency. From
here onwards, Uma becomes a life-long friend of Dolly, who by now has become a
beautiful and a gracious young woman. Uma is profoundly worried about the
future prospects of Dolly and the royal family, particularly the princess, who are in
the charge of Dolly. However, the first princess is discovered to bear the child of
Sawant, and is to be married to him, and the second princess elopes with a
commoner, and never to return.
In the meantime, Rajkumar makes friends with Doh Say in the inland
Burmese town of Huay Zedi, situated on the Sittang River. Doh Say works as an
elephant herder in the teak forests. Rajkumar is ambitious and determined enough
to become wealthy. He devises a strategic plan to buy a teak forest from the
assistance offered by Doh Say and money procured by importing workers from
India for the British oil fields. After long years of dedication, resourcefulness and
perseverance, Rajkumar establishes a profitable plantation. He masters the art of
negotiation and is successful in signing a contract with the company that is
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building a new railroad into the various teak forests. He has also received financial
assistance from Uma’s uncle, D.P. Roy, who is a banker in Rangoon. This
unanticipated association leads Rajkumar, a man at the age of thirty and rich, to
decide to visit Ratnagiri in search of Dolly, his childhood love. He has never been
able to forget Dolly and his brief childhood titillating encounter with her
throughout these many years. The impressions of her beauty are etched in his mind
forever. Now, we know that he is a curious combination of romantic feelings and
hard-headed business skills. After a prolonged hesitation, Dolly is convinced of
Rajkumar’s genuine feelings of love for her. Their wedding ceremony is presided
over by Uma’s husband. This development, however, exasperate Queen Supayalat
tremendously, as she expected Dolly to serve her forever, and she is now
determined not to see Dolly’s face ever again.
Amitav Ghosh has probably found it difficult to develop the character of
Beni Prasad-Dey, perhaps due to the sheer number of characters in the novel. He is
portrayed as somewhat unimpressive, incompetent and a weak officer of the
British, as he is placed in an awkward situation by the pregnancy of the princess
and the prospect of her marriage to the Indian Sawant. His tragic downfall is
accelerated both by his demotion and departure of Uma from his life. Beni PrasadDey seems incapable to face this double reversal of fortunes, and consequently
drowns himself in the sea. The sad demise of her husband is followed by the
receipt of a compensatory substantial pension. Uma has now both freedom and
money. She moves to Europe, and becomes a leader of the movement to free India.
She visits the United States and collects funds for the cause and settles in New
York, where Saya John’s son, Matthew, is living. Matthew, meanwhile, has
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married an American girl named Elsa Hoffman. Uma later tries to persuade
Matthew to visit his needy estranged father.
Dolly and Rajkumar lands at Saya Johns’ house initially, and this is Dolly’s
first encounter with Burma after twenty-five long years of exile. Saya John and
Rajkumar have also ventured into rubber plantation on Penang Island. Soon, they
are visited by Matthew and Elsa, who christens / baptizes the rubber plantation as
‘Morningside Rubber Estate’. Soon Dolly gives birth to her first son Neeladhari
(nicknamed Neel), who has inherited some of the typical characteristics of
Rajkumar, his father. Four years later, Dolly gives birth to her second son Dinanath
(nicknamed Dinu), who resembles Dolly more in terms of mood and temperament.
Dinu, unfortunately becomes a victim of polio, but is saved from its hazardous
effects due to proper medical treatment. Dolly attends to Dinu more as compared
to Neel due to his frailty. However, in an unusual happening, dolly dreamt of the
old King Thebaw, warning her to take the illness of Dinu seriously, resulting in his
on-time medical treatment. Soon after Dinu’s episode, Dolly learns about the death
of the old King that very night when he appeared in her dream.
By 1929, Dinu is fourteen, Neel is eighteen, and Uma is fifty, who informs
Dolly through a letter that she is leaving America and returning to Calcutta.
Matthew and Elsa have become parents of a daughter named Alison and a son
named Timmy. Dolly decides to take her two sons to Malaya and invites Uma to
meet them at the rubber plantation at Morningside House. They departed from each
other before twenty-three years in Rangoon. In the meantime, Uma has
transformed herself into a significant political activist. Though Uma feels happy to
visit her long-lost friend, she rather angrily deprecates Rajkumar as an accomplice
in perpetrating Britain-engineered cruelty. She soon leaves for Calcutta (now
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Kolkata) after this tussle. She is received at the airport by her brother and his
children named Arjun, Manju and Bela. To our greatest surprise, Uma’s radical
and non-conformist political thinking changes drastically in the new milieu. As the
Burmese rebellion fails, Uma’s thoughts turn to Gandhi’s non-violent methods,
and she voluntarily renders her services to the cause.
However, Uma’s new mode of passive resistance is definitely contrasted by
her nephew Arjun, who joins the Indian Military Academy in Dehra Dun and holds
a significant identity there. Arjun’s sister Manju desires to be an actress. As a
matter of coincidence, she has to give her first audition in front of a producer, who
is none other than Neel, Dolly and Rajkumar’s son. They immediately fall in love
and are happily married soon. Meanwhile, Arjun is delighted to perceive the
democratic spirit in the army. He is one of the very few Indians at the Academy.
He is also tremendously influenced by another Indian named Hardayal, whose
family can boast of a long tradition of military career in the British army. Despite
this ancient connection with the British army, Hardayal has increasingly developed
a sense of futility and restlessness in playing this role, and condemns the British for
treating Indian soldiers as a mere plaything in their hands.
Meanwhile, the eruption of Second World War and the developing
pneumonia of Rajkumar, forces him to make a fresh assessment of the situation, to
take a renewed stock of situation regarding his business in Burma. He decides to
sell his properties before the situation gets worsened. As a shrewd businessman, he
decides to sell all his assets to finance the purchase of great quantities of timber: he
is anticipating that the British and the Dutch will need to reinforce their defenses
throughout the East. Dolly accuses him of war-profiteering. Alison receives the
news of the sad demise of her parents, Matthew and Elsa, in a car accident in the
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Cameron Highlands. Meanwhile, Arjun’s battalion is sent to Afghanistan, and it is
there they learn about the mutinied Sikh unit of Bombay. Rebellion and doubt start
to plague the minds of both Arjun and Hardayal, who are now full lieutenants.
Dinu, at the age of twenty-seven, is now interested in photography and
arrives at Morningside House, where he makes friends with Alison. She is
extremely grieved by the untimely death of her parents. However, love blossoms
between Alison and Dinu. Simultaneously, Dinu comes to know that the servant
Ilongo is his half-brother.
Arjun’s battalion marches forward, and reaches Malay Peninsula via
Singapore. Arjun is wounded, and is also deserted by most of his units. He is only
aided by his batman Kishan Singh. However, in the atmosphere of Japanese attack
and storm-drain, both of them have to hide themselves for a while. The next
morning, they are safely out of the storm-drain and are happy to find Hardayal. But
he has now joined hands or collaborated with Indian National Movement, whose
members are now assisting Japanese for the time being against the mighty British.
Even Arjun finally decides to join hands with Hardayal unit.
With the impending doom in the form Japanese attack, Alison, Dinu, Saya
John, and Ilongo plan to escape Burma. On reaching the railway station, they are
jolted to learn that only Europeans will be allowed to board the trains. This intense
experience is enough to arouse the national political consciousness of Dinu, and he
fights with the Indian officials on the meted injustice. In desperation, they return to
the plantation. Dinu is successful in convincing Alison to leave by car with the
elderly Saya John and promises to join them later in Singapore. After travelling
some distance, they decide to sleep for a while. After waking up in morning,
Alison doesn’t find Saya John. She is surprised to see Saya John being questioned
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up ahead by Japanese soldiers. She fires in their direction. Consequently, they
shoot Saya John immediately, and head towards her. But she commits suicide
before they could catch her.
Meanwhile, Manju gives birth to a baby girl named Jaya in the time of
extreme turmoil. They are soon informed by an Indian representative regarding the
approaching trouble, and they are asked to leave Burma that very evening. Neel
has proved to be successful in handling the business transaction of his father, that
is to say, he successfully sells his father’s properties. This moment of celebration
during the times of war is marked by the tragic death of Neel, when the elephants
in the plantation get panicky due to the bombing nearby by the Japanese soldiers.
The trees also get destroyed in the process. Thus, the pace with which Rajkumar
has established his business and earned money, he looses it in no time. At the same
time, he looses Neel. Manju, Dolly and Rajkumar join some thirty thousand
refugees trying to cross the river in order to escape Burma. In the utter state of
despair due to the loss of Neel, Manju drowns herself while crossing the river,
leaving Dolly and Rajkumar all alone in this exodus. She had probably realized
that Dolly and Rajkumar are individuals belonging to a distant era, and probably
her little baby would learn better lessons of life from their ageing hands.
Dolly and Rajkumar settle down at Uma’s flat for six years to come,
whereas, Uma decides to locate Dinu in Rangoon. She, however, succeeds in
locating Dinu, lives with him for a while, and decides to spend her remaining life
in a nunnery. With the passage of time, Jaya, at the age of seventeen, marries a
doctor ten years older to her. In 1996, she as a college professor is sent by her
college to an art history conference at the University of Goa. Here she happens to
meet a “pioneering photographer from the early years of the century”, who is none
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other than her uncle Dinu. At the age of eighty-two, Dinu owns a photo studio
named “The Glass Palace”. Dinu conducts his classes much like those of Aung San
Suu Kyi. Like her, he suffered confinement for three years by the Burmese
dictatorial military authorities. His classes focus on aesthetics, but they also imply
a philosophy with political ramifications.
Jaya learns that Dinu had left Malay soon after Alison’s death and had
escaped to Rangoon in June of 1942. He has gone in search of Arjun, but found
him wounded and lying on his death-bed. Dinu married a girl named Ma Thin Thin
Aye, who provided him with a shelter in 1942. Both of them were greatly inspired
by listening to the lectures of Aung San Suu Kyi and developed a political
consciousness. Jaya informs Dinu that both Dolly and Rajkumar had died within a
few days of each other at the age of almost ninety.
The Glass Palace contemplates about the effects of history on the lives of
individuals from a subordinated perspective. It also foregrounds the lives of
socially, politically, economically and historically insignificant characters. Like
Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow Lines, it does challenge the notion of boundaries,
euro-centrism and the ill-effects of Western expansionism. This novel is partially
based on the personal experiences of Amitav Ghosh’s uncle, Jagat Chandra Dutta,
who had been a timber merchant in Burma. In his 17 July 2000 interview with
Outlook, Ghosh mentioned that his father’s family had lived in Burma for several
generations. Therefore, writing this novel is a way of re-claiming the personal
history of his family for Amitav Ghosh. Amitav Ghosh has profoundly been
interested in the history of Burma not only due to a personal urge to re-locate the
history of his family but thereby to record a portion of history that might otherwise
simply pass out of public record or won’t remain accessible and audible to the
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world. Regarding the Long March (it was a massive military retreat undertaken by
the Red Army of the Chinese Communist Party, the forerunner of the People's
Liberation Army, to evade the pursuit of the Kuomintang KMT or Chinese
Nationalist Party) army, when Indians fled Burma fearing Japanese occupation,
Ghosh told a reporter that:
“…it’s not been written about at all….It’s strange – there were over half a
million people on the Long March, over 400,000 of them Indian, and there is
such a silence about it….There was no need for the Indian in Burma to flee
when the Japanese approached – many Indians did stay back. It makes you
realize the degree to which Indian felt themselves to be the sheep of the
British; the delusions that governed their lives.”

2

In the beginning of the novel, we come across a universal statement by the
narrator-author as a post-colonial critic:
“This is how power is eclipsed: in a moment of vivid realism, between the
waning of one fantasy of governance and its replacement by the next; in an
instant when the world springs free of its mooring of dreams and reveal itself
to be girdled in the pathways of survival and self-preservation.”

3

In the constant flux of larger historical events, it is the individual histories of
the postcolonial subjects that endure massive shifts in their fate. Ultimately, some
of them survive, while most of them succumb to anonymity. The Glass Palace is a
‘virtuoso demonstration’ of Amitav Ghosh’s method of remembering the past, that
is to say, not as an imperial chess game, but as biographies of otherwise unknown
people. The application of Subaltern Studies, and particularly, its approach of
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reading ‘history from below’ to this novel is significant in the sense that it reveals
the survival strategies adopted by ordinary individuals, families and collective
groups at times of violent historical movements. The question that lies at the heart
of this novel is, ‘Whose life should be counted as significant and whose not?’ In
this context, Subaltern Studies may be of great help in the sense that its primary
focus has always been on the masses rather than on the elites.
As a victim of larger historical forces, the exiled King broods over his own
fate and of his empire as a postcolonial critic. He ruminates:
“The King raised his glasses and spotted several Indian faces, along the
waterfront. What vast, what incomprehensible power, to move people in
such huge numbers from one place to another—emperors, kings, farmers,
dockworkers, soldiers, coolies, policemen. Why? Why this furious
movement—people taken from one place to another, to pull rickshaws, to sit
blind in exile?”
And where would his own people go, now that they were a part of this
empire? It wouldn’t suit them, all this moving about. They were not a
portable people, the Burmese; he knew this, very well, for himself. He had
ever wanted to go anywhere. Yet here he was, on his way to India.”

4

Amitav Ghosh ponders over the issue of exile, not as a commonplace
experience triggered in the wake of some larger historical event, but as an ultimate
fate of powerless people, as an enigmatic and unfathomable problem in history.
Though treacherous and wicked herself, Queen Supayalat hurls severe indictment
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as a colonial subject, when the British officials visit Outram House to investigate
the princess’ marriage to a commoner. She grumbles:

“Yes, we who ruled the richest land in Asia are now reduced to this. This is
what they have done to us, this is what they will do to all Burma. They took
our kingdom, promising roads and railways and ports, but take my words,
this is how it will end. In a few decades, the wealth will be gone—all the
gems, the timber and the oil—and then they too will leave. In our golden
Burma where no one ever went hungry and no one was too poor to write and
read, all that will remain is destitution and ignorance, famine and despair.
We were the first to be imprisoned in the name of their progress; millions
more will follow. This is what awaits us all: this is how we will all end—as
prisoners, in shanty towns born of the plague. A hundred years hence you
will read the indictment of Europe’s greed in the difference between the
Kingdom of Siam and the state of our own enslaved realm.”

5

Though Beni Prasad-Dey, the collector and husband of Uma, works for the
British, he has a complete realization of the disparaging British policies based on
the deprecating racial framework of exploitation, being implemented in the
colonies. If Beni Prasad-Dey is reticent in his protest, Uma is under no onus to
subdue her protest. After her husband’s death, Uma registers her protest
outspokenly. Though her mind is more or less conditioned by her husband’s
thoughts, Uma ultimately proves to be an independent, assertive thinker and leader.
She not only questions the role of British, but also her husband’s role in the British
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Empire. As a post-colonial critic, she concludes that her husband was more or less
a mimic man, a messenger of the colonizer. She remembers:

“There seemed never to be a moment when he was not haunted by the fear
of being thought lacking by his British colleagues. And yet it seemed to be
universally agreed that he was one of the most successful Indians of his
generation; a model for his countrymen. Did this mean that one day all of
India would become a shadow of what he had been? Millions of people
trying to live their lives in conformity with incomprehensible rules? Better to
be what Dolly had been: a woman who had no illusions about the nature of
her condition; a prisoner who knew the exact dimensions of her cage and
could look for contentment within those confines.”

6

Amitav Ghosh is not only challenging the disgusting polices of Britain
through the character of Uma, but also the special affiliation of certain Indians to
their colonial masters through the character of Beni Prasad-Dey. Uma, as a
colonial subject and as a subaltern, envisions for herself a new and a meaningful
role of a revolutionary. She would not like to see her descendants entering the new
epoch as crippled and aping colonial subjects. Uma even goes to the extent of
accusing and condemning Rajkumar of being neo-colonialist, an accomplice in the
exploitative policies of the British. She shouts at him:
“It’s people like you who’re responsible for this tragedy. Did you ever think
of the consequences when you were transporting people here? What you and
your kind have done is far worse than the worst deeds of the Europeans.”
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Amitav Ghosh questions the arbitrariness of borders as well as debates the
issue of loyalty to one’s “true” identity mainly through the characters of Hardayal
and most prominently Arjun. Hardayal asks Arjun:
“‘Well, didn’t you ever think: this country whose safety, honour and welfare
are to come first, always and every time—what is it? Where is this country?
The fact is that you and I don’t have a country—so where is this place whose
safety, honour and welfare are to come first, always and every time? And
why was it that when we took our oath it wasn’t to a country but to the King
Emperor—to defend the Empire?’”

8

In the pre-colonial Burma, the military joins hands with the British,
overpower King Thebaw, resulting in the loss of his political power. The military
power of Burma withdraws its support and loyalty from the local master, and
attaches it to the foreign one. Thus, the British Indian Army assists the British
colonial rule in Burma to exercise their coercive power over Burma. In other
words, the people of one colonized country functioning as accomplice in
perpetrating gruesome violence over the other colonized country, and thereby
favouring the colonial masters. It is ironical that soldiers like Arjun as subalterns
(subordinate officer) in the British Indian Army were fighting neither to defend nor
to extend the territory of India. They were simply facilitating the British policy of
colonial expansion. It is through the character of Arjun that Amitav Ghosh raises
the issue of identity, subalternity, colonialism and belongingness, most vocally.
Arjun introspects about his position as an officer. Though he feels great pride in
being accepted as an officer in the British army, he thinks for a moment about his
own subordinated military assistant, his “batman” named Kishan Singh, and
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concludes that he has more in common with his lowly assistant than his colonial
masters. For the first time, he feels that his comradeship with the British officers is
superficial and hollow. There is a sudden realization in Arjun of his subordination
and rupture from his colonial masters. He now listens more attentively to Hardayal
when he complains to him:
“It was strange to be sitting on one side of a battle line, knowing that you
had to fight and knowing at the same time that it wasn’t really your fight—
knowing that whether you won or lost, neither the blame nor the credit
would be yours. Knowing that you’re risking everything to defend a way of
life that pushes you to the sidelines. It’s almost as if you’re fighting against
yourself. It’s strange to be sitting in a trench, holding a gun and asking
yourself: Who is this weapon really aimed at? Am I being tricked into
pointing it at myself?... But when I was sitting in that trench, it was as if my
heart and my hand had no connection—each seemed to belong to a different
person. It was as if I wasn’t really a human being—just a tool, an instrument.
This is what I ask myself, Arjun: In what way do I become human again?
How do I connect what I do with what I want, in my heart?”

9

Arjun is simply overwhelmed by the clear-headedness of Hardayal and his
military subordinate Kishan Singh. They appear to have perceived a thorough
understanding of their own insignificance, subordination, and marginalization in
the face of larger historical forces. When Arjun decides to join Hardayal’s
“mutiny”, he wonders:
“Was this how a mutiny was sparked? In a moment of heedlessness, so that
one became a stranger to the person one had been a moment before? Or was
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it the other way round? That this was when one recognized the stranger that
one had always been to oneself; that all one’s loyalties and beliefs had been
10

misplaced?”

However, Arjun has a clear understanding of the imminent presence of
Colonialism as being its conscious victim, though a former accomplice. He fully
comprehends the implications of the indelible marks etched on the psyche of the
colonized due to the ruthless process of colonization. He says:
“We rebelled against an Empire that has shaped everything in our lives;
coloured everything in the world as we know it. It is a huge, indelible stain,
which has tainted all of us. We cannot destroy it without destroying
ourselves. And that, I suppose, is where I am…”11

Colonialism, as a strategic exploitative policy, brought in its wake a
systematic oppression of everything that was “native”, and conform it to its
expansionist movement. The major economic network of the British in the novel
includes two significant resources—timber export in Burma and rubber plantation
in Malay as well as human labourers. Colonization made both the resources an
integral part of the trading culture in Burma and Malay. Thus, the process of
commodification, transformation and haulage started in both the countries, which
subsequently strengthened the economic basis or power of the imperial rulers. This
was done with the false ideology that consumption of nature and the inhuman
exploitation of labourers to any extent will lead to the amelioration of the
economic standards of people, to a progressive life. However, this turned out to be
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a grossly fallacious ideology. The operation of economic power ultimately destroys
the place where it operates, and also its social fabric, cultural and historical legacy,
traditions and language. Burma is a supreme example of this outcome, as it has
suffered the exploitative policies of ruthless dictators twice.
Simultaneously, it led to cultural crisis like uprootedness, fragmentation of
identity, dislocation, large-scale migration, drastic changes in administration, and
reconfigurations of political boundaries. In the process, the native becomes the
‘lost soul’, and faces the existential dilemma of being a partitioned subject. The
Glass Palace, as a historical novel records this existential dilemma of the ‘lost
souls’, who suffered an imposed exile, and whose voice got lost underneath the
burden of larger historical forces with the passage of time. Amitav Ghosh has
attempted to excavate either this deliberately subdued or lost or forgotten history,
and thereby to foreground the voice of the bewildered immigrants, the subalterns to
present their version of history.
Despite of the disintegration of families, women of this novel, unlike, the
women of Rahi Masoom Reza’s A Village Divided asserts themselves. Though
they are forced to live a life of subordination due to the ruthless colonial rule, they
gradually emerge as women of some substance. Though uprooted, dislocated, and
marginalized, the women characters of this novel, especially Uma and Queen
Supayalat, criticizes their colonial masters with a Caliban-like spirit. They are
extremely critical of the monstrous expansionist policies of their colonial masters.
However, all the characters of this novel suffer a common fate, that is to say, all of
them are the victims of the inevitable discourse of colonial displacement. They are
forced by the whirlpool of history to be driven from Burma to India, Malaya,
Singapore, and back again. Almost all of them makes several transitions across
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national frontiers during their life-time, yet are their won destiny-makers; the
creators of their own history. Though the novel is structured around the personal
history of Rajkumar and the histories of three nations in turmoil, it also chronicles
the histories of all the characters associated with either of the two.
The novel begins and ends with the two most important historical events that
took place in the eventful history of Burma, namely, the smooth invasion of the
British army on 14 November, 1885 and the sixth year of the house arrest of Aung
San Suu Kyi (the opposition politician and general secretary of the National
League for Democracy in Myanmar) under the generals in 1996. Within the
framework of these two great historical events, Amitav Ghosh situates the
imaginative histories of individuals based on the memories of an embittered history
of disgrace. The Glass Palace is a profoundly researched presentation of the illeffects and ruthlessness of colonialism, but from an anti-colonial perspective.
Amitav Ghosh confesses in his ‘Author’s Notes’:
“I read hundreds of books, memoirs, travelogues, gazetteers, articles and
notebooks, published and unpublished; I travelled thousands of miles,
visiting and revisiting, so far as possible, all the settings and locations that
figure in this novel; [and] I sought out scores of people in India, Malaysia,
12

Myanmar and Thailand.”

What is so fascinating about The Glass Palace as a novel with its sweeping
historical canvas is that, the ‘Orient’ or the ‘colonized’ or the ‘subaltern’ is given a
voice of its ‘own’. Its polyphonic narrative makes it a space of contesting historical
realities, claiming equivalent legitimacy and authenticity as ‘counter-narratives’.
Such a novel becomes a mode of emancipation or redemption from the alluring
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realm of colonial language and history. Postcolonial narratives usually consist of
the ‘others’—those lives that are eradicated by wars or missed out in the ‘grand
narratives’ of history. The Glass Palace, as a novel stands out as a distinct
achievement not in terms of representing new stylistic or thematic avenues, but
because it superbly represents ‘a historically genuine idyllic Burma’ as it was
once—the Burma of elephants, teak, pagodas; its metamorphosis coupled with the
possibility of attaining the same ideal once again, despite of the present chaotic
state of affairs in Myanmar.
As a masterpiece, this novel represents the recurrent themes that are found in
almost all postcolonial novels—absurdity of wars, boundaries as ‘shadow lines’,
colonization and its ill-effects, quest, dislocation, fragmentation or disintegration
of identity, amalgamation, divided loyalties, the process of growing, exile,
temporary settlements, etc. Looked at from the Subaltern perspective, this novel
deals with the specific history of individuals, and thereby the collective histories of
communities and nations in turmoil, rather than historiographic generalizations.
Amitav Ghosh nevertheless succeeds in telling this forgotten history from below or
from an alternative point of view. Such a novel as The Glass Palace can be
categorized on the borderline territory between history and fiction. This novel
deals with the history of losers and survivors, yet with the champions of humanity.
It is a provisional world of constant meeting or gathering and separation. It is as
Homi Bhabha puts:
“Gathering of exiles and émigrés and refugees; “gathering” on the edge of
‘foreign’ cultures; gathering at the frontiers; gatherings in the ghettos or
cafes of city centres; gathering in the half-life; half-light of foreign tongues,
or in the uncanny fluency of another’s language, gathering the signs of
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approval and acceptance, degrees, discourses, disciplines; gathering the
memories of underdevelopment, of other worlds lived retroactively;
gathering the past in a ritual of revival; gathering the present.”

13

Like ‘Moharram’ in A Village Divided, the ‘glass palace’ of the title is used
as an aesthetically integrative metaphor. On the one hand, it stands for the
magnificent hall of mirrors centering the Mandalay palace of the Burmese royalty,
and on the other hand, it also stands for Dinu’s ‘small photo studio’:
“‘But you have an address for him then?’ Jaya said.
‘Yes’. Ilongo reached into his pocket and took out a sheet of paper. ‘He has
a small studio. Does portraits, wedding pictures, group photographs. That
sort of thing. The address is for his studio: he lives right above it.’
He held the paper out to her and she took it. The sheet was smudged and
crumpled. She peered at it closely, deciphering the letters. The first words
that met her eyes were: ‘The Glass Palace: Photo Studio’ .”

14
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While pursuing the present subject as a researcher, I have increasingly
realized that writing fiction about the ‘significant past’ and with a poly-vocal
narrative is in many ways a quest—quest for identity, meaning, comprehending
multi-layered truth, and most importantly for personal significance in a living
world. There are lessons to be learnt from the past, if only human beings are
willing enough to learn them. History has proved itself to be a strong, formative
influence in the life of individuals and collective groups living in South Asia.
Describing history as an unending dialogue between the present and the past, the
historian E.H. Carr observes that its dual function is to enable man to understand
the society of the past and to increase his mastery over the society of the present.
However, this could never be achieved with an emphasis on history alone. In order
to understand two of the most complex historical events in the history of South
Asia, namely, the Partition of India and the Burmese exodus, it is necessary to
understand them in the light of a supplementary corpus of available material
comprising of archives, biographies, autobiographies, interviews, survivors’
stories, and most importantly literary narratives.
Post-Colonialism, New Historicism and Subaltern Studies have questioned
the premises of traditional historiography. They find it an inadequate medium of
capturing and representing the bruised memories of human beings, tried and
perplexed in real life situations. They attempt to render a more authentic,
consistent and interpretative version of history, that questions the mainstream
discourses on history. Theirs is a perspective determined by foregrounding the
inaudible, marginalized voices in a narrative. Historians have generally been more
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interested in making an epistemological break with the past to create the protocol
of objectivity, than in producing “the touch of the real.” Counter-histories, in the
forms of biographies, autobiographies, interviews, survivors’ stories, archives,
literary narratives etc. oppose not only the dominant narratives on history, but also
the prevailing modes of historical thought, methods and research. I have
particularly focused on the Subaltern Studies’ approach of looking at ‘history from
below’, which primarily deals with the history of the losers, with the envisioning of
counterfactuals and provisional historical worlds, with delayed and alternative
chronologies, with the reality of unrealized possibilities, and lending voice to the
silenced. It has made a noteworthy contribution to the discourse on the
representation of history. As a form of “counter-history”, it is very often placed in
contradiction to mainstream discourses on history like Nationalist narratives,
Orientalist images, ethnic stereotypes, and Hindu majoritarianism. It specializes in
representing individual and collective histories ‘from below’. Though basically it
originated as a theory of social science in order to re-define autonomous, radical
class struggles in modern times, I think that it can also be successfully applied to
literary, cultural and historical studies. It helps incorporating the studies of people
whose history had previously either been subdued or evaded. Though it primarily
focuses on peasants’ insurgency, it also takes into consideration the process of
reading history from ‘below’, which invariably takes into account the significance
of individual and collective histories. Such individual and collective histories are
recollected and conjoined to the present by making use of the synthesizing power
of creative imagination and memory. Such a wholesome way of understanding the
‘significant past’ would lead to a comprehensive understanding of the possibilities
of establishing and sustaining a harmonious, civilized society in the present as well
as in future.
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In the first place, both the selected novels deal with traversing borders,
whether voluntary or coerced. It becomes almost an obsession with Amitav Ghosh,
though not with Rahi Masoom Reza. The fictional worlds of both Reza and Ghosh
change journey into a metaphor, that is to say, travel is metamorphosed from being
a mere dislocation into a living quest. For most of the characters, travelling to
Gangauli during the time of Moharram in the novel A Village Divided, is a matter
of rejuvenation, celebration, annual purgation, an occasion to strengthen the bond
of community, and home-coming. Likewise, departing from Gangauli is a matter
of great pain and sadness, and almost equivalent to becoming a non-entity.
Whereas, all the major characters in the novel The Glass Palace are either forced
to leave their ‘homes’, whether natives or non-natives, and gradually pass through
the process of traversing, assimilation and change, in order to evolve new
stabilities and identities, or they migrate due to a desire for upward mobility, an
increased awareness of better prospects and a sense of ambition. However, in both
the novels, travelling or journey does not result in acquisition of greater power, but
becomes an essential strategy for survival. Traversing, thus means transporting
their old bastis (community abode) to the new ones and their past into their
present. Both the novels trace genealogies that traverse either national frontiers or
city frontiers. This also points to an important observation that an immigrant has to
start afresh, and establish himself in the new socio-politico-cultural context. Along
with this change in the socio-cultural, political and economic references, and the
value systems and principles, his or her ‘positionality’ changes accordingly.
Secondly, implicit in the experience of journey is the act of remembering or
recollecting the past in the present. An attempt has been made in the dissertation to
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present the close readings of the chosen novels and to make the seamless or the
organic relationship between the ‘significant past’ and present palpable. Zakir the
protagonist of Intizar Husain’s Urdu novel Basti, constantly mediates with and
modifies his past in accordance with the significance and nature of his present.
Zakir teaches history and is professionally dealing and actually grappling with the
linearity of time flowing uninterruptedly. On the other hand, he psychologically
confronts the discontinuities and ruptures juxtaposed with the images and the
experiences of the past flashing on the screen of his mind. His sense of personal
history calls for a fundamental rethinking of historiography. Problematizing his
experience of history, he thinks:
“How boring it is teaching history to boys. Other people’s history can be
read comfortably, the way a novel can be read. But my own history? I’m on
the run from my own history—and catching my breath in the present.
Escapist. But the merciless present pushes us back again toward our
history.”

1

Likewise, all the major characters in both the selected novels are made or
undone by the unprecedented historical events. The Saiyid Zamindars of Gangauli
are unable to carry their haughty selves across the transition period, that is to say,
from pre-independence to post-independence period, and from a united India into a
divided one. Their present is tinged with a sense of loss and is tormenting. History,
in the sense of the ‘significant past’, is now beyond their reach. It is simply an
impenetrable and non-transgressable reality belonging to the lost familiar world.
The same sense of loss, torment, and exile pervades the fictional world of The
Glass Palace. The characters of this novel, be it Dolly or Queen Supayalat or Uma,
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yearn for the familiarity of the lost world because it was where they could invest
their life with meaning and identity. It was a world that nurtured and nourished
them from within and with which a sense of identification was possible.
Thirdly, it is also my observation that both the selected novels function as
‘counter-histories’ or provide ‘alternative points of view’ against the officially
documented versions of history. The subject positions range from an individual to
a community, from being the perpetrators of violence to being the victims, from
being powerful landed gentries and accomplice of colonial masters to being the
subalterns in these literary narratives. These literary narratives embody ‘distinctive,
authentic, marginalized, subaltern voices’ that claim prominence, or at least
equivalence against the mainstream historical narratives. Both the novels question
‘the top-down approach’ of reading the South Asian history, and replace it with the
study of the culture of the people. There is a commitment to represent people’s
history in these texts. They attempt to re-write history from the grounds of
ambivalence and contradictions and the subaltern remains the vantage point of
their critique. They also show how individuals and collective groups in South Asia
resisted the penetration of colonialism into their cultural ethos to a greater extent.
Fourthly, they deal with major themes like dislocation, fragmented identity,
void, alienation, nationality, culture, language, migration, loyalty, violence, exile,
marginalization, colonialism and post-colonialism, hierarchical relations, gender,
social issues like marriage, illicit and extra-marital affairs, subalternity, complex
web of relationships, hybridity, changing power equations etc. Both the novels are
overcrowded with characters, that is to say, they offer a bewildering web of family
relationships extended to two or three generations. Though both the novels present
a bleak and pessimistic view of life and humanity, they do not end on the same
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note. Both the novels end on a promising note of optimism and life. They look at
history not as a period of progress and development, but as a point of crisis and
stasis. Though they neither negate nor substitute the dominant mainstream
historical discourses, they necessarily contradict and undermine their canonical
significance. They ultimately re-visit and re-claim that part of history which was
either deliberately subdued or evaded or lay buried under the burden of official
versions of history.
At the thematic level, I would particularly emphasize the difference in
response put forward against the process of colonial penetration by Gangaulians
and the denizens of Burma. As far as A Village Divided is concerned, the
Gangaulians are successful to a greater extent in resisting the colonial penetration
into their cultural ethos. However, one witnesses the actual process of aggression,
capture and colonization in The Glass Palace. The colonial masters ruthlessly
robbed the Burmese people off their cultural heritage, royalty and resourcefulness
with guns and artillery. Simultaneously, characters like Beni-Prasad Dey,
Rajkumar, and Arjun have also assisted their colonial masters in continuing their
regressive and exploitative policies.
Further, both Rahi Masoom Reza and Amitav Ghosh have used the two most
significant integrative metaphors in their respective novels—Moharram as an
annual religious occasion of mourning the martyrdom of Imam Husain, particularly
for the Shia Muslims is used in A Village Divided, and the ‘glass palace’ as a
historical monument as well as ‘a photo studio’ signifying creativity in The Glass
Palace. Reza has developed Moharram as a religious, cultural, social, mythical and
artistically integrative metaphor. The Shias of Gangauli believe that Imam Husain
visits them and shower his blessings on them during Moharram, and after it is over,
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goes back to Karbala. Most of the young people desert Gangauli and their family
members with the completion of the ten days of Moharram and are prepared to
face the onslaughts of life. Thus, life in Gangauli witnesses the dramatic moments
of separation-reconciliation-separation of a number of families after the Partition.
The Partition metaphorically represents Karbala for the people of Gangauli. Even
Moharram acquires an entirely new meaning or significance, which has both
historical and personal relevance and significance. The usual weeping during the
singing of nauhas is now not only limited to the sacrifice of Imam Husain, but
achieves a symbolic meaning. Now, it also becomes an occasion of mourning over
the massacre and violence that succeeded the Partition. In this sense, the ritualistic
ceremony of mourning during Moharram attains a universal significance. For
Gangaulians, it is all about mourning over an endless series of loss—the complete
loss of their power, their landlordism, the disintegration of their families, the
heterogeneousness of Gangauli, their sense of belongingness and identity, loss of
self-respect, loss of ‘that’ time which has now become a distant past, and above all
the loss of Bhojpuri Urdu as the language of their expression.
Likewise, the ‘glass palace’ functions not only as a thematic and a structural
device, but also as a symbolic or a metaphorical device. The ‘chronos’ and ‘kairos’
of this novel are structured by the metaphor of ‘the glass palace’. As a historical
monument, it stands for the grandeur and magnificence of the Burmese royalty, for
authority, kingship, golden Burma that once it was, and also for pride and
nationality, though fallen into disgrace. Historical magnificence of the palace
excludes humanitarian concerns and is simply concerned with exercising absolute
power. But in the context of Dinu’s ‘small photo studio’, it is a ‘life-enhancing’,
‘life-preserving’, ‘life-promising’ metaphor and of all those attributes and ideals
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that one may associate like freedom of thought and expression, multiculturalism,
creativity, innovativeness, optimism, sense of identity and attachment, sense of not
only ‘being’ but also ‘becoming’, a place for generating absolutely constructive
and productive ideas, a place for preparing the blueprint of ‘bright’ future and so
on. The former glass palace functions on exclusivist theory, whereas the latter
believes in inclusive progress and development; the former believes in hierarchical
power structure, whereas the latter symbolizes the ‘essential life’, away from the
breath-taking power struggles. By ending his novel with an artistically creative
metaphor, Amitav Ghosh probably is trying to emphasize the point that peace,
progress, harmony, order, innovativeness, in other words, life itself is possible only
through such integrative and secular, though ‘historically insignificant metaphors’,
and not through ‘historically significant’ palaces. Though both of them mark the
beginning of great historical upheavals in the eventful history of Burma, the first
marks the beginning of colonialist expansion, whereas the latter signifies a creative
reflection of the past. The metaphor of photography suggests a point of view that
reclaims the past in frozen frames.
Both the novels deal with essential humanistic concerns that counter
dogmatism, ruthlessness, authoritarianism, parochialism, identity-crisis, alienation,
dehumanization, degradation and fanaticism of all kinds. Both the novels largely
uphold the ideals of human freedom and dignity. Fundamentally, humanism
stresses the formative influence of human values in a person’s life, which
ultimately celebrates universalism and transcends boundaries.
It is also an interesting similarity that both the selected novels have
interwoven the life-stories of multi-ethnic and multi-cultural communities into
their respective fictional world. Simultaneously, both the novels are crowded with
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a bewildering number of characters and intricate relationships. However, A Village
Divided covers not more than twenty years, whereas The Glass Palace
encompasses almost a century. This strongly emphasizes the fact that history of
erstwhile colonies in South Asia in the last century has largely been dominated by
a series of unprecedented events like dictatorial regime, colonialism, communal
violence, colossal migration and exploitation of the native resources.
Both the novels derive their title from ‘space’ in time, that is to say, one uses
the hyphenated or truncated reality of village Gangauli and the other uses a
historical monument. The sense of place becomes one of the most significant
elements the writer can manipulate to condition the representation of individuals
and community; he or she delineates its process of growth and subsequent fall.
Place, thus, attains a discrete identity of its own, very often acquiring the status of
character, in two ways: first as having distinctive features which seem to bear
down on characters, producing responses that would not have occurred elsewhere;
and second, resembling a human with specific features, identity and set of values.
The history of a community has to be located in a place so that not only does place
becomes central to any description of the growth / decline of a people, but also
with migration, the location of that community keeps changing and new identities
keep evolving. In literature, place is the geography of imaginative space, and it has
the potential to represent and preserve the identity of a community that binds its
members in a shared sense of purpose and a common sense of belonging, but in
addition to this, place also defines the identity of the individual along with
situating him in his community. The exploration of the past is as much the
exploration of a physically real geographical location as it is of the landscape of
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the mind; the psychological nuances are as much part of the remembering as the
geographical location.

Further, both the novelists have heavily relied either on their personal
memory or on memory of the actual victims in order to re-create the past. Memory
is assigned the task of structuring the events in both these novels, that is to say, to
create a sense of how people felt—how, if at all, these feelings found expression,
what emotions were paramount. Memory plays a pivotal role in synthesizing the
loose strands of the past with present. As far as Rahi Masoom Reza is concerned, it
is episodic memory that is pre-dominant, that is to say, recollection of time, place,
and associated emotions at the time of the event. Whereas, in the case of Amitav
Ghosh, it is borrowed memory, that is to say, memory acquired through various
sources like archives, newspapers, survivors’ stories, interviews, and most
importantly from the personal experiences of his uncle, Jagat Chandra Dutta. It is
as Fracesco Loriggo explains:
“The authors often act as the memory of the group: they are scribes who
give voice to those who have lived or live in silence. By their mediation,
because they managed to master a language, an experience otherwise lost,
left unsaid, is communicated.”

2

Thus, the re-enactment of history in fiction is a way of preserving the
remnants or relics of the ‘significant past’. It is an aesthetic response rescuing the
past from getting buried into the realm of amnesia. Finally, I would like to
conclude with the following significant statements made by two eminent novelists.
The first is by Intizar Husain, probably the most accomplished writer in Urdu after
Manto, and the second by Amitav Ghosh. Intizar Husain wrote:
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“The agony of India’s partition could be lessened—perhaps—by exploiting
the event’s potential creativity: ‘to salvage whatever of that [pre-partition]
culture, if only by enacting it in literature’. To preserve a memory, however
fugitive, of that culture before time and history have placed it beyond
3

reach.”

In an interview, Amitav Ghosh defended his choice of fiction over history by
giving the following explanation:
“I think the difference between the history historians write and the history
fiction writers write is that fiction writers write about the human history. It’s
about finding the human predicament; it’s about finding what happens to
individuals, characters. I mean that’s what fiction is… exploring both
dimensions, whereas history, the kind of history exploring causes, causality,
is of no interest to me.”

4
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